Town of Adams, Massachusetts, Report of the Town Officers for the Year Ending December 31, 2018 by Adams (Mass.)
PRECINCT 1
Barrett, Margery S.  
Barrett, William J. 
Belisle, Wilfred 
Blanchette, Donald C. 
Bodzioch, Leon J. 
Bombardier, Donald‑D. 
Bongiolatti, Ippol. F. 
Bongiolatti, Louis Jr. 
Decensi, AngeloJr. 
Decker, John F. 
Decker, Peter J. 
Doherty, Lawrence G. 
Grew, Ambrose A. 
Grew, Lucille R. 
Hathaway, Arthur 
Jennings, Albert A. 
King, Laurio J. 
Kirby, George H. 
Kulpa, Edward N. 
Kurpiel, Frank J. 
Lyden, Joseph R. 
Michalenko, lgnatius J. 
Pieri, James 
Pitoniak, Edward J. 
Pitoniak, John A. 
Pitoniak, Robert 
Romaniak, Anthony J. 
Rowley, Francis W. 
Sands, David 
Wegrzyn, John A.
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Charbonneau, Lawrence R. 
Gancarz, Alfred H. 
Hajdas, Joseph E. 
Hebert, Joseph A. 
Kaczowski, Adolf R. 
Kelley, Earl F. 
Kelley, Patricia O.  
Koczela, Edward 
Kolis, Dolores J.  
Kolis, Theodore J. 
Konopka, Richard W. 
Konopka, Rose M.  
McLaren, Harold W. 
Mikuszewski, Stanley D. 
Mirke, Ronald E. 
O’Hearn, John W.
Paciorek, Peter
Pratt, Guy C. Jr.
Rusek, Louis J.
Salisz, Francis W.
Soderstrom, John A.
Stavaski, Francis H.
Stojda, Donald W.
Szufnarowski, Frederick
Wesolowski, William E.
Wojtaszek, Francis J. Jr.
Wojtusiak, Walter
Zabek, Peter
PRECINCT 3
Armata, Joseph A. 
Armata, Ned J. 
Cwiertniewicz, Stanley A. 
Czubryt, Thaddeus J. 
Denault, Eugene 
Dziegiel, Walter 
Fryc, John 
Gigliotti, Andrew F. 
Godek, A. Edward 
Godek, Elizabeth 
Gwozdz, Stanley F. 
Haun, Ina F.  
Kieltyka, Edmund 
Kirchner, Henry J. 
Kirchner, Roberta M.  
Kissel, Bruno B. 
Kissel, Caryl Z.  
Koczela, Frances L.  
Koczela, Fred J. 
Kosiba, Frances 
Miller, Samuel A. 
Ordyna, Joseph C. 
Payne, Evelyn 
Pliska, Walter 
Soja, Joseph 
Strzepek, Alec J. 
Tarsa, Raymond J. 
Wilk, John E.
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Abraham, Albert M. 
Alarie, Francis E. 
Boisvert, Frederick N. 
Boisvert, George F. 
Bond, J. Franklin 
Bond, Nelson H. 
Burke, William A.
Carlow, William J. 
Daniels, Dixon H. 
Daniels, Margarett H.  
Groves, Richard J. 
Herrmann, Franklin A. 
Kowalski, Leonard W. 
Laine, Robert J. 
Lennon, David T. 
Morin, Francis A. 
O’Connor, J. Norman 
Paradis, Leo P. 
Pieri, James J. 
Rivers, Roger W. 
Robinson, Louise A.  
Robinson, Warren E. 
Shipcot, Bernard F. 
Sommer, Donald R. 
Sommer, Shirley 
Stark, Margaret E.  
Stein, Donald Francis 
Turgeon, Leonard A. 
Wineberg, Mervin 
Wittke, Raymond B.
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Attalla, Amen 
Baker, Eugene P. Jr. 
Bieniek, Lawrence 
Carlson, Robert A. 
Couture, Clayton L. 
Dean, William A. 
DeBlois, Wilfrid 
Donovan, Walter J. 
George, Richard J. 
Koczela, Carolyn 
Koczela, Stanley 
LaFrance, Donald L. 
Lambert, Ralph C. 
Lefebvre, Arthur R. 
Les, Adolph F. 
Macek, James E. 
Ouellette, Joan 
Phelps, Nelson R. 
Phelps, Richard L. 
Rowley, James L. 
Sadlowski, Joseph E. 
Schwab, George 
Schwab, Lillian 
Smith, James McC. 
Szulc, Henry J. 
Trottier, Mark D. 
Vrabel, Peter J. 
Weston, Lawrence 0. 
Zepka, Walter C.
 On The Cover  Town Meeting members, sitting as a body, are rarely photographed. A Town Meeting was 
held on October 31, 1967 in the auditorium of the Adams Memorial High School to decide on the bond issue necessary 
to fund the construction of the Hoosac Valley Regional High School. 
 In the front row to the right are the four Adams members of the Adams‑Cheshire Regional School Committee:  
William Denault, Mervin Wineberg, Edward Koczela and Dixon Daniels. In the third row is the Board of Selectmen:  
Anthony P. McBride, Ewart D. Callahan and Fred Dabrowski. Next to Mr. Dabrowski is Supt. of Streets, Chester J.  
Trzcinski. Standing to speak is A. Edward Godek. In the first and second row on the left are Alexander Cwalinski, 
counsel to the School Committee and Morton Schiff, member of the Finance Committee. Other members of the  
Finance Committee are in the audience.
 Below is a list of the Town Meeing Members in 1967. Of the 150 seats available, there are only five seats unfilled. 
The auditorium itself is nearly filled to capacity. At the far right are students of the 8th grade of St. Stanislaus Kostka 
School. It used to be a tradition at the school that the Civics Club attended one of the Town Meetings. The fashion 
is also notable. Many men are wearing white shirts, ties and suit jackets. There is even a woman wearing a fur stole 
and pearls.
F INANCE  COMMITTEE  MEMBERS  Alfred B. Burnett, Leo A. Delmolino, A. Edward Godek, Thomas O. Harvey John J. Gallivan, 
Joseph S. George, Edwin Ginsburg, Henry J. Jaeschke, Robert T. Leitch, Arthur D. Simmons, Williams J. Barrett, A. Burdette Daniels, Edmund Kieltyka, Morton Schiff, 
and Casimere A. Urbanek. T
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General information
Incorporated in 1778 as the town of Adams in honor of Samuel Adams.
population:
 town Census 2018 8,476
 town Census 2017 8,523
 town Census 2016 8,556
 town Census 2015 8,521
 town Census 2014 8,799
 town Census 2013 8,914
 town Census 2012 9,146
 town Census 2011 9,183
 town Census 2010 9,414
 town Census 2009 9,657
 town Census 2008 9,488
 town Census 2007 9,370
 town Census 2006 9,311
 town Census 2005 9,307
 town Census 2004 9,213
 town Census 2003 9,213
 town Census 2002 9,212
 town Census 2001 9,369
 Federal Census 2010 8,485
 Federal Census 2000 8,809
 Federal Census 1990 9,455
 Federal Census 1980 10,385
Registered Voters as of october 2018 5,941
Area  23.02 Square Miles
Altitude 799 feet above sea level
latitude 42 degrees – 37”
longitude 73 degrees – 7”
miles of state Road 2.73
miles of Town Road 57
Tax Rate FY17
 Residential and open Space $ 21.37
 Commercial, Industrial & personal $ 24.55
 Total Taxed Assessed $   11,131,707.88
 Total Valuation $ 507,917,076.00
Town hall:
 open 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
    Monday through thursday 
    Closed Friday
selectmen’s meeting:
 Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
 Adams town Hall, 8 park Street
Town election:
 First Monday in May
state senator, Berkshire district
 ADAM G. HINDS – pittsfield
state Representative, 1st Berkshire district
 JoHN BARRett III – North Adams
Governor’s Councillor, 8th district
 MARY HURLeY – Longmeadow
United states senators:
 eLIZABetH WARReN – Cambridge
 eDWARD J. MARKeY – Boston
Representative in Congress,  
 1st Congressional district
 RICHARD NeAL – Springfield
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points of interest
the Ashuwillticook Rail Trail is a former railroad 
corridor that was paved to form a path for recreation. ten 
feet wide and spanning 12.5 miles through the towns of 
Adams, Cheshire, and Lanesborough parallel to Route 8, 
this scenic path boasts views of mountains, the Cheshire 
Reservoir, the Hoosic River, wetlands, and natural scenery 
including local wildlife. the name Ashuwillticook is 
derived from a Native American term meaning “at the 
pleasant river between the hills.”
Greylock Glen is the area at the base of Mt. Greylock 
which was formerly farm land, and the future site of a camp-
ground, amphitheater and outdoor Center. this location has 
many beautiful vistas of mountains, streams and fields.
mount Greylock, the highest point of land in Massa-
chusetts, overlooks Adams from the west and is part of the 
taconic Range, a spur of the great Appalachian Mountain 
system. From Mount Greylock’s 3,491 foot summit rises 
a ninety foot granite memorial beacon tower “erected by 
Massachusetts in grateful recognition of the loyalty and 
sacrifice of her sons and daughters in war.”
Bellows pipe, a part of the gap between Mount Greylock
and Ragged Mountain, often produces a roaring sound 
when whistling winds and storms blow through it from 
the north. 
pecks Falls is a cataract of wild natural beauty to be 
found on the upper reaches of pecks Brook, which flows 
toward Adams from Mount Greylock. 
susan B. Anthony’s Birthplace is located on the east 
Road at Bowen’s Corners. Miss Anthony (1820 – 1906) 
was a pioneer in advocating suffrage for women.
The Quaker meeting house, in the Maple Street 
Cemetery, is an enduring memorial to the pioneers of 
Adams, who built it. the meeting house (c. 1784) is open 
for tours on Sundays, after July 4th and before Columbus 
Day, from 1-4 p.m.
the Birthplace of George n. Briggs, an Adams native 
who served seven terms as governor of Massachusetts 
(1844 – 1851) still stands at 11 Weber Street. 
the Thunderbolt ski Trail, which begins near the 
summit of Mount Greylock, has a vertical drop of 2,150 
feet and is 1.6 miles long. It is classified as an expert 
Class A racing trail. 
mcKinley square is the location of the Adams Free 
Library, Notre Dame Church, the Armory and the monu-
ment to president William McKinley. He visited Adams for 
several days on three occasions, once as Governor of ohio, 
and twice as president of the United States. His statue was 
created by Augustus Lukeman, who also worked on Stone 
Mountain in Georgia. 
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In Memoriam
❦
❦
pAUl J. AiTKen
NBVRSD Committee Member
town Meeting Member
melAnie A. BUsheY
Council on Aging employee
milTon d. ChiTTenden
Adams Forest Wardens Member
williAm C. denAUlT
Adams School Committee Member
Finance Committee Member
town Meeting Member
BeRnARd A. GAGne
Board of Appeals Member
sTAnleY J. KesTYn
personnel Board Member
town Meeting Member
edwARd i. KoCZelA
Adams Cheshire Regional School District Committee Member
town Meeting Member
helen J. moRin
Howland Avenue School teacher’s Aide
Joseph A. RoUlieR
planning Board Member
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dediCATion
Town meeting members
How do we get Town Meeting Members?
the “Act establishing in the town of Adams Representative 
town Government by Limited town Meetings” was approved 
on May 1, 1935, Chapter 235, Acts of 1935. the first elected 
town Meeting Representatives was done at the March 1, 1937 
town election. At that time, one hundred and fifty Representative 
town Meeting Members were elected to fulfill the Act. each 
precinct is represented by thirty members with staggered three 
year terms. Any member of the general court of the common-
wealth who is a registered voter of the town, the moderator, the 
town clerk, the town treasurer-collector, members of the board 
of selectmen and the chairman of the finance committee are 
designated as town meeting members at large and “ex officio.” 
eighty-five town Meeting Members constitute a quorum for 
doing business and members shall receive no compensation.
the town Report Committee would like to recognize all past 
and present town Meeting Members. Your service to the town is 
remarkable. Without your commitment and patience the town of 
Adams cannot function. You sit through the hottest days of the 
year to come here and vote on all town matters. It may sometimes 
seem like a thankless job - until you remember that not one penny 
of town funds may be spent without your approval.
this year marks a great event. Among us, we have a continuous 
fifty-year town Meeting Member. Listed below are current 
members who have continually served as a town Meeting Member 
for twenty years or more. Although we recognize the dedication 
of a few members, we would like to thank all members for your 
commitment, service and time. You are the voice of Adams!
50 Years
Starr D. Baker
40 Years +
Richard A. Jette
Frederick D. Moran
30 Years +
Lawrence A. Clairmont
Jacqueline M. Demastrie
paul S. Demastrie
Ann Marie Doyle
Joseph B. Doyle
edward J. Driscoll (Includes at large service)
George J. Haddad (Includes at large service)
Joseph p. Hayer
edward S. Janik
Dolores Lillie
Bruce W. Mendel
eugene F. Michalenko
Sandra H. Moderski
Marilyn A. Moran
Brenda e. Robinson
thomas A. Robinson
thomas A. Satko
Norman K. Schutz
Lawrence turoczy
20 Years +
patricia A. Baker
Beth L. Bourdon
James Bush
patricia Conroy-Shepley
Gregory A. DeBlois
Susan Deeley
Bruce D. Dumouchel
Jody A. Fijal
Susan K. Frost
Dolores J. Kolis
Joseph A. Lentine
John Joseph Levesque
Lauryn B. Levesque
Haley A. Meczywor (Includes at large service)
paula Meczywor
Leon S. parrott Jr.
Nancy A. parrott
Veronica A. Silvia
patricia F. taylor
Mary e. Whitman
Juliette J. Wilk-Chaffee
Barbara Ziemba
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*Elected Official
modeRAToR for a term of one Year
MYRA L. WILK 950*
Write In Votes 1
Blanks 183
  Total 1134
Town CleRK for a term of Three Years
HALeY A. MeCZYWoR 985*
Blanks 149
  Total 1134
seleCTmen for a term of Three Years
JoHN e. DUVAL 669*
JAMeS BUSH 695*
HeAtHeR MARIe CACHAt 356 
WAYNe V. pIAGGI 40
DoNALD R. SoMMeR 309
Write In Votes 1
Blanks 198
  Total 2268
AssessoR for a term of Three Years
DoNNA AItKeN MACDoNALD 919*
Write In Votes 2
Blanks 213
  Total 1134
BoARd oF heAlTh memBeR  for a term of Three Years
BRUCe DALe SHepLeY 939*
Blanks 195
  Total 1134
liBRARY TRUsTees for a term of Three Years
JAMeS R. LoUGHMAN 876*
eUGeNe F. MICHALeNKo 999*
Blanks 393
  Total 2268
pARK CommissioneRs for a term of Three Years
JAMeS J. FASSeLL 926*
CYNtHIA H. BIRD 875*
JACoB LeVeSQUe 848* 
Write In Votes 3
Blanks 750
  Total 3402
Adams Town election Results
may 1, 2018
plAnninG BoARd memBeR for a term of Five Years
LISA A. GAZAILLe 896*
Write In Votes 1
Blanks 237
  Total 1134
CemeTeRY CommissioneR for a term of Three Years
BRUCe DALe SHepLeY 937* 
Blanks 197
  Total 1134
hoUsinG AUThoRiTY memBeR for a term of Five Years
Write In Votes, StepAHNIe L. MeLIto 22*
Write In Votes, other 21
Blanks 1091
  Total 1134
hoUsinG AUThoRiTY memBeR for a term of one Year
eRICA MeRANDA GIRGeNtI 926*
Blanks 208
  Total 1134
RedeVelopmenT AUThoRiTY memBeR 
 for a term of Five Years
eLIZABetH M. BUSHeY 826*
Write In Votes 4
Blanks 304
  Total 1134
RedeVelopmenT AUThoRiTY memBeR 
 for a term of Two Years
Write In Votes 4
Blanks 1130
  Total 1134
Failure to Elect
RedeVelopmenT AUThoRiTY memBeR 
 for a term of one Year
JACoB LeVeSQUe 839*
Write In Votes 3
Blanks 292
  Total 1134
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*Elected Official
election Results (continued)
noRTheRn BeRKshiRe ReGionAl VoCATionAl  
 sChool disTRiCT CommiTTee memBeR 
 for a term of Three Years
AARoN M. DeAN 953*
Blanks 181
  Total 1134
AdAms CheshiRe ReGionAl  
 sChool disTRiCT CommiTTee 
 AdAms RepResenTATiVe for a term of Three Years
MICHAeL C. MUCCI, JR. 910*
Write In Votes 2
Blanks 222
  Total 1134
AdAms CheshiRe ReGionAl  
 sChool disTRiCT CommiTTee 
 CheshiRe RepResenTATiVe for a term of Three Years
BetHANY J. DeMARCo  42*
Write In Votes 24
Blanks 1068
  Total 1134
Results of the annual Town elections held for the 
Adams-Cheshire Regional school district
AdAms
Adams Representative – Three Year Term 
 Adams Cheshire
MICHAeL C. MUCCI, JR.  910 321
Write In Votes 2 11
Blanks 222 170
  Total 1134 502
CheshiRe
Cheshire Representative – Three Year Term 
 Adams Cheshire
BetHANY J. DeMARCo 42 93
Write In Votes 24 22
Blanks 1068 387
  ToTAl 1134 502
elected Town officers
 Term Expires
moderator
Myra L. Wilk 2019
Town Clerk
Haley A. Meczywor  2021
selectmen
Richard Blanchard 2019
Joseph J. Nowak 2019
Christine D. Hoyt 2020
James Bush 2021
John e. Duval 2021
Treasurer-Collector
Kelly F. Rice 2019
Assessors
Lorraine M. Kalisz 2019
George J. Haddad 2020
Donna Aitken MacDonald 2021
Board of health
peter L. Hoyt 2019
David Brian Rhoads 2020
Bruce Dale Shepley 2021
library Trustees
Virginia phelps Duval 2019
Karen L. Kettles 2019
Brian R. Bishop 2020
Anita L. Jamros 2020
James R. Loughman 2021
eugene F. Michalenko 2021
park Commission
Scott e. Cernik 2020
Jacob N. Schutz 2020
Cynthia H. Bird 2021
James J. Fassell 2021
Jacob Levesque  2021
planning Board
Barbara Ziemba 2019
David C. Krzeminski 2020
David B. Rhinemiller 2021
Sandra H. Moderski 2022
Lisa A. Gazaille 2023
Cemetery Commission
James M. taylor 2019
Frederick S. Hobart 2020
Bruce Dale Shepley 2021
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Appointed By moderator
 Term Expires
Finance Committee
Carol A. Cushenette 2019
Charles H. Foster 2019
Brian R. Johnson 2019
Vacant 2019
Vacant 2019
Sandra D. Kleiner 2020
David J. Lesure 2020
Leon S. parrott 2020
Joan Smigel 2020
Rachel H. tomkowicz 2020
timothy R. Burdick 2021
Craig R. Corrigan 2021
John R. Cowie, Jr. 2021
paul S. Demastrie 2021
Jeffrey M. Lefebvre 2021
Town Report Committee
Mary Beverly
Donna Cesan
Deborah Dunlap
Haley Meczywor
Kelly Rice
paula Wheeler
Adams memorial day Committee
John Bordeau
Anthony Donovan
Joseph Kus
Clement St. Hilaire
Ralph Schwarzer
David Smachetti
Appointed at 
Annual Town meeting
Fence Viewer
Victor Ziemba 2018
measurer of wood and Bark
Walter Slosek 2018
 Term Expires
housing Authority
Linda Cernik (State Appointee) 2021
erica Meranda Girgenti 2019
James M. DiCicco (Moved 9/1/2018) 2020
Carol A. Roberts 2021
Stephanie L. Melito 2023
Redevelopment Authority
Vacant (State Appointee)
Jacob Levesque 2019
Vacant 2020
Joseph W. Allard 2022
elizabeth M. Bushey 2023
northern Berkshire Regional Vocational school Committee
Joseph W. Allard 2019
Daniel J. Maloney, Jr. 2020
Aaron M. Dean 2021
Adams-Cheshire Regional school district Committee
elected At-large 
(Adams)
paul K. Butler 2019
Jennifer J. Gageant 2019
Regina A. Hill 2020
Michael C. Mucci, Jr. 2021
Adams-Cheshire Regional school district Committee
elected At-large 
(Cheshire)
peter J. tatro 2019
Adam B. emerson 2020
Bethany J. DeMarco 2021
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Appointed Town officials – July 2018
Right to Know Coordinator
Donna e. Cesan
Adhoc Committee on solid waste
Gregory DeBlois
edward Driscoll
Bruce D. Shepley
David Rhoads
Linda Cernik 
Agricultural Commission
Wayne piaggi
emilie Krzanik
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant (Alternate)
Vacant (Alternate)
Vacant (Alternate)
Vacant (Alternate)
American with disabilities Coordinator
Donna e. Cesan
Animal Control officer
Kim Witek
Animal Control officer (weekend)
Daniel Lefebvre
Berkshire Regional planning Commission
David Rhinemiller
John Duval (Alternate)
Berkshire County Regional Transit Authority
Christine Hoyt
Chief procurement officer
Donna e. Cesan
Code enforcement officer
thomas Romaniak
Community development director
Donna e. Cesan
Conservation Commission
James Fassell
tom Robinson
Corey Bishop
David Lipinski
tammie Shafer
Brian Bishop
Vacant
Constables
thomas Satko
Herman Bishop
Council on Aging director
erica Girgenti
Council on Aging Board of directors
Robert Joppich
Deb Weinberg
Aleta Moncecchi
Melissa Schaffrick
pam St. John
Mary Whitman
Leona Meczywor
Bruce Shepley
Gregory onorato
Cultural Council of northern Berkshire
 Adams Representatives: 
Linda Rhoads
Henry Klein
department of public works director
Vacant
emergency management director
Richard Kleiner
employee insurance Advisory Group
Mary Beverly
Barbara Lewis
Shawn Briggs
Kathleen Fletcher
erica Girgenti
Norman Charron
Fair housing officer
Donna e. Cesan
Forest warden
Richard Kleiner
hazardous waste Coordinator
Donna e. Cesan
historical Commission
eugene Michalenko
Ryan Biros
Jody Fijal
Bruce D. Dumochel
Anthony Archambault
housing & Building inspector
Donald torrico
information Technology Consultant
Robert Wnuk
inspector of Gas piping & Appliances
Norman Rolnick
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inspector of plumbing
Norman Rolnick
mt. Greylock Advisory Board
timothy Herrmann
no. Berkshire solid waste management district
edward Driscoll (Adams Representative)
parks, Grounds and Recreation superintendent
Vacant
preservation officer
eugene Michalenko
Registrar of Voters
John J. tarsa
timothy Rowley
Casimir R. Kuza
Retirement Board
patricia Wol
safety Committee
Robert Rumbolt
timothy Cota
Richard tarsa
Donna e. Cesan
erica Girgenti
Mary Beverly
special police officers
Allen Mendel
superintendent of insect Control
Vacant
Town Accountant
Mary Beverly
Town Counsel
edmund St. John, III
Town scholarship Committee
Kelly Rice
Ashley Satko
Haley Meczywor
George Haddad
Vacant
Traffic Commission
Richard tarsa
tom Satko (Citizen)
timothy Cota
Gregory onorato
Vacant (planning Board)
Appointed Town officials – July 2018 (continued)
Tree Board
Vacant
Tree warden
timothy Cota
Trench Board
Don torrico
tom Romaniak
timothy Cota
Veterans Agent
Stephen R. Roy
wastewater Treatment plant superintendent
Robert Rumbolt
weighers of All Commodities:
 hoosac Valley Coal & Grain
Francis Waterman
 mullen movers
Martin Mullen, Jr.
Vacant
 specialty minerals, inc.
Alan Giroux
James Alibozek
Alicia Williams
patricia Markland
Derek Masse
Kevin Hubbard
Vacant
wire inspector
David Rhinemiller
Assistant wire inspector
Les Rhinemiller
Zoning Board of Appeals
peter West
Brian tenczar
Francie Riley
Glendon Diehl
Jacob Levesque 
Robert Krzanik (Alternate)
Anthony Donovan (Alternate)
Wayne V. piaggi (Alternate)
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	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	1	 5	 18	 25	
Baker, Patricia A.  E E X
Baker, Starr D. E X X
Bush, James X X X
Butler, Michele   X X
Charron, James F. (Elected 5/7/2018) - X
Charron, Melissa M. X X
Clerc, Bruce P. X X X
Cunningham, Travis X X X
Duval, Virginia Phelps (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Fijal, Jody A. X X
Hoyt, Christine D. X X X
Jette, Richard A.  X X
Kline, Sarah JP X  X
Kolis, David X X X
Kolis, Patricia M.  X X X
Kupiec, Anne E.  X X
Kupiec, Neil  X X
Milne, Erin Mary (Elected 5/7/2018) - X
Moran, Terence E. 
Morin, Norma P. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  -  -
Moyer, Christine A. E X E
Moyer, John D. E X E
Mucci, Erin X X X
Neep, Kristin Lynn (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Nimmons, Jacqueline F.  E X X
Poirot, Dayne P. X
Robinson, Brenda X E X
Robinson, Thomas E X X
Strek, Erin Marie (Elected 5/7/2018) - X
Taylor, Judith L. X X
Taylor, Marshall  X X
Wilson, William Robert (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Town meeting members – special and Annual Town meetings
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	2	 5	 18	 25
Biros, Ryan   X
Cardin, Bruce E. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  -  -
Cernik, Linda A. X X X
Cernik, Scott E.  X X
Chittenden, Mark J. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
DeBlois, Gregory A. X  X X
Delmolino, Donald L. (Resigned 10/2018) X X -
Dolle, James J. (Elected 5/7/2018) -
Driscoll, Edward J. X
Duval, John E. X X X
Filkins, Andrea M. (Resigned 9/2018) X  -
Gazaille, Lisa A. (Elected 5/7/2018) - X
Janik, Edward S. X X X
Kolis, Dolores J. X X X
Kozik, Michael A. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Lefebvre, Jeffrey M. X
Lentine, Joseph A. E E X
Meczywor, Michael V.  X X
Meczywor, Paula X X X
Merlini, Donald J.
Michalenko, Eugene F. X X X
Miller, Jessica Marie (Elected 5/7/2018) -
Moderski, Sandra H.
Odvar, Lisa A. X X X
Richardson, Kevin M. 
Schutz, Norman K. X X X 
Sutliff, Mary Ellen X X X
Sutliff, Shaun W. X X X
Tomkowicz, Rachel H. X X X
Tomyl, Peter (Elected 5/7/2018) - E X
Turoczy, Lawrence X X X
Wilk, Matthew J., Jr.  E X
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	3	 5	 18	 25
Allard, Joseph X X 
Blanchard, Richard X  X
Conroy-Shepley, Patricia X X X
Corrigan, Craig R. X X X
Cowie, John R., Jr. X X X
Dumouchel, Bruce D.
Frederick, Jon A. (Elected 5/7/2018) -
Frost, Richard E. X E X
Frost, Susan K. X E X
Gageant, Stephen (Elected 5/7/2018) - E
Kolis, Marilyn Phelps  E 
Lawson, John L. X X X
Mach, Michael J. X X
Norcross, Robert X X
Parrott, Leon S. Jr. X X
Parrott, Nancy A. X X
Powers, Michael J. X X
Satko, Ashley Ruth  X X X
Schaffrick, Melissa L. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Schutz, Jacob N. 
Shepley, Bruce Dale X X X
Silvia, Veronica A. X X X
Tinney, Thomas N.  X
Trzcinski, Bianca F. X X X
Wilk-Chaffee, Juliette J. E X -
Ziemba, Barbara (Elected 5/7/2018; Pct. 4) E - -
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	4	 5	 18	 25
Alibozek, Elizabeth S. (Elected 5/7/2018) - E 
Archambault, Anthony (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Blanchard, Scott M. X X
Blanchard, Steven M.
Blanchard, William T.  X
Bourassa, Jessica L. X X
Bourdon, Beth L. X E X
Bourdon, Wilfred R., III X X X
Clough, Marnie Ann  X X
Deeley, Susan X  X
Dellaghelfa, Jessica Ann X X
Demastrie, Jacqueline M. X X X
Demastrie, Paul S. X X X
Dimitropolis, George H. X
Donahue, Meagheanne E. (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Hayer, Joseph P.  X X
Koscinski, Joseph P. X X X
Lillie, Dolores
Meczywor, Leona X X E
Mendel, Bruce W. X X
Pansecchi, John M. X 
Smachetti, David L. X X X
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	4	(continued)	 5	 18	 25
Sommer, Donald R. E X E
Sommer, Donald R., Jr.
Taylor, James X X X
Taylor, Patricia F. X X X
Wilk, Myra L. X X X
Ziaja, Mark D.  X 
Ziemba, Barbara (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	5	 5	 18	 25
Bishop, Corey J. X X X
Burdick, Timothy R. X X X
Byrd, Colleen M. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Clairmont, Lawrence A. X  X
Cushenette, Carol A. (Elected 5/7/2018) -
Doyle, Ann Marie X E E
Doyle, Joseph B. X  X E
Fassell, James J. X X X
Gigliotti, Debra Lynn (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Girgenti, Aaron (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Girgenti, Erica Meranda  X E
Haddad, Amber J.  X
	 March	June	Oct	
Precinct	5	(continued)	 5	 18	 25
Haddad, George J. X X X
Kleiner, Richard G.  E X
Kleiner, Sandra D. X E X
Kondel, Geoffrey A.  X X
Koperniak, Christopher T.  X X X
LaPlante, Daniel P. X X X
Lennon, David J., Jr. X X X
Levesque, John Joseph X X X
Levesque, Lauryn B.   X
Meczywor, Donna
Melito, Stephanie L. X X
Melito, Stephen V. X E X
Moran, Frederick D.  X
Moran, Marilyn A. X X
Noyes, Nicholas G.
Rhoads, David Brian (Elected 5/7/2018) - X X
Satko, Thomas A. X X X
Schrade, Paula G. (Term Ex. 5/2018)  - -
Tarsa, Richard W., Jr. X X X
West, Peter X X
Whitman, Mary E. E X E
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Town Administrator / Board of selectmen
2018 proved to be an exciting and productive year, bringing good 
fortune and several unexpected challenges. In December 2017, 
the Board of Selectmen appointed Community Development 
Director, Donna Cesan, as the Interim town Administrator and 
initiated the search for a permanent Administrator after the 
departure of tony Mazzucco. With the retirement of Interim DpW 
Director David Nuvallie, the town also commenced a search 
for a new department director. Unfortunately, both the town 
Administrator and DpW Director searches yielded inadequate 
numbers of qualified candidates to fill either position. the 
Board of Selectmen, down one member with the vacancy left 
by Skip Harrington in 2017, was back to its full complement 
after May, with the election of James Bush, who immediately 
became involved in town activities. John Duval remained 
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen for the year and Joseph 
Nowak was voted as Vice Chairman, with Rick Blanchard and 
Christine Hoyt as the other active and engaged Board members.
At Annual town Meeting, special zoning bylaws were adopted 
addressing marijuana – both medical and recreational. An inter- 
active public process and the strong work of the town’s planning 
Board and staff culminated in town Meeting approval of the new 
bylaws and later acceptance by the Attorney General’s office. 
town staff fielded multiple inquiries from entities proposing new 
marijuana businesses in Adams. the Selectmen executed Host 
Community Agreements with two entities – a retail marijuana 
business and a marijuana cultivation facility were both approved 
for locations on Howland Avenue in Adams. If successful, these 
additional businesses will bring new revenue to the town in 
addition to property taxes. 
the town entered into a new intermunicipal agreement for the 
expansion of veterans services, which reduced costs to the town 
while providing expanded services to other local communities as 
well as Adams. In anticipation of the 200th birthday of Susan B. 
Anthony and the 100th anniversary of the ratification of the 19th 
Amendment of the Constitution allowing women the right to 
vote, the Board of Selectmen worked with the Adams Suffrage 
Centennial Celebration Committee to approve the town Common 
as the location of a statue of Susan B. Anthony to be erected in 
2020. this highly anticipated year-long celebration of the life 
and work of Susan B. Anthony is well underway and excitement 
is building for the future unveiling of the sculpture to honor this 
Adams-born historic and nationally-important leader. 
Losses from two devastating fires that took place at the Ziemba 
Farm on Walling Road and at a residence on Maple Street impact-
ed the community at large. the outpouring of local support was 
heartwarming in the wake of these tragedies and helped remind us 
all of the true spirit and importance of community. the Board of 
Selectmen took the opportunity to recognize two remarkable and 
dramatic rescues that were performed by members of the thunder-
bolt Ski patrol. patrol members were recognized by the Board for 
their efforts to assist injured people in precarious mountain loca-
tions, helping get them to safety and emergency medical personnel. 
Several town projects reached significant benchmarks in 2018. 
the public bidding process for improvements to the Adams 
Visitors Center parking lot was completed in April and con-
struction of this important makeover was initiated in early May. 
the project work, funded entirely under the town’s CDBG 
program, provided the first major upgrades to this key facility in 
over 30 years. C & A Construction, Inc., the town’s contractor, 
was especially accommodating by phasing their work so 
that the high volume parking area could continue to be used 
throughout the summer and fall months. During the year, the 
town was also able to undertake a program of road resurfacing 
and sidewalk reconstruction. J.H. Maxymillian, Inc. served as 
the town’s construction contractor and pearl Street, Bellevue 
Avenue, east orchard terrace, Arnold Avenue, and portions of 
temple Street were improved during 2018. 
In early spring of 2018, the town’s engineers completed 25% 
design documents for the Route 8 (Commercial Street) Improve-
ment project, which were reviewed by MassDot’s Boston and 
District offices. MassDot conducted a Design public Hearing on 
August 21, 2018 and informed the town they would support a 
full depth reconstruction of the roadway, increasing project costs 
to an estimated $5.8 million. the project will be funded entirely 
by Federal Highway Funds, with construction anticipated in 2020. 
the town also completed MassDot’s “Complete Streets” program 
and was notified that its application under tier 3 (Complete Streets 
Construction) was approved for partial funding at $290,281 to 
implement the town’s top ranked project, the reconstruction 
of Crotteau Street (sidewalks and handicapped ramps). even 
though Adams did not receive the requested maximum amount 
of $400,000, MassDot noted that this round of funding was 
especially competitive. the town has until the end of 2019 to 
complete the construction project. 
the town prepared and submitted the required Notice of Intent 
by September 30 to U.S. epA and MassDep, in compliance 
with the Massachusetts Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer 
System (MS4) permit. the town’s submittals were deemed 
complete and the town was authorized to discharge, subject to 
all applicable terms and conditions of the permit program. Also 
in 2018, the town was awarded $200,000 in funding from U.S. 
epA for the cleanup of town-owned property at 1 Cook Street. 
the town was one of only six communities awarded funding 
within Massachusetts and one of 144 communities nation-wide 
receiving funds. the funding is critical for the town to successfully 
remediate contamination on site and permit redevelopment of 
the site as a public park. New in 2018, the town applied for 
designation of two of its three Census tracts (tracts 9220 and 
9221) as “opportunity Zones.” the “tax Cut and Jobs Act of 
2017” authorized the US treasury, in consultation with state 
Governors, to establish opportunity Zones across the nation. 
Development projects within designated opportunity Zones can 
receive favorable tax treatment, enhancing the attractiveness of 
projects in these areas to private investors. Both tracts submitted 
by the town were approved by Governor Baker. 
two major milestones for key projects were celebrated dur-
ing the year. on June 22, 2018, the town held a press event to 
announce the completion of schematic designs for the highly 
anticipated outdoor Center at Greylock Glen. the $6.5 million 
outdoor Center is proposed as a 10,000 square foot multi-purpose 
building, which will serve as the base camp for outings into 
the Glen and the Mt. Greylock State Reservation. the Center 
will house classrooms, a café with indoor and outdoor seating, 
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concession and exhibit areas, an outdoor outfitter for gear rentals 
and purchases, and a large reception area. the Center has been 
designed by Maclay Architects using Net-Zero design principles, 
including green building designs, renewable energy technology 
and sustainable operating plans. Bill Maclay presented the designs 
to the event’s audience, while other speakers, including Rep. John 
Barrett III and Senator Adam Hinds, spoke on the importance of 
the Glen project to the broader northern Berkshires region.
Lt. Governor Polito assists at the Platform ribbon cutting.
Lieutenant Governor polito visited Adams in August to join 
the Board of Selectmen in the ribbon cutting ceremony celebrat-
ing the completion of the new passenger platform at Adams 
Station. the new platform provides the southern terminus of the 
“Hoosac Valley Service,” tourist train excursions operated by 
Berkshire Scenic Railway Museum. As part of a 2016 MassWorks 
Infrastructure Grant, funding was awarded to extend 
the railroad tracks to Hoosac Street and to complete 
construction of the new platform. Now connecting 
downtown Adams to downtown North Adams via 
tourist train service, the Hoosac Valley Service has 
already demonstrated increases in visitation for both 
communities.
early in 2018, the town received a Municipal 
Vulnerability preparedness (MVp) grant to assess 
how climate change could affect the risks of natural 
disasters and conduct the Community Resilience 
Building Workshop process in Adams. As town of-
ficials learned, in the Berkshires, climate change is 
expected to increase the number and severity of extreme storm 
events, increase the number of high heat stress days, increase 
the risk of pathogens and insect-borne disease, and possibly 
create cycles of drought. the MVp grant work was integrated 
with the town’s planning process to update the Hazard Mitiga-
tion plan for Adams (required to maintain eligibility for federal 
disaster recovery or mitigation funding). together, this work 
also identified actions the town can take to lessen the impacts 
of climate change. As if to provide a real life illus-
tration of these issues communities may face due to 
climate change, the town experienced two back-to-
back storm events in mid-September that overwhelmed 
parts of the town’s storm water management and flood 
control system. Flood waters severely impacted parts 
of Adams served by Lime Street, Davis Street, and 
North Summer Street. other hard hit areas included 
the neighborhood around Grant, Cross, and Lincoln 
Streets and areas near Crotteau Street and West Kit-
tler Avenue. Some areas of the town’s infrastructure 
received monumental damage such as Glenn Street 
and the slope failure on east Road, causing imme-
diate need for repairs. Because only Adams was 
hit by these storms and no state or federal state of 
emergencies were declared, there was no emergency 
funding from state-federal sources upon which the 
town could rely.
the Board of Selectmen declared a local State of emergency 
on october 3 and authorized deficit spending to allow for urgent 
and critical repairs of infrastructure to be completed to ensure 
access and public safety. the Board made a request to MeMA 
for $1.9 million in aid to repair the damage and a Special town 
Views of the storm damaged Davis Street culvert
The Greylock Glen Outdoor Center Entry elevation by Maclay Architects.
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The Adams Board of Selectmen - Left to Right:  Richard Blanchard, Member; Christine Hoyt, Member; 
John Duval, Chair; Joseph Nowak, Vice Chair; James Bush, Member; Donna Cesan, Interim Town Administrator
Meeting was held on october 25, 2018 to approve up to $2.5 
million in funding, if necessary, for the repairs while the town 
awaited a response from the state. With town Meeting’s approval, 
work was begun as quickly as possible to repair severely damaged 
areas. Under an emergency order of the Conservation Commission, 
the town completed repairs to Glen Street and stabilized a portion 
of east Road and rebuilt the damaged culvert. Work to stabilize 
bank segments along Southwick Brook was also started. 
With these incidents, the town committed to prioritizing 
preparedness. the emergency planning Work Group was re-
established to improve communications and update the emergency 
Management plan for Adams. the town’s leadership recognized 
that teamwork, although strong in Adams and working well, 
needs to be constantly fostered and enhanced for the benefit of 
the community at large. 
As 2018 came to a close, it was clear that in the face of difficult 
challenges, town residents, the Board of Selectmen, staff, state 
agencies, and the town’s legislative delegation all came together 
in cooperation. the community’s spirit is strong and looking 
ahead to a new year, there is excitement over the work ahead 
and the promise of new opportunities. 
Respectfully submitted,
the office of the Board  
 of Selectmen and  
Interim town Administrator
East Road under repair
Glen Street under repair
Senator Hinds, Representative Barrett, Board of Selectmen, 
Emergency Management Director Kleiner and DPW Foreman 
Cota review flood damage images before touring sites
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Town Clerk
Revenue Generated –
Application Fees – ZBA and planning Board,
Cemetery Lot Deeds, Certified Copies, Dog
Licenses, Marriage Intentions, Miscellaneous,
Non-Criminal Fines, pole Locations, 
Raffle permits, Storage tank permits ................. $29,862.00
Vital statistics 2018 2017 2016
Births Reported  69 60 76
Marriages Reported 36 26 27
Deaths Reported 103 100 99
storage Tank Renewals ............................................. 7
number of dog licenses issued
Males ......................................................................... 59
Neutered Males ........................................................ 323
Females ...................................................................... 42
Spayed Females ....................................................... 358
4 Dogs Kennel License ................................................ 4
10 Dogs Kennel License .............................................. 0
25 Dogs Kennel License .............................................. 0
  Total ................................................................ 786
Town Census   8,476
VoTeR ReGisTRATion
Annual Town election – may 7, 2018
Registered voters as of the close of registration on April 17, 2018
precinct Total dem. Rep. Unenr. libert. other
1	 1133	 364	 89	 669	 5	 6
2	 1189	 371	 77	 724	 5	 12
3	 1200	 399	 114	 670	 3	 14
4	 1088	 357	 99	 619	 2	 11
5	 1253	 396	 87	 753	 6	 11
	 5863	 1887	 466	 3435	 21	 54
state primary election – september 4, 2018
Registered voters as of the close of registration on August 15, 2018
precinct Total dem. Rep. Unenr. libert. other
1	 1146	 372	 85	 678	 5	 6
2	 1186	 369	 80	 718	 6	 13
3	 1208	 408	 115	 668	 3	 14
4	 1098	 349	 106	 630	 2	 11
5	 1263	 391	 85	 767	 7	 13
	 5901	 1889	 471	 3461	 23	 57
state election – november 6, 2018
Registered voters as of the close of registration on october 17, 2018
precinct Total dem. Rep. Unenr. libert. other
1	 1148	 362	 90	 686	 5	 5
2	 1181	 360	 82	 722	 6	 11
3	 1216	 413	 113	 671	 5	 14
4	 1118	 345	 109	 649	 3	 12
5	 1278	 399	 91	 772	 5	 11
	 5941	 1879	 485	 3500	 24	 53
Precinct 3 Election workers Skylar Case casts her vote
Hercules
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Adams Agricultural Fair /  
Bowe Field
the Adams Agricultural Fair celebrated its 44th year in 2018, 
and is looking forward to its 45th year in 2019. Initially the fair 
began in 1974 as a bicentennial project for the town of Adams. 
the first fairs were held at the polanka pavilion on Mill Street. 
In 1986, the fair signed a 25-year lease agreement with the town 
for the use of Bowe Field on old Columbia Street. the fair en-
tered into the second year lease in 2011.
the unused 14 acres were resurrected by volunteers from all 
walks of life. Buildings now stand because of donations, grants 
and much labor. the goals of the fair are to promote agriculture, 
horticulture and the home arts in a family atmosphere. the fair 
is the only three-day fair in Berkshire County. It draws exhibi-
tors and fairgoers from a radius of 150 miles, and sometimes we 
have had european visitors, and many from across the country.
the all-volunteer committee continues to maintain Bowe 
Field and manage the rental and use of the property. the fair-
grounds, outside of the annual fair dates of the first week-end 
in August, have been used by the following events: the Fall 
Run, Berkshire Mountain Faerie Festival, Nashville in the Berk-
shires, Common Folk, a Jack and Jill, a birthday party, local 
youth sports team practices, wedding receptions, a Steeple Cats 
gathering, camping for visitors attending Mass MoCA, musical 
events and the Northern Berkshire Amateur Radio Club for their 
Flea Market.
Respectfully submitted,
patricia Wojcik
One of the many participants at the Adams Agricultural Fair
Conservation 
Commission
the Conservation Commission has seven (7) members:  
Chairman James Fassell
Vice-Chairman Corey Bishop
thomas Robinson
David Lipinski
tammie Shafer
Brian Bishop
Zachary Bantle
the Conservation Commission received a resignation from 
Zachary Bantle on September 11, 2018 after serving with them 
for several years.
there were nine (9) business meetings held in 2018. the 
Commission acted on three (3) Notices of Intent and three (3) 
Requests for Determination.
Commission members addressed numerous requests for 
emergency Certificates to perform work on damaged property 
during several storms that occurred during the month of Sep-
tember in the town of Adams. Various bridges, culverts, roads 
and private property were damaged or destroyed. 
notices of intent were filed and the Commission issued  
orders of Condition for the following projects:
1. town of Adams (Adams Visitor’s Center)   
 property at 3 Hoosac Street.
2. New england power Company d/b/a National Grid  
 property at 2 Zylonite Station Road.
3. MA Dept. of transportation Rail and transit Division  
 property Zylonite Station Road.
determinations of Applicability  
were issued for the following:
1. Christopher Robakiewicz  
 property at 11 West Road.
2. pittsfield Cellular telephone Company  
 property at 1 Berkshire Square. 
3. Sun Raise Development LLC  
 property at 101 Grove Street.
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Adams Free library
AnnUAl RepoRT 2018
the Adams Free Library was proud to unveil the brand new 
“AdamsLibraryMA” website in 2018 - a direct, online window 
to our services. Brainspiral technologies, Inc., worked with the 
Library to create a website that offers a clean layout, simple 
navigation structure and user-friendly functions. through this 
easy-to-navigate design, website users can access their library 
accounts, learn about the Adams Free Library and all its ser-
vices, and contact us with ease. please visit us at:
www.adamslibraryma.org
“technology helps libraries do what they do best: connect 
people with resources and ideas…” (American Library Associ-
ation) A library card today gives more than just access to books; 
it gives access to the world from home or from the road. to this 
end, the Library began lending Mobile Wifi Hotspots in 2017. 
these devices allow the user to connect Wi-Fi-enabled devices 
like laptops, tablets and smartphones to the internet from home. 
In 2018, we circulated these devices more than 140 times. Due 
to the growing demand for these types of services we partnered 
with Berkshire paint and Sip to raise money to purchase an 
additional Hotspot. the event 
was held at the Forest park 
Country Club and was a success. 
Refreshments for this event 
were provided by the Friends of 
the Library.
Members of the Alert Hose Company  
hoist the newly refurbished Library flag 
pole into place and raise the flag.
We continue to offer public computers onsite and free Wi-Fi. 
We see an average of 155 adults and youth making use of the 
public computers each month. there is a great need in our area 
for free access to information; our mission is to meet that need.
this year Brian Bishop, trustee Chair of Building Mainte-
nance, oversaw repairs and updates to the building and grounds. 
these would not have been possible without hours of hard work 
from dedicated volunteers. We would like to thank our volun-
teers and those from the Alert Hose Company who came over 
on their drill night to take down the flagpole for needed repairs. 
the pole was then sanded, repainted, and restrung by additional 
volunteers. once repairs were completed, the Alerts came back 
to raise the pole and a new flag. We also had many volunteers 
who gave their time during the summer to maintain and weed the 
garden beds. the outside faucet was replaced, making it easier 
for volunteers from BFAIR to water the flowers throughout the 
summer. A low temperature sensor was installed to alert staff 
if the temperature in the building were to fall below a certain 
level. Brian also oversaw the installation of a much needed Wi-
Fi router in the Lower Annex meeting room. Solar lights were 
installed on the exterior library sign.
the Library continues to emphasize the utmost importance 
of providing quality collections and programs for children and 
teens in Adams and surrounding communities. the Children’s 
Department remains a focal point of library services and is 
managed by Children’s Librarian Juliana Matthews. 
Ms. Matthews report follows.
Berkshire Paint n’ Sip event held at the Forest Park Country 
Club to raise funds to purchase a Mobile Wifi Hotspot. 
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Children’s department
the Children’s Department of the Adams Free Library is a 
bright, welcoming place for our youngest patrons to further a 
love of learning. throughout the year, we offer a selection of 
educational programs where critical thinking as a development of 
early literacy is a primary focus. In addition to our annual Sum-
mer Reading program, there are weekly Story times, special 
guest presentations, performances and more. Daily assistance is 
available as needed.
From the beginning of 2018 until the end of June, Sandra 
King, play and Learn Group Facilitator from the Family Center 
of Northern Berkshire (a program of Child Care of the Berk-
shires) came to the library two times each month as the “Lego 
Lady.” She brought thousands of Legos for children age five and 
up. that program was very well received. In February, Sandra 
also presented a polar bear-themed Story time. She read books 
and the children sang songs, played fishing with magnets and 
color-match games, and made a dress-the-polar-bear craft.
During April school vacation we had a very well attended 
event. Bob Lisaius, as “DinoMan,” led children of all ages on 
a search though natural history. He brought fossil samples to 
examine and explained their origins. When his three life-sized, 
self-inflating dinosaurs appeared, everyone was amazed. In 
June the Adams Head Start group visited the children’s room 
for a story.
the theme for the 2018 Summer Reading program was 
“Libraries Rock!” We are very thankful to the Friends of 
the Adams Free Library, who generously donated and put 
together eight raffle baskets for the program that were 
prominently on display in the Children’s Department. 
there were two baskets for each of four age groups: 2-3 
years; 4-7 years; 8-12 years; and ages 13 and up. the 
baskets contained age-appropriate music-related items 
and books to help children get motivated. Registration 
for the program began June 18, and readers listed each 
book title read or kept track of timed reading. the goal 
was to read 20 books (or 400 minutes) and attend three 
events at the library. 
the Summer Reading program’s kickoff event was at the 
end of June. Keith Michael Johnson presented “Bubbleology, 
the Secret World of Bubbles.” Keith built beautiful sculptural 
bubbles, both massive and miniature. He even encapsulated 
an audience volunteer within a bubble. He also revealed the 
science behind the magic, and gave informative how-to tips to 
try at home. For four consecutive weeks, everyone enjoyed our 
always fun-filled Ukulele Story time with accomplished musi-
cian and singer Julie Stepanek. For her final week, Julie brought 
enough ukuleles for everyone to have a try.
the month of July saw the Summer Reading program in full 
swing. We had a different performer each week in addition to 
our regular Friday Story times. Singer Debbie o’Carroll and 
musician tom o’Carroll performed the “Rock Your Library 
Magic Show” for children of all ages. It was a fun, interactive 
show that highlighted the art of music with songs and illusions, 
accompanied by lively instruments from various countries. 
During the middle of the month, local teacher Michelle Gajda 
facilitated a two-hour workshop for children age 6-12 where 
participants created up to four different kinds of booklets to use 
as a nature, art or writing journal. to end the month, “Jungle 
Jim” Manning (sponsored in part by the Cultural Council of 
Northern Berkshire) brought his “80s Rock the Library” tubular 
balloon magic show which combined comedy, improv, and ele-
ments from 1980s classics.
“Dinoman” Bob Lisaius amazes his audience with his 
Natural History program, including inflatable dinosaurs.
Keith Michael Jackson brought his “Bubbleology, the  
Secret World of Bubbles” to the Adams Library in June.
The “80’s Rock The Library” tubular balloon magic show,  
presented by “Jungle Jim” Manning, ended July on a high note.
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In August, puppetree, Inc. presented “Caps for Sale,” a retelling 
of esphyr Slobodkina’s book using different styles of puppets, 
including hand puppets, punch & Judy-style dancing puppets, 
and shadow puppets. they brought the laughter-filled story 
from page to stage. the following week we had a completely 
different type of visitor. Julie Anne Collier of Wingmasters pre-
sented “Music to our ears: How Birds of prey Communicate” 
for children age 6 and up. Julie, a licensed raptor rehabilitator, 
brought various live, non-releasable rescue birds of prey. She 
explained each bird’s individual story and its species’ natural 
history, predation and hunting adaptations. In the middle of the 
month, otha Day presented “DRUM to tHe BeAt: Drum 
Circle event.” otha brought all of the drums needed for par-
ticipants to assemble a circle. this was a lively event utilizing 
drums and percussion instruments to create in-the-moment mu-
sical experiences requiring creativity, teamwork, active listening, 
and problem solving.
For the end of the Summer Reading program party, we had 
Big Aussie Bob, “Children’s entertainer From Down Under,” 
all the way from Western Australia who brought a surprise 
guest: local musician David Grover. there was a lot of singing, 
with a few of our littlest audience members taking the micro-
phone. Winners of the various raffle baskets were announced 
and snacks were provided, including a cake. Attendees were 
able to make a craft and choose a book to take home and keep.
According to a study by the Melbourne Institute of Applied 
economic and Social Research, “the frequency of reading to 
children at a young age has a direct causal effect on their school-
ing outcomes regardless of their family background and home 
environment.” to that end, we look forward to continuing our 
vital role of promoting the progress of knowledge by maintaining 
educational, recreational, and cultural resources with unrestricted 
access to information. We have many formats and sources for our 
important youngest citizenry – picture and story books, fiction 
and non-fiction, as well as multimedia materials. our goal is to 
help students learn how to use these resources to enhance their 
study skills, their self-confidence and, ultimately, their lives.
Friends of the Adams Free library
2018 was another busy and industrious year for the Friends 
of the Adams Free Library. Numerous members of the Friends 
donate a great deal of time to make the group what it is and we 
thank them. We would not be able to accomplish all that we do 
to provide excellent service and programming to the community 
without their continuing support.
As a result of their fundraising efforts, the Friends were able 
to make numerous purchases for the library in 2018, including 
a subscription to the online service Ancestry.com and passes 
for edith Wharton’s the Mount in Lenox and Magic Wings 
Butterfly Conservatory in South Deerfield. they also covered 
the cost of the library’s monthly newsletter.
In addition to providing incentives for the Children’s and 
Adult Summer Reading programs, the Friends provided refresh-
ments for an art therapy event hosted by the library, bagged Hal-
loween candy to hand out at the annual Halloween parade, set up 
a “candy cane” Christmas tree in the library and decorated the 
Christmas tree in Memorial Hall with lights. they also purchased 
a popcorn maker to be used for fundraising and library events and 
were sponsors of the Savoy Loop. A donation was made to the 
Adams Suffrage Centennial Celebration Committee to help with 
its upcoming events. 
the Friends held their Annual 
Book Sale for three days in August. 
this is the biggest and most success- 
ful fundraiser of the year. Many hours 
are involved in setting up, conducting 
the event, and then breaking it down. 
the impressive results are due to the 
generous time donated by library staff 
and Friends willing to work the event, 
bake, donate raffle baskets and gift 
cards, and solicit local merchants 
for raffle items.
In 2018 the Friends also did a 
“Dining to Donate for a Cause” at the 
99 Restaurant. throughout the year 
the Friends sold note cards, t-shirts, hats, magnets and hoodies, 
all with a local theme. they also sold 2019 keepsake calendars 
with photographs of Adams provided by eugene Michalenko, J. 
L. Miller and Anita Gutman. (thank you, eugene, for putting 
the calendar together.) All of this inventory, purchased locally 
at Adams Specialty and printing and Jeepers Creepers, was sold 
during thunderfest, Ramblefest, HiJinks Night and, for the first 
time in 2018, at the Holiday Sale. the Friends decided that they 
would have “A Small town Holiday Sale” with vendors, baked 
goods and the sale of their clothing and used Christmas books. 
the results went beyond their expectations and the event will 
be held again in 2019.
“Caps For Sale” stage production by PuppeTree, Inc. played 
to a packed Miller Annex of the Adams Library.
“Big Aussie Bob” came to Adams from Australia to entertain at the End of  
the Summer Reading Program Party, with special guest David Grover.
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the Friends held their annual election of officers in october: 
president – Carleen Butler, Vice president – MaryAnn Hish, 
Secretary – Meaghanne Donahue and treasurer – pat Catelotti. 
I, along with the library trustees and staff, extend heartfelt 
gratitude and thanks to the Friends for their many efforts and 
much-appreciated support.
other events
In 2018, use of the building as a community gathering place 
for meetings and events increased by more than 14% over 2017. 
the meeting rooms were used for political caucuses, Susan B. 
Anthony Birthplace Museum events, wellness education classes, 
community training sessions, Financial Health Seminars, infor-
mational meetings, book discussions, author visits, and musical 
performances such as the eagles Brass ensemble sponsored by 
the Adams Historical Society. 
State Aid to Libraries funds were used during the year to 
provide additional museum passes and for a number of programs 
offered to our patrons of all ages. With these funds, the library was 
able to host Art therapist Marney Schorr’s program and Dede 
Wilson for a chocolate tasting (those who attended will never eat 
chocolate the same way again!). the library also purchased sev-
eral databases for patrons that provide online language learning, 
resume writing, information and musical instrument instruction. 
Additionally, we were able to host “Ghosts and Legends” with Jeff 
Belanger, author, paranormal researcher and emmy-nominated 
host of “New england Legends” on pBS. this program generated 
lots of interest and we saw many new faces in the library.
our staff
In addition to Children’s Librarian Juliana Matthews, the 
trustees are indebted to the dedicated and hard work of all the 
library employees. Adult Services Librarian Christa Sidway 
efficiently manages the interlibrary loan and delivery process for 
the over five thousand items that flow in and out of the building 
during the year, while also adeptly handling administrative 
assistant duties and skillfully running the very successful monthly 
book discussion groups. Caren Les maintains the periodical 
storage system, handles reference questions and works at the 
main circulation desk. elizabeth erdeski works as a library aide 
for both the Children’s and Adult departments. the Library has a 
new part-time employee, tanya Guerin, whose main responsibility 
is running the front desk. 
the members of the Board of trustees are Chairman James 
Loughman, treasurer eugene Michalenko, Building Mainte-
nance Chairman Brian Bishop, Karen Kettles, Anita Jamros and 
Virginia Duval.
the trustees, administration and staff wish to extend sincere 
appreciation to the many town departments that have provided 
assistance this year. We wish to extend special thanks to town 
Custodian Kyle Wilson. the routine management of the physical 
building and grounds would not be possible without his hard work. 
James R. Loughman
Chairman of the 
Board of Library trustees
Holli Jayko,
Library Director
The program “Ghosts and Legends” with author/researcher/television host Jeff Belanger  
drew a large crowd to the Library’s G.A.R. Memorial Hall in, appropriately, October.
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Fiscal 2018 library statistics
Total number of holdings as of June 30, 2018: 33,179
magazine and newspaper subscriptions (including gifts): 58
Registered borrowers: 2,905
Circulation:
   Adult and young adult print 14,607
   Juvenile print 6,720
   Video Cassettes/music CDs/DVDs, museum passes, misc. 12,191
   Audio Books 1,393
   e-books 1,204
   Downloadable Audio (audiobooks, music) 604
   Misc. (teacher Kits, Hotspots, Ukuleles) 472
   print periodicals 568
   Materials in electronic Format 30
   ToTAl 37,789
TReAsUReR’s RepoRT
 Fees Returned to Town Treasurer: $  1,574.10 
Microfilm printer Receipts $        15.05
Internet printer Receipts 852.75
Miscellaneous 103.65
photocopier Receipts 602.65
 Returned to Revolving Fund via Town Treasurer:  1,674.78 
Fines for overdue Materials 1,495.78
Damaged or Lost Items Replacement Fees 179.00
   ToTAl CAsh ReCeipTs  $  3,248.88 
oTheR inCome
Gifts, Memorial Donations, Used Items Sales 430.00 
Grant: No. Berkshire Cultural Council 400.00 
State Aid to public Libraries Award 14,348.07 
 
TRUsT FUnds BAlAnCe ReCeipTs disBURsemenTs BAlAnCe 
diVidend inCome 7/01/17   6/30/18
W. t. Adams $    4,001.80  $  5,307.56 $ (4,059.99) $   5,249.37
C. N. Miller 2,490.86  1,438.08   3,928.94 
plunkett / Saunders 355.95  65.76  421.71 
H. tiedemann 3,972.40  2,096.57 (2,399.84) 3,669.13
Totals $  10,821.01  $  8,907.97 $ (6,459.83) $ 13,269.15
memorial Book Funds as of dec. 2018  $   44,456.38
memorial Book Fund investment Values as of dec. 2018 $ 164,695.79
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Adams police department
2018 Activity Report
Calls for Service .......................................... 12, 004
Ambulance Calls ............................................. 1,296
  Mutual Aid ................................................. 503
  total Calls ............................................... 1,799
Fire Department Calls ........................................ 347
  Mutual Aid ................................................... 15
  total Calls .................................................. 362
Forest Warden Calls ............................................. 31
  Mutual Aid ..................................................... 2
  total Calls .................................................... 33
Animal Control Calls ......................................... 443
Criminal and Custodial Activity
offenses Committed .......................................... 697
Arrest Made ....................................................... 275
  Adult .......................................................... 120
  Juvenile ........................................................ 12
  protective Custody ....................................... 29
  Domestic Violence ....................................... 37
motor Vehicle Activity
Written Warnings ............................................... 334
Civil offenses .................................................... 274
Arrests .................................................................. 51
Criminal Complaints .......................................... 148
motor Vehicle Accidents
Investigated ........................................................ 166
Fatalities ................................................................. 2
persons Injured .................................................... 19 
  *possible Injuries ......................................... 10
  **No Reported Injuries .............................. 269
  * 9.7% persons involved that were injured
  ** 87.9 % persons involved that were not injured
other police Activity
B & e / Larcenies
  B&e ............................................................. 51
  Shoplifting ..................................................... 3
  theft from a Building .................................. 12
  Motor Vehicle Larceny .................................. 3
  Larceny (other) ............................................ 12
other police Activity (continued)
parking tickets Issued ....................................... 342
Business Checks ................................................ 702
Building Checks ................................................. 972
House Checks ...................................................... 43
Reported overdose Related Calls ........................ 16
K-9 Deployment .................................................. 14
e9-1-1 (Call Reason)
  police ....................................................... 1617
(# 9-1-1/ 926, #9-1-1 Abandoned/402, #Hang-up/289)
  eMS ......................................................... 1592
(#9-1-1/914, #9-1-1 Abandoned/391, #Hang-up/287)
  Fire ............................................................. 105
(# 9-1-1/ 93, #9-1-1 Abandoned/6, # Hang-up/6)
FuLL TiME SERvicE
Chief of police: Richard W. tarsa Jr. 04/05/87
sergeants: Shawn M. Briggs 04/05/87
 Scott McWhirt 01/30/89
 Donna Malloy 09/20/97
 Matthew Wright 05/02/07
patrol officers: Lawrence ordyna 08/11/80
 (Retired 04/30/2018)
 David Dean 01/28/02
 Gregory Charon 03/30/05
 Michael Wandrei 03/30/05
 Joshua Baker 04/17/08
 Nicholas Dabrowski 04/17/08
 Curtis Crane 05/20/10
 travis Cunningham 01/24/13
 Gregory onorato 01/12/15
 Dakota Baker 10/19/16
 Dylan Hicks 02/16/17
 Michael Rossi 02/21/18
 Natasha Antona 07/01/18
Administrative  
Assistant: Melissa Schaffrick
Reserve officer: Robert Krzanik
special  
police officers: Allen Mendel
 Sarah Dyer
 Alexander Morse
Animal  
Control officers: Kimberly Witek
 Daniel Lefebvre (Resigned 02/28/18)
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2018 Training / seminars / Community events
January – Department training for Watch Guard Video was 
attended by Sgt. Malloy, Sgt. Wright, ofc. Dean, ofc. J. Baker, 
ofc. Wandrei, ofc. Crane, ofc. Dabrowski, ofc. Cunningham 
and Det. ordyna.
February – Field training officer program was attended by Sgt. 
Wright and ofc. J. Baker. Social Media & the police was attended 
by ofc. Cunningham. Legal Update training was attended by Sgt. 
Wright, ofc. Cunningham and ofc. Rossi
march – Legal Update training was attended by Sgt. Briggs, 
Sgt. McWhirt, Sgt. Malloy, ofc. Dean, ofc. Wandrei, ofc. J. 
Baker, ofc. Dabrowski, ofc. Crane, ofc. D. Baker, ofc. Hicks, 
ofc. Antona and Chief tarsa. Domestic Violence & LGBtQ, 
in conjunction with the elizabeth Freeman Center, training 
was attended by Sgt. Briggs, Sgt. McWhirt, Sgt. Malloy, Sgt. 
Wright, ofc. Dean, ofc. Wandrei, ofc. J. Baker, ofc. Dabrowski, 
ofc. Crane, ofc. onorato, ofc. Hicks, ofc. D. Baker, ofc. Rossi, 
ofc. Antona and Chief tarsa.
April – Mental Health First Aid was attended by Sgt. Briggs, 
Sgt. McWhirt, Sgt. Malloy, ofc. Crane, ofc. Dean, ofc. Charon, 
ofc. D. Baker, ofc. J. Baker, ofc. Dabrowski and Chief tarsa.
may – Hoosac Valley Career Day was attended by ofc. J. Baker, 
ofc. Crane and K9 Kumar. MCLA Career Day was attended by 
ofc. J. Baker, ofc. Crane and K9 Kumar. All department mem-
bers attended taser & Use of Force training.
June – Breathalyzer Recertification (please note: officers 
are recertified every 3 years according to the office of Alcohol 
testing) was attended by ofc. onorato.
september – All department members attended yearly fire-
arms qualification and use of force training.
november – John Scheft Legal Updates training was attended 
by Sgt. McWhirt, Sgt. Malloy, ofc. Dean, ofc. J. Baker, ofc. 
Hicks, ofc. Dabrowski and ofc. D. Baker. A.R.I.D.e. training 
was attended by ofc. Cunningham. the Reid Investigative 
technique School was attended by Det. Wandrei. Chief tarsa 
attended the Adams Community Bank’s Active Shooter seminar.
the majority of 2018’s In-Service training was done by 
utilizing the Municipal police Institute’s (MpI) on-line training 
program. MpI’s on-line services allow Massachusetts Law 
enforcement professionals to keep current on their training 
through the e-Learning process. this year’s modules were In-
teraction with persons with Alzheimer’s and Dementia, the 
Dynamics of Addiction, police Intervention with Youth and 
Legal Updates. 
throughout the year, Massachusetts State police trooper 
Andrew Canata and Chief tarsa continued to work with the 
schools regarding safety, lockdown drills and evacuation pro-
cedures and protocols.
the beginning of 2018 officer Dylan Hicks returned to duty with 
the department. officer Hicks, a 1st Lieutenant in the National 
Guard, returned from his yearlong deployment in Cairo, egypt. 
there is no doubt, through his professionalism, work ethic, 
ability to work with others and the public along with his strong 
sense of Community policing, that Dylan is a good addition to 
the Adams police Department. We are very happy that he is a 
member of our department and we are most thankful for his 
Military Service.
on February 21, 2018 Reserve officer Michael Rossi was 
hired as a fulltime officer with the department. officer Rossi 
previously worked with the egremont and Sheffield police 
Departments. officer Rossi’s experience, training, knowledge, 
professionalism and strong sense of community allow him to 
be a good fit not only to the department but for the town of 
Adams as well. 
on July 1, 2018 Reserve officer Natasha Antona was hired 
Office Michael Rossi 
Defensive Tactics Training - WMass Police Academy
Officer Nicholas Dabrowski Supervising  
Safe Jungle Gym Procedures
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as a fulltime officer with the 
department. officer Antona 
started her law enforce-
ment career as an intern 
while attending MCLA. 
She was then sponsored in 
the Reserve Intermittent 
program and then became 
a reserve officer on Febru-
ary 21, 2018. Both officer 
Rossi and Antona entered 
the academy on october 15, 
2018 with a graduation date 
of April 12, 2019.
on April 30, 2018, De-
tective Lawrence ordyna 
retired from the Adams po-
lice Department. Detective 
ordyna started his career as 
a reserve police officer and 
was appointed as a full-time 
officer on June 25, 1981. He was assigned to the position of 
detective in 1996. During his time as a detective he was able 
to work with local, state and federal authorities on many lev-
els. Detective ordyna had a strong work ethic and a wealth of 
knowledge from his many years as detective and he will be 
missed. the Adams police Department is most thankful for his 
service and we wish him well with all his future endeavors.
Upon Detective ordyna’s retirement officer Michael Wandrei 
was assigned to the position of detective. prior to his assign-
ment, officer Wandrei was able to work with Detective ordyna, 
local county authorities and the Berkshire Law enforcement 
task Force making his transition to detective that much easier. 
Detective Wandrei’s investigative abilities, professionalism, 
demeanor, positive public interaction abilities and work ethic will 
enable him to be a very productive detective - congratulations on 
your assignment!
In 2018 the Adams police Department welcomed two new 
Reserve officers to the force. Sarah Dyer was appointed on 
June 28, 2018 and Alexander Morse was appointed on August 
1, 2018. Both share a deep sense of community and giving back 
to the community and are welcome additions to the department. 
In 2017’s Annual Report I wrote the following regarding the 
opioid/heroin problem; “Law enforcement is at the front line in 
trying to combat this problem, but it’s not just a law enforcement 
problem. It involves working with other groups and agencies 
while forming collaboratives. the Northern Berkshire Community 
Coalition and the Berkshire opioid Abuse prevention Collab-
orative work hard on our local level. to combat the misuse of 
prescription drugs and heroin they provide resources and dis-
seminate much needed information for those seeking treatment 
and for family/friends who are trying to help someone with an 
addiction problem. A collaborative effort in Berkshire County 
has resulted in a decrease in the amount of prescription medica-
tions being prescribed by our local physicians. even with such a 
reduction the problem persists because heroin is cheap to purchase 
causing further problems for law enforcement.”
Officer Joshua Baker, Senior SWAT Operator 
Berkshire County Special Response Team
public awareness, educa-
tion, collaborations, enforce-
ment, and anti-drug related 
campaigns are all effective 
tools in the fight against drugs, 
however, the fight stills per-
sists. In 2018 officers, through 
motor vehicle stops and inves-
tigations recovered almost $90 
thousand dollars (street value) 
in drugs. Law enforcement 
Intelligence bulletins are con-
stantly informing us about the 
severity and lethality of fen-
tanyl and the tiniest amount, 
the equivalent of a grain of 
salt, can kill you. Drug dealers 
are constantly changing tactics 
to avoid law enforcement. 
Drug deals that once were 
conducted on street corners or 
from houses/buildings have 
now become mobile through foot traffic, bicycles or motor ve-
hicles. even with all the barriers and obstacles thrown before 
us the efforts of law enforcement continue with a front-line ap-
proach at combating this problem. But we still need your help as 
you are the eyes and ears that can help provide law enforcement 
with much needed information. If you see something, please, 
say something. please report suspicious activity and if possible, 
keeping your safety in mind, provide license plate numbers. 
Due to the constant issues of staffing members of the Adams 
police Department have been working extended hours/shifts 
and always going the extra step to make sure that shifts are 
filled. I am very proud and grateful for their continued hard 
work, fidelity to duty and their tireless dedication. the town of 
Adams is a good community, a safe community, and its through 
their efforts that it is. However, it is also through the faith and 
support of the residents of the town of Adams that allow us to 
do our job. Your confidence in us is greatly appreciated. We will 
continue to provide a dedicated commitment to the fair applica-
tion of the law not only for our residents, but for those who travel 
through or visit Adams. our goal is to always make the town of 
Adams a safe community to raise a family and to live in.
Respectfully yours,
Chief Richard W. tarsa, Jr.
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Board of health
the Board’s monthly meetings entailed the usual business of 
fielding complaints regarding trash, pest infestations, hoarding, 
rental property issues, property upkeep, unauthorized vehicle 
storage, and other issues under our jurisdiction. Code enforce-
ment officer tom Romaniak was able to remediate most issues 
within a reasonable time frame, if not addressed immediately 
when brought to his attention. 
the Board’s agenda has grown to encompass a wider variety 
of public health issues. these include: 
• this was our second year to use the Full Circle online 
permitting system. We continue to adapt our processes 
to better fill the needs of the Health Department and our 
permit applicants. We envision improved record-keeping 
by accepting uploads of relevant supporting documents. 
• In 2018, we rejoined the tobacco Awareness program, 
led by Jim Wilusz of tri-town Health and funded by the 
Department of public Health to promote adherence to the 
state’s tobacco laws. tAp assists Adams in monitoring, 
training, and enforcement of tobacco 21 commitments over 
and above what the FDA provides (thereby helping retailers 
to avoid state or FDA penalties). 
• our “Sunglasses for Children” program remains popular. 
the Board participated in the town’s annual health fair, 
distributing free children’s sunglasses 
for a 2nd year, to encourage parents 
to put sunglasses on their children. 
parents were also urged to use insect 
repellant when taking children outside. 
In that context, we posted several tick 
Awareness trail signs in town. 
• In response to the opioid epidemic, 
Board members attended a Narcan 
training at the Needham Free Library, 
sponsored by tapestry in North 
Adams. All received Narcan kits to 
carry with us. Notably, we learned 
that the Adams police Department 
cruisers also began carrying Narcan 
kits in 2018. 
•  A s  p a r t  o f  t h e 
Commonwealth’s effort 
to foster recycling, we 
adop ted  regu la t ions 
for commercial waste 
haulers as recommended 
by the Department of 
environmental protection. 
these new regulations 
enlist our waste haulers in 
assisting their residential 
clients with recycling (as is also mandated by town Code). 
Adopting these regulations further earns Recycling Dividend 
program (RDp) points for Adams, qualifying us for Dep 
grants to support our transfer Station. the Board is committed 
to providing haulers, their clients and all town residents with 
pertinent information on appropriate waste disposal. 
• We began to establish a deadline for temporary food vendors 
to apply for a permit to serve at a town event (e.g. food trucks 
at the Aggie Fair or Hi-Jinx). the lead time proposed would 
give the Health Department adequate time to review requests 
and to schedule inspections, both necessary to assure that all 
health regulations are met. We await formalization of this rule. 
• to assure the health and safety of those who camp on the 
Bowe Field while attending local music events (e.g. Fresh 
Grass and Solid Sound), we adopted a regulation requiring 
timely inspection of the camping area. the regulation applies 
to any temporary camping on town property. 
• We provided a forum for Water Superintendent John Barrett of 
the Adams Fire District (AFD) to explain the background and 
their response to the “Boil Water order” by the Massachusetts 
Department of environmental protection (MDep) in August. 
In two of our public hearings, Sup. Barrett provided the board 
and the public at large with documentation of the District’s 
measures to assure the safety of our water supply and their 
immediate responses to the Boil Water order. We commended 
the superintendent on his 24/7 focus, successfully urging the 
South Hadley testing facility to analyze water samples over the 
weekend, ultimately revealing that no further contamination 
existed. Moreover, he used all resources available to have 
MDep lift the order. Success came with the involvement 
of Representative John C. Barrett III, whose call to MDep 
led almost immediately to lifting the order. thanks are due 
to both Superintendent Barrett and Representative Barrett. 
• Among MDep’s recommendations after the Boil Water order 
was for the AFD to update their emergency Response plan 
according to FeMA guidelines. As stakeholders in overseeing 
our water supply, board members undertook training for the 
appropriate levels of the National Incident Management 
System (NIMS) and the Incident Command System (ICS). 
As required by town Code, we discussed recommendations 
to improve public health for this report. Several recommenda-
tions were offered, generally falling into 3 areas. (i) physical 
activity: Find creative ways to foster physical activity during 
the day, e.g. time to “break away” from desk/computer jobs and 
asking school children to walk further than their doorstep to 
the bus stop [we give a shout-to Deb Dunlap, town Admin-
istrative Assistant, for distributing health news, tips and pro-
grams]; (ii) town debris: our quality of life would be improved 
by clean-up of debris in public and other spaces, e.g. road-side 
trash removal by volunteers, maintenance of unkempt proper-
ties by neighbors, or dog feces pick-up by owners (also a health 
hazard); (iii) public visibility: Use available media resources 
(website, Facebook) to promulgate public health notices and 
events, alerts, tips, etc. We invite the community’s suggestions, 
advice and assistance in our efforts. In that context, we invite 
any interested residents to attend our public Hearings. 
Remember to have your 
kids wear sunglasses 
when going outside. Free 
children’s sunglasses are 
provided at the town’s 
Health Fair. You may 
also pick up a pair at the 
Health Department Office. 
Tick warning posters were 
posted at trail heads in 
town. Also, remember to 
wear long sleeves and tuck 
pants in socks when hiking 
or gardening. 
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our involvement in county-wide programs to augment our 
own efforts to improve community health continues. our Board 
is currently an active member of the Berkshire County Boards of 
Health Association (BCBoHA, with Bruce Shepley and Dave 
Rhoads serving as executive Committee At-Large Members) 
and Adams is a member community of the Berkshire public 
Health Alliance (Dave Rhoads is Adams representative and 
current Vice-president). We have attended several workshops/
conferences on topics such as health equity, recycling and new 
state regulations pertaining to public health. 
In closing, we are looking forward to a year in which we can 
further promote public health in Adams. 
permits issued:
Food Service establishments ..............................................13
Retail Food ..........................................................................10
Catering .................................................................................2
Frozen Desserts .....................................................................4
Septic Hauler .........................................................................3
Commercial Hauler .............................................................12
Septic Installer ......................................................................1
Manufactured Housing ..........................................................1
Mobile Vendors ...................................................................10
temporary Vendors .............................................................10
Body Art – practitioners ........................................................0
Body Art establishment ........................................................1
Residential Kitchen ..................................3
tanning Salon ..........................................1
tobacco ....................................................8
Lodging ....................................................2
Funeral Director .......................................3
Septic system (new) .................................1
Septic system (replacement) ....................2
Note: “Lodging” and “Funeral Director,” 
both of which require licenses, were added 
to the 2018 list (inadvertently omitted last 
year). 122 rental inspections were performed 
in 2018. A net revenue of $16,474.44 was 
generated. title V inspections were conduct-
ed by BpHA (our approved agent).
Left: Administrative Assistant  
Pam Gerry working  
at her standing desk
Right: Code Enforcement Officer 
Tom Romaniak answering  
an incoming complaint
Board of Health members from Left: Dave Rhoads, Bruce Shepley and Pete Hoyt 
Board of health Budget (Fiscal Year 2018: 1 July 2017 through 30 June 2018):
Category Appropriated TFs/Adj Revised YTd exp Available
order enforcement 2,000 0 2,000 0.00 2,000.00
Legal/professional Services 1,500 11 1,511 1,511.00 0.00
Advertising 180 -11 169 0.00 169.00
Nursing Services* 9,500 2,650 12,150 1,620.00 10,530.00
postage 550 -5 545 437.80 107.20
office (other expenses) 1,125 0 1,125 508.49 616.51
education/travel/Conferences/Meals 4,750 5 4,755 3,127.67 1,27.33
Dues 55 0 55 55.00 0.00
online permitting system** N/A
  ToTAls 19,660 2,650 22,310 7,259.96 11,860.04
*the appropriation for Nursing Services was based on fees charged by Berkshire Visiting Nurse Association several years earlier. 
the FY2018 contract fee was $2,160 ($540 paid quarterly). transfers / Adjustments represent funds encumbered in prior years 
to pay for VNAs services in those years, intended to be invoiced in FY2018 but weren’t. YtD expended is for 3 quarters, so the 
remaining quarter was paid in FY2019 using encumbered funds. 
**the cost for the Health Department 
portion of the Full Circle online 
permitting system is covered under the 
Technology line item in the Finance & 
Technology appropriation. 
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The Hoosac Valley Service Train alongside the new Passenger Platform
Community development department
During 2018, the Adams Community Development Department 
implemented a broad work program, involving several community 
and economic development projects for the town. these projects 
included those funded under the Massachusetts Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, as well as several 
other grant funding programs. In 2018, department staff imple-
mented projects under both FY2017 and FY2018 programs. 
As in past years, administrative funds from CDBG cover the 
wages and benefits of the grants staff within the Community 
Development Department. 
adams downtown Revitalization pRogRam
the Community Development Department continues to imple-
ment recommendations in the Adams Downtown Development 
Plan. Significant progress on several downtown projects was 
accomplished in 2018: 
hoosac Valley Rail passenger platform
the town was awarded $2.6 million from the 2016 Mass-
Works Infrastructure Grant program to complete the proposed 
Hoosac Valley Service track extension project to extend the 
Adams Branch rail line from its terminus at Renfrew Street 
approximately 0.9 miles south to Hoosac Street in downtown 
Adams, and to construct a new passenger platform at Adams 
Station. the first phase of the project, completed in June 2017 
by MassDot, rebuilt the existing Adams Branch rail line by 
constructing some 4,700 linear feet of new track. the second 
phase, construction of new passenger platform at Adams Station 
on Hoosac Street, was initiated by the town’s public bidding 
process for construction contractors. the Invitation for Bids 
was issued in late fall with bids due on December 14, 2017. 
Northern Construction Service, LLC was the lowest responsible 
bidder. the contract with Northern was executed in early Feb-
ruary 2018 for a total contract amount of $827,138. Northern 
was able to begin work by mid-March and immediately initiated 
necessary site excavations, installing the platform piers and 
foundation, and completing the concrete handicapped ramp. 
prior to the end of summer 2018, the project was substantially 
complete with all platform decking and stairs installed, and the 
standing seam metal roof, light poles, and platform metal railings 
were also installed. A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held on 
August 30, 2018 with the Lieutenant Governor Karyn polito. 
As John Duval, Board of Selectmen 
Chairman said at the celebration, “the 
Scenic Rail extension and train plat-
form project checks off several boxes 
for Adams…the project helps to bring 
us closer to our vision for a vibrant 
community; and it unites our down-
town with downtown North Adams in 
a truly unique way that I believe will 
create a gateway to both communities 
for residents and visitors alike.” 
With the completion of the platform, 
Berkshire Scenic Railway Museum is 
now able to offer riders of the “Hoosac 
Valley Service” a pleasant, narrated 
scenic trip over the five-mile route from 
downtown Adams to downtown North 
Adams. In addition, the organization 
offers special event trains including the 
sold out Tinsel Liner leading up to the 
Christmas holiday. Connecting the two 
communities by the Hoosac Valley 
Service tourist trains will provide 
direct support to local “Main Street” 
merchants that rely on visitors as an 
important part of their commercial 
 
 
You are cordially invited to join  
Lt. Governor Karyn Polito 
  
for a  
Ribbon Cutting Celebrating the 
Hoosac Valley Service Track Extension Project 
 
Thursday, August 30th, 2018  
10:45 AM 
~  
Adams Station 
4 Hoosac Street 
Adams, MA  
  
Please join Lt. Governor Polito and invited guests: Senator Adam Hinds, Rep. John Barrett, MassDOT, 
as well as the Adams Board of Selectmen, North Adams Mayor Thomas Bernard, and community and 
business leaders as we celebrate the MassWorks Infrastructure Program’s creation of tourist train 
service between Adams and North Adams.  
 
                Please call (617) 788-3612 with any questions 
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viability. Berkshire Scenic is well on its way of meeting rider-
ship projections for the new service, which is expected to grow 
over time. this increasing number of annual visitors to both 
downtowns will provide a critical boost in local spending for 
both Adams and North Adams.
Adams Visitors Center 
parking improvement project
the town was awarded $650,000 in funding 
from the FY2017 CDBG program for the re-
construction of the 120-space public parking 
lot located at the Adams Visitors Center (3 
Hoosac Street). the town hired Waterfield 
Design Group, Inc. to design improvements 
and prepared construction drawings for the 
heavily used parking facility, which has had 
no major improvements for more than 30 
years. An Invitation for Bids was advertised 
on March 29, 2018, and bids from five con-
tractors were received on the bid due date of 
April 26, 2018. the lowest responsible bidder 
was C & A Construction Company, Inc. with 
a base bid of $518,000. the town decided to 
accept Alternates 1 and 2, for a total contract 
price $649,000. C & A Construction began 
work on the project in mid-May 2018. the 
project included: i) milling existing parking 
surface pavement with approximately two 
inches of material to be removed; ii) installing 
new and retrofitting existing drainage struc-
tures; iii) removing and installing new light-
ing; iv) removing and installing new curbing; 
v) installing new bituminous concrete pave-
ment; and vi) installing new sidewalks with 
Hoosac Valley Service sign on the Adams Passenger Platform
pedestrian curb extensions, handi-
capped ramps and tactile warning pads, 
new street trees, landscaping, and new 
street furnishings to include benches, 
bollards, trash receptacles, and decora-
tive pavers. the project was substan-
tially complete by November 2018; the 
project is expected to be completed 
and closed out in spring 2019.
the parking improvement project 
complements other major state and local 
investments in the immediate vicinity: 
Berkshire Scenic Railway Museum’s 
“Hoosac Valley Service,” offering tourist 
train excursions between downtown 
Adams and downtown North Adams, 
the extension of the Ashuwillticook Rail 
trail, and the proposed mill redevelop-
ment project at 5-7 Hoosac Street. 
hoosac Valley park project
the town received $50,000 under the 
FY2017 CDBG program to complete 
the design of a proposed public park 
located on the former “Hoosac Valley 
Coal & Grain property” at 1 Cook Street. Acquired through a 
tax taking, the project site is important historically to the town 
in representing the community’s growth and development during 
the age of railroads. the property is uniquely situated adjacent 
to two important attractions – the Ashuwillticook Rail trail and 
the new Hoosac Valley Service tourist trains. Because the site 
Visitor Center Parking Project - the new sidewalk along Depot Street
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is so prominently situated, eliminating the blighted appearance 
of the property, both buildings and grounds, is critical to maxi-
mize the potential of these other projects and the anticipated 
increases in tourism they promise. 
A Request for proposals was prepared by Community Devel-
opment staff and later issued in August 2018 to select a designer 
for the new park. the town’s procurement process culminated 
in the selection of Wagner Hodgson Landscape Architecture 
from Hudson, NY and tighe & Bond, Inc. (civil engineering) 
as the design team for the project. A contract was fully executed 
with Wagner Hodgson in early November 2018 and a project 
Steering Committee was formed. the kickoff meeting of the 
committee and the design team was held on December 4, 2018. 
A list of potential features or elements desired for the proposed 
park were discussed, including a dog park, picnic facilities, 
play areas, an event area (concerts, theatrical performances), 
parking, and the desire for a pollinator garden. Design of the 
new park is expected to continue into the first half of 2019 to 
complete the new park’s final design plans.
otheR communitY development pRojects
Greylock Glen Resort project
the town continued to make good progress on the design of 
the Greylock Glen outdoor Center. Maclay Architects of Waits-
field, Vermont, the town’s architect, achieved schematic design 
of the 10,000 square foot multi-purpose building in June 2018. 
on June 22, 2018, the town along with its legislative delega-
tion, held a press conference at town Hall to mark the achieve-
ment of realizing schematic design of the new outdoor Center 
and to underline the importance of the Greylock Glen Resort 
project to the town and the region. Speakers included Senator 
Adam Hinds, Representative John 
Barrett, III, MCLA president Dr. 
Jamie Birge, MASS MoCA presi-
dent, Joseph thompson, Charles 
Johnson of Johnson Consulting in 
Chicago (who prepared an economic 
impact analysis of the project), and 
Bill Maclay of Maclay Architects. 
Members of the Board of Select-
men were present and Chairman 
John Duval served as emcee for 
the entire event. 
the town received $500,000 
from the Commonwealth to provide 
needed funds to complete bid-
ready plans and specifications for 
the new structure. the building will 
include a welcome center, exhibit 
areas, three (3) classrooms used as 
flexible space, café, concessions, and 
restrooms. the indoor welcome/
orientation area will consist of a 
large open lounge with a large stone 
fireplace, along with an informa-
tion desk and exhibit spaces. A 
four-season cafe will open out 
onto the lounge allowing hikers, 
skiers, cyclists and the general public a place to find sustenance 
before or after their outdoor explorations. Construction fund-
ing is expected to be provided by the Commonwealth in the 
near future. Maclay is well known for their work in designing 
net zero energy buildings, which the town anticipates for the 
outdoor Center. 
Route 8 design project
the town’s Route 8 Roadway Improvement project (extend-
ing approximately 5,800 linear feet: from the bridge crossing 
the Ashuwillticook Rail trail to Route 116), continues to make 
major progress. Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. (VHB, Inc.), the 
town’s engineer, submitted the 25% design plans to MassDot 
District 1 in April 2018 and, following Dot’s careful review of 
the project plans, the required MassDot Design public Hearing 
was conducted in August 2018. the proposed project is ex-
pected to include a full depth reconstruction of the existing 
pavement, new sidewalks, new bike lanes, new landscaping and 
street trees, new signage (including rectangular rapid flashing 
beacons at certain high-use crosswalks), drainage improvements, 
some slope work, and minor work on three bridges. the con-
struction cost is estimated at $5.8 million with funding from 
the Federal Highway Administration. this project continues 
to advance and is currently listed on the state fiscal year 2020 
transportation Improvement plan for Berkshire County. the 
town will be responsible for securing all necessary right-of-
way (both permanent and temporary easements) in order for the 
project to be advertised by the Commonwealth for public bidding 
and to allow the construction to be undertaken. outreach to 
affected property owners is expected to begin in 2019.
Visitor Center Parking Project - the rebuilt banks along Hoxie Brook
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Cultural Council of  
northern Berkshire
In 2018/19, the Cultural Council of Northern Berkshire 
(CCNB) awarded $72,055 to 90 individuals and organizations 
to benefit citizens of the eleven towns within its jurisdiction: 
Adams, North Adams, Cheshire, Clarksburg, Florida, Hancock, 
Lanesboro, Monroe, New Ashford, Savoy, and Williamstown. 
With CCNB support, schools in Adams were able to fund such 
exciting projects as a trip to Barrington Stage to see the Glass 
Menagerie (McCann), a four-month, professionally directed art 
immersion project (BARt), and arts and sciences field trips (St. 
Stanislaus Kostka and Hoosac Valley elementary). the Adams 
Agricultural Fair received a grant to mount an agricultural history 
display, and the Berkshire Mountains Faerie Festival and Art on 
the trail are also being supported. the Adams-Anthony Center 
received awards for three initiatives: Berkshire Summer Jazz 
Day Camp, Nashville in the Berkshires, and a series of public 
performances at its park Street location. CCNB will help under-
write performances (for adults and children; theatre, music, and 
humanities) at Bascom Lodge this summer.
each year the legislature appropriates funds to the Massachusetts 
Cultural Council, a state agency, which then allocates funds to the 
329 local cultural councils (LCCs) that together serve all of the 
commonwealth’s 351 cities and towns. each LCC is comprised 
of a board of municipally appointed volunteers who make the 
difficult decisions about which programs to support and at what 
level. As a whole, the LCC program, the largest grassroots cultural 
funding network in the nation, annually supports thousands of 
community-based projects in the arts, sciences, and humanities, 
with over $3 million distributed in 2018/19. Grants contribute to 
a broad range of local activities, including: concerts, exhibitions, 
radio and video productions, music enrichment, storytellers, 
field trips for schoolchildren, after-school youth programs, pup-
peteers, theatre performances, dance, town library programs, 
community block parties, lectures, nature and science education 
programs, hands-on museum art activities, and town fairs. 
the Cultural Council of Northern Berkshire will again solicit 
applications in the fall of 2019. Application forms and more 
information about the LCC program are available online at:
www.mass-culture.org.
Applications are available in early September and due in mid-
october 2019 for programs to be offered in 2019/20. Are you, 
or an organization to which you belong, considering a program 
that will benefit the citizens of Adams and/or the Berkshires 
more broadly? the CCNB application is short and straightfor-
ward, so don’t be shy. We want to hear from you.
Adams’s representatives to the Cultural Council of Northern 
Berkshire are Linda Rhoads and Henry Klein.
office of  
Veterans’ services
the Adams office of Veteran Services is directly responsible 
for providing veterans’ benefits under Chapter 115 of the General 
Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. this important 
need-based program leads the nation in providing financial assis-
tance to eligible veterans by delivering a measure of relief from 
crushing poverty and hopelessness. Veterans of our community 
who are disabled, homeless, unemployed, underemployed or 
suffering from the trauma of war and have nowhere else to turn 
should seek the services provided by Veteran Service officer 
(VSo) Stephen R. Roy. Many veterans and their families have 
been rescued from hunger and homelessness by the services 
provided by VSo Roy, who works closely with the Massachu-
setts Department of Veteran Services in Boston to ensure the 
community is reimbursed for the expenses these services entail.
Veteran Services also assists a great number of veterans with 
filing claims through the United States Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA). this intimidating process can be extremely difficult 
to accomplish successfully; we support these folks by acquiring 
the correct documentation, proper completion and submission 
to the appropriate entity. other services provided include - but are 
not limited to - educational/employment assistance, dependency 
and indemnity compensation, alcohol/drug rehabilitation, housing 
assistance, referrals, and close contact with funeral homes and 
cemeteries to ensure all veteran graves are properly honored. 
the office of Veteran Services also serves as a depository for 
hundreds of thousands of documents and important records of 
historic value to the sons and daughters of Adams, maintained 
in secure archives.
the VSo maintains a very dynamic and flexible schedule 
serving not only the town of Adams but the City of North 
Adams and towns of Williamstown, Dalton, Lanesborough, 
Cheshire, Clarksburg, Savoy and Florida, Massachusetts. the 
VSo often makes special appointments and house calls to the 
sick, bedridden or elderly who cannot easily make it to town 
Hall. the VSo also makes frequent duty calls to hospitals and 
skilled nursing/assisted living facilities in the area to help our 
most vulnerable veterans with their needs.
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen R. Roy
Veteran Service officer
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department of public works
the Department of public Works acts as the town road and 
sewer infrastructure, cemeteries, parks and grounds, and equip-
ment maintenance labor force, and also provides transfer Station 
and Recycling Services. Under the authority of the Working 
Foreman, with a labor force of twelve full-time employees, there 
are divisions which maintain certain areas of expertise though 
department members are interchangeably assigned as needed 
to support each division by the Working Foreman to the most 
pressing needs of the town. the Divisions include the Highway 
Division, the Parks, Grounds and Cemetery Division, and the 
Equipment Maintenance Division. 
hiGhwAY diVision
the Highway Division provides the primary maintenance, 
repair and beautification of the town’s roadways and parking 
lot infrastructure. the regular operations carried out by this 
Division include:
• Street Sweeping
• patching Streets
• Scarifying and shaping unpaved roads
• Maintaining gravel roads
• Maintaining guardrails, culverts and surface drains
• Maintaining parking meters and regulatory signs
• painting all crosswalks, parking spaces and centerlines
• Sanding, salting, snow plowing and snow removal
• Sidewalk replacement 
• Repairing and rebuilding catch basins and sewer manholes
• Draining manholes
• Maintenance, repair and installation of sewer connections 
• tree pruning, removal and planting
• Chipping brush, roadside and at the transfer Station
• Large project collaboration with other contracted agencies
• Mowing grass at the Cemeteries
• Flower planting and beautification of downtown Adams
• Maintaining the new section of the Ashuwillticook Rail trail
• Maintaining the Greylock Glen
• transfer Station and Recycling Center Services 
CemeTeRies, pARKs And
GRoUnds diVision
CemeTeRies
Seven Seasonal employees were hired this year to provide 
all aspects of cemetery maintenance. trial Court Community 
Service programs graciously provided this Division with free 
labor during the growing season for ground maintenance of the 
cemeteries. 
maple street Cemetery 
Maple Street Cemetery continues to have several older trees 
that remain in poor condition. Additional tree maintenance and 
plantings will need to take place in the coming years. the cemetery 
was in pristine condition for Memorial Day and the entire summer 
with regular grass cutting, weed whacking, and tree trimming. 
Bellevue Cemetery 
the seven Seasonal employees assisted one full-time employee 
this season in maintaining all aspects of the cemetery and in burial 
excavations. the new “S” section on the south side of the cemetery 
has sold several lots this year. Demolition of a small shed at 
Bellevue Cemetery took place and a 12’ x 30’ shed was placed 
near the main garage, which is in the process of being updated. 
Several trees were trimmed at the cemetery this year to main-
tain them, as well as regular grass cutting, and weed whacking.
Flood ConTRol
the DpW continues to await the inspection report from the 
US Army Corps of engineers that was performed in 2016. DpW 
employees performed as much vegetation and brush removal as 
possible and also cleared trees along many portions of the flood 
control system until winter conditions prohibited such work. 
the herbicide spraying program was again suspended in this 
area so challenging, unwanted vegetation was instead removed 
manually by DpW employees with the assistance of seasonal 
employees. Sincere appreciation goes to the trial Court Com-
munity Service programs for their assistance with the entire 
flood control system, which would not have been able to be 
managed in conjunction with other duties without them. 
pARKs And AThleTiC Fields
Russell Field
Many of last year’s issues still remain, such as flooding, access 
to facilities, fence replacement needs, building upgrades, and 
tennis court repairs. A curtain drain was put in by third base to 
assist with flooding issues. Damaged fencing was replaced on 
the backstop, and additional work is expected to be done in the 
next year or so.
Valley street Field
the parks crew edged the baseball diamond and hauled several 
cubic yards of baseball mix to the field again this year. trimarchi 
Nursery was hired to lay down new sod and material on the 
infield and to reshape the baseball mound. the two irrigation 
systems were professionally tuned up in the spring and fall. 
Renfrew Field
the intensive use of Renfrew Field wore down the turf conditions 
significantly in 2018, and aerating, over-seeding and fertilization 
were done to offset the excessive use. Sprinkler heads and piping 
were updated by Hydro-pro to keep the field in proper condition. 
this facility hosted many leagues this year, including Hoosac 
Valley High School baseball, soccer programs and baseball clinics. 
the parks Commissioners worked with the leagues to schedule 
usage of the field since there was increased need for the facility.
Reid Field
Reid Field hosted hundreds of softball players again this year. 
the skinned softball field and grounds were kept up in good 
condition. Several repairs were performed on fences, and general 
field maintenance was performed.
Town Common
At the town Common, the parks Division employees removed 
and repaired some wrought iron benches. one bench needed to 
be fully replaced due to its level of deterioration, and several 
will need to be fully replaced in the near future. the trial Court 
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Community Service programs performed major clean up this 
fall. the parks crew did the annual decoration of the entire 
town Common for Christmas, which included a 20-foot ever-
green tree. the gazebo had lights and red bows displayed for 
the season. the town Common is a wonderful central location 
that hosts community events such as weddings, music festivals 
and youth-based programs.
other duties
A number of passive parks in town are regularly maintained, 
such as Bowe Field. the Greylock Glen was groomed for the 
Magicon Harry potter event. the Visitors Center was set up for 
thunderfest and again in the fall for Ramblefest public events. 
the parks & Grounds staff maintained lighting and flowers on 
park Street, Armory Court and all of Memorial park. Banners 
and seasonal decorations on park Street were updated as well. 
this team also worked hard to maintain several miles of the 
flood control system, which spans from Lime Street to Reeves 
Street. this Division keeps all bridges, walkways and street 
crossing ramps clear of snow and debris. the crew regularly 
assists the Highway Division with all public plowing and street 
sweeping, and performs town-wide trash removal, which includes 
many public buildings, athletic fields, playgrounds, cemeteries, 
and downtown street receptacles. each year staff also decorates 
park Street, Hoosac Street and Summer Street light poles with 
holiday decorations.
eQUipmenT mAinTenAnCe 
diVision
there are presently two full-time employees in the Equipment
Maintenance Division. this division holds the large responsi-
bility of repairing, maintaining and repurposing all of the town-
owned vehicles and equipment. the Highway Division, Parks, 
Grounds and Cemetery Division, the Wastewater Treatment 
Plant, and the Forest Wardens utilize approximately fifty pieces 
of equipment and vehicles. the nine Police Department vehicles 
and two vans from the Council on Aging also require maintenance. 
Additional repairs and attention is given to the lawn mowers, weed 
whackers, chain saws, water pumps, generators, snow blowers, air 
compressors, and other various pieces of equipment needed by the 
Divisions in their daily operations.
the Equipment Maintenance Division performs all of its own 
fabrication and welding to plows, plow frames, dump bodies 
and loader buckets, as well as accomplishing body repairs, sand 
blasting and painting. tires are changed on all vehicles, including 
loader tires and large truck tires, and specifications are written 
for all equipment to be purchased. this Division shows extensive 
creativity, out-of-the-box 
thinking and impressive 
expertise to perform the 
numerous repairs that 
present themselves each 
day with aging equip-
ment and tight budgetary 
restrictions. In 2018, a 
Ford F350 4x4 pick-up 
truck with plow was a 
replacement vehicle for 
two aging vehicles which 
had come to the end of 
their useful lives. 
two Bengal Zwack 
Sanders were purchased 
to replace those that had 
deteriorated beyond re-
pair, and a Kubota was added to reach areas of the Ashuwillti-
cook Rail trail and Greylock Glen for maintenance beyond 
where regular vehicles may travel. extraordinary efforts were 
made to repurpose vehicles to maximize their life and usefulness 
as portions of vehicles deteriorate beyond repair due to their age. 
mAJoR pRoJeCTs
sidewalk Replacement
Sidewalks were replaced on pearl Street to provide a safer 
path for citizens to walk. other areas are being identified for 
replacement in the upcoming years. 
Black Top
During the late winter, spring and summer seasons pot hole 
repairs were a major issue. Hundreds of tons of black top were 
spread and rolled in all sections of the town. the Highways 
Division was able to reinstitute the process of milling and black 
topping several streets in 2018 with the use of Chapter 90 funds. 
the roads that were addressed throughout the season were east 
orchard terrace, Glen Street, Bellevue Avenue, and Arnold Av-
enue. Black topping and sidewalk replacement took place on 
pearl Street, and Grove Street had over two hundred feet milled 
and paved. over the next year other roads will be addressed 
with available Chapter 90 funds to keep repairs done annually.
Tree maintenance
tree work was done in several areas of town. pruning, shaping 
and removal of trees were done in many locations to eliminate 
dead or dangerous limbs, create better tree health and shape, and 
for the safety of citizens.
Ashuwillticook Trail and Greylock Glen maintenance
the new mile of the Ashwillticook trail and the expanding 
Greylock Glen usage area have become additional responsibilities 
of the Highway Division to maintain. Grass cutting, trimming, and 
vegetation removal have begun to require regular and additional 
manpower. the Kubota has proved to be a valuable vehicle to 
reach these off-road areas to provide the upkeep needed.
Left: Bengal Zwack 
Sander, Truck 29
Below Left: Bengal 
Zwack Sander Truck 7
Ford F350 4x4 Pickup with Plow, Truck 2
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Flood management and Repairs
In September, 2018 the town of Adams experienced two 
separate large volume rain storms that dropped several inches 
of rain in a short period of time, causing significant flooding 
in vulnerable areas of town. the areas that received the most 
intense impact from flood waters were Charles Street, Lime 
Street, Davis Street, east Road, and Glenn Street. the DpW 
worked in conjunction with the Forest Wardens and emergency 
Management Director to address large scale flooding taking 
place simultaneously in different areas of town. Sandbags were 
quickly assembled to protect homes, roads were deemed im-
passable therefore closed due to severe floodwater, and over-
whelmed storm drains and catch basins were cleared of debris 
as quickly as possible to minimize the damage. 
A two-piece fitted five- 
foot tall ADS drainage 
culvert pipe was sepa-
rated due to the intensity 
of the floodwaters and 
washed out at Charles 
Street, leaving a gas line 
exposed. this imme-
diately caused a major 
public safety issue, im- 
pacting transportation 
and access to local resi-
dences. Hay bales were utilized to channel the water into Davis 
Street to minimize damage to personal property. once flooding 
subsided, one piece of the large culvert pipe was removed and 
the other half was shored up with concrete cubes to stabilize it. 
Gravel was trucked to Davis Street through Charles Street to re-
pair the damaged road. 
the town backhoe 
and loaders were used 
for the cleanup on Lime 
Street and North Summer 
Street, which sustained 
significant mud and debris 
in the roadway from the 
floodwaters. east Road 
experienced a roadway 
collapse above an exist-
ing culvert due to scouring of the soil under the 
roadway, which then collapsed the pavement in 
the travel lane. Jersey Barriers were required to 
be put in place for traffic safety before it could be 
successfully repaired. 
Glen Street encountered a drainage failure which 
produced a twenty-foot by thirty-foot sink hole 
in the middle of the roadway. this required 
extensive repair as well, to allow through-traffic 
onto the roadway. other areas of drainage concern 
were identified and some are being addressed in 
long-term planning. 
DpW Foreman Cota met with the Board of Se-
lectmen, Senator Hinds, Representative Barrett, 
emergency Management Director Kleiner, and 
Hill engineers to review the extent of the dam-
age and the need for state financial support to the 
town’s damaged infrastructure. Foreman Cota 
worked directly with the Community Development Director to 
more proactively manage stormwater going forward. the catch 
basins and manholes are being cleaned routinely but continue 
to fill with debris from heavy rainfall, tree leaves and branch-
es, and trash build-up from the streets. over forty catch basins 
were rebuilt in 2018 in regular maintenance procedures, and 
additional procedures and reporting will be done in 2019 in the 
stormwater management protocols that the town of Adams is 
implementing.
the year ended with snow and ice removal from winter 
storms that kept the crews regularly busy with varying temper-
ature and precipitation type storms that required rapid strategy 
adjustment and skill by the team to switch from rain to ice, and 
then to snow and back in short periods of time. 
the dedication of the Department of public Works to serve 
the citizens to provide for safety and quality infrastructure under 
varying conditions, long hours and sudden circumstance changes 
has been demonstrated in 2018. this very hard working team 
continues to handle the challenges as they come. 
Respectfully submitted,
timothy J. Cota
Working Foreman
Department of public Works
Left:  
East Road 
roadway 
collapse
Right: 
Glen Street 
sink hole
Adams DPW temporary urgent repair of culvert damage
Charles & Davis Street culvert
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emergency management 
the town’s Comprehensive emergency Management plan is 
in the process of being updated. Monthly meetings between all 
departments essential to emergency response have been started. 
these meetings have the goal of improving lines of communi-
cations and to establish protocol for each department. the plan 
provides a framework for the town of Adams to perform emer-
gency functions during emergency situations on the local, state 
or national level.
the emergency Response team continues to invest a great 
deal of time to make sure the residents of Adams have a lifeline 
and a course of action to take in the event of an emergency, 
natural or manmade.
the town retained MeMA’s A+ rating. Quarterly meetings 
held by MeMA in Agawam provide new and updated informa-
tion helping to improve the emergency Management plan of 
the town. 
Funds from a MeMA grant were used to purchase 33 “Stop 
the Bleed Kits.” these kits will be distributed to various depart-
ments and schools once personnel are trained in their use.  
the town experienced a significant rain event on September 
12, 2018. the emergency operations Center was activated and 
the Board of Selectmen declared the town in a State of emer-
gency. A substantial amount of flooding, due to heavy rain, 
occurred in the Valley St., Grant St., Lincoln St. and Glen St. 
areas. A portion of east Road was also damaged. the Davis St. 
Bridge and property along Southwick Brook were also heavily 
damaged.
A second flooding emergency occurred December 21, 2018 
on Lower Linden St. I was asked by the DpW if I could get 
some of the Forest Warden Department members to help allevi-
ate the flooding in the street. Members showed up with a sump 
pump and hoses and pumped the water from Lower Linden St. 
to Commercial St. After 3½ hours in the pouring rain the flood-
ed street was cleared.
the Adams Memorial School on Columbia Street is the des-
ignated overnight shelter for Adams residents in time of need. 
thank You to the following for your support, time, effort and 
input in helping to update the CeMp (Comprehensive emergency 
Management plan): Interim town Administrator Donna Cesan
and her staff, the Board of Selectmen, 
the Board of Health, DpW, Fire, po-
lice, eMS, the Adams Fire District 
Water Dept. and the Forest Warden 
Department for providing for the safe-
ty and welfare of the citizens of the 
town of Adams.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard G. Kleiner
emergency Management Director
town of Adams
The Adams Forest Wardens  
and Emergency Management  
acquired this vehicle.  
It arrived as seen above,  
covered in camouflage paint.
On right - the truck begins  
its transformation into a  
town service vehicle.
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Above: The truck continues to be  
refurbished and painted.
Right: Overhaul completed, the truck is  
loaded with gear and ready for use.
Forest warden
“onlY YoU CAn pReVenT wildlAnd FiRes!”
The Adams Forest department is A wildland Fire department
the town of Adams Forest Warden is charged with: 
• prevention and suppression of all outdoor fires
• enforcement of the outdoor burning regulations as stated in 
Chapter 48 of the Massachusetts General Laws and in 527 
CMR Section 1 and  310 CMR Section 7 
• Issuance of outdoor burning permits
The Forest warden department Responded  
To The Following Calls in 2018: 
CAlls:
 7 out Door Fires
 17 Illegal Burns
 13 Smoke Investigations
 1 Mutual Aid Calls
eVenTs:
 13 Community events
 5 traffic Control/Service Details
seARCh & ResCUe:
 2 Search And Rescue Missions
BURninG peRmiTs issUed: 199
The Forest warden department was involved 
in The Following incidents: 
• the September 12, 2018 
 rain event – Davis Street Bridge collapse
• the December 21, 2018  
 – flooding of Lower Linden Street
the Adams Forest Warden Department acquired a vehicle, 
with no cost to the town through the Federal pass through pro-
gram, a 1996 M1078 Series, 2 ½ ton, 4X4 light medium tactile 
Vehicle with 11,000 miles. the vehicle is valued at $110,000. 
It is adapted with an exhaust snorkel enabling it to go in high 
water. this vehicle will be a multi-use vehicle, that being the 
Forest Warden Department and the emergency Management 
Department. In the spring of the new year it will be outfitted 
with a high pressure pump and 450 gallons of water. this ve-
hicle will always be available for high water rescue or any other 
type of rescue when needed. It is an excellent rescue/recovery/
evacuation vehicle.
“ThAnK YoU” ResidenTs oF The Town  
oF AdAms FoR YoUR sUppoRT oF The AdAms 
FoResT wARden depARTmenT And FoR  
The sAFe BURninG seAson.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard G. Kleiner
Chief Forest Warden
town of Adams 
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Building department
During 2018, the Adams Building Safety and Inspectional 
Services Department issued three hundred eleven (311) permits 
for construction, demolition, alterations, additions, repairs, 
change of use, solid fuel appliances, trenching and sheet metal 
permits, certificate of occupancies, certificate of inspections, 
signs and curb cut permits. 
of those permits, one (1) was issued for a new residential 
single-family dwelling in 2018. 
A total of $54,081 in permitting fees was collected during 
the year.
the Building Inspector’s office performed numerous inspec-
tions associated with permitting and addressed numerous zon-
ing and building code violations, with some resulting in court 
action. periodic inspections were performed on restaurants, 
bars, clubs, food establishments, schools, bed & breakfast inns, 
motels, apartment houses, day care centers, condominiums and 
churches. the Building Inspector also worked with the Zoning 
and planning Boards by reviewing applications and organizing 
meetings.
Type of permits: # of permits:
Single Family Dwelling 1
Residential additions, alterations,  
 conversions, repairs, & insulation 194
Commercial/Business/Non-Residential  
 additions, alterations, conversions, and repair 46
Sign permits 9
Curb-cut/Driveway entrance 4
Certificate of Inspections/Certificate of occupancy 26
Solid Fuel 12
temporary Structures (tents) 8
trenches 10
Sheet Metal 1
ToTAl BUildinG peRmiTs 311
inspectors Reports
Gas inspector
Number of Gas Fitting permits Issued 74
Fees Collected $ 6,105
plumbing inspector
Number of plumbing permits Issued 32
Fees Collected $ 2,940
electrical inspector
permits Issued 126
Fees Collected $ 10,260
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northern Berkshire solid waste management district
www.nbswmd.com
The Town of Adams CY 18
For Calendar Year 2018, 873.69 tons of paper, glass, cans 
and plastic were recycled District-wide. the town of Adams 
recycled 103.11 tons of paper and 47.33 tons of glass, cans and 
plastic at the Recycling Station on east Road. Your town’s 
Scrap Metal Recycling collected 26.24 tons - revenue gener-
ated $1,443.20 for the transfer Station.
the District contracted with pSC/Stericycle for a one-day 
Hazardous Waste Collection that was held on June 2, 2018 at the 
Adams DpW Yard. this location is central to the residents of the 
thirteen Member towns and we appreciate the town of Adams al-
lowing NBSWMD the use of the property for that day. Residents 
from every member town, 145 households in all, took advantage 
of the opportunity to rid their homes of Hazardous Chemicals. the 
cost for this one-day event was $6,550.83. peace of mind for resi-
dents - “priceless!” thank you to town of Adams Commissioner 
edward Driscoll for your help at our much-needed Collection. 
Six paint collections were held from May until the end of June. 
What we are doing different - no longer accepting Latex paint. 
As Coordinator of the District, I worked closely with Mass Dep 
Municipal Assistance Coordinator on this recent change. Latex 
paint is not a Hazardous Waste, handouts were distributed edu-
cating District residents on reuse options / dry it up, dispose in 
trash. We shipped out 875 gallons of oil-based paint and stain 
and (3) 55-gallon drums of spray paint (220 gallons) at a cost 
of $5,953.58. Box packing the oil-based paints is a messy job. 
Special thanks to transfer Station attendants, Shawn Wright and 
Amy Broderick, Assistant Court Services Coordinator’s trial 
Courts office of Community Corrections Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts crew for their volunteer efforts and hard work. thanks 
also to the Cheshire, Hinsdale and Williamstown DpW crews who 
provide us with assistance and storage space for our supplies.
We began the paint program in 1998 to meet a need. It is now 
consuming more and more of our program budget. We are currently 
working with paint Care (paint manufacturers group), the product 
Stewardship Institute and Massachusetts product Stewardship 
Committee to pass legislation that would have the paint manufac-
turers pay for paint collection, either at retail stores or municipal 
transfer stations. We are actively advocating its passage.
the District has six Mercury product Sheds for district mem-
ber towns to utilize, funded throughout the years by Mass Dep. 
this program has increased with collections; the location of 
sheds is in Adams, Cheshire, Hinsdale, peru, Windsor and the 
Williamstown transfer Station. NLR, Inc. is the designated fa-
cility for the district’s recycling. to stay in compliance with 
Mass Dep, all sheds must be cleaned and packed for shipping 
on a yearly basis. A big thank You again to Shawn Wright and 
Amy Broderick - Commonwealth of Massachusetts, office of 
Community Corrections - for their volunteer efforts and hard 
work. the District recycled: 310 NI-CAD, 287 Lithium and 169 
Alkaline batteries. Recycled lamps: 1,390 CFL Compact pL, 35 
CLFL Circle Line, 50 U-Style, 105 8-foot, 2,010 4-foot, and 65 
2-foot fluorescent lamps at a cost of $3,237.49. We continue 
with outreach and education in assisting our communities in 
converting their household and Businesses to LeD lighting. 
the District, with town volunteers, held Annual Bulky and 
electronic waste collection days in Adams, Clarksburg, and 
Lanesborough. total material collected at Adams 11,450 pounds 
of electronics, 2.20 tons of scrap metal, and 4.06 tons of furniture, 
etc. total collected at Lanesborough: 6,950 pounds of electron-
ics, 5.80 tons of scrap metal, and 4.75 tons of furniture, etc. total 
collected at Clarksburg: 4,200 pounds of electronics, 2.22 tons of 
scrap metal and 1.21 tons of furniture, etc. thanks to Greg De-
Blois, Shawn Wright and Amy Broderick and Crew, Carl McK-
inney, Joe Szczepaniak, Selectman Sayers, paul Howcroft, Se-
lectman Bush, Selectman Nowak, Scott and Daniel Cernik, and 
Adams, Clarksburg, and Lanesborough DpW. the District had 3 
very successful Bulky Waste Collection events. the schedule for 
2019 will be listed on our website and flyers will be available at 
the transfer stations as soon as dates are finalized.
the town of Adams Mercury product Shed was painted, a 
big thank You for the Adams DpW for purchasing the mate-
rials and Shaun Wright and Amy Broderick and Crew, trial 
Courts office of Community Corrections Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, for painting the Shed. 
this year NBSWMD program Coordinator filed grant ap-
plications and the Massachusetts Department of environmental 
protection awarded “Small Initiative Grants” to seven towns in 
the District and NBSWMD. the Commissioners voted to pool 
the grants and purchase a Roll-off-Container. this container 
will rotate among the towns and every town will benefit. there 
were six towns in the district that received Mass Dep Recy-
cling Dividends program. each of the member towns contrib-
uted $500, with NBSWMD contribution of $1,500. 
towns of Cheshire, Williamstown, Windsor and Savoy were 
again recognized and awarded funds under the Mass Dep Re-
cycling Dividends program. the District is proud to announce 
2 newcomers receiving Recycling Dividends program, town of 
Adams and Hinsdale. this program awards points for achieve-
ment. Awards for the District Member towns: Adams $2,800, 
Cheshire $3,150, Hinsdale $2,800, Savoy $2,800, Williamstown 
$4,200 and Windsor $3,150. the funds are reinvested to promote 
recycling education, new equipment or projects. Congratulations - 
all the towns increased their RDp grant dollars from last calendar 
year. My goal is to help all the towns achieve RDp Grant awards.
the waste stream continues to evolve, and our programs will 
continue to evolve as well. our efforts in the coming year will 
be aimed at collecting textiles, Compost Distribution program, 
Mattress Recycling Incentive Grant opportunity, Household 
Hazardous Waste Collection scheduled September 28, 2019, to 
be held in Adams, expanding our “Green team” collaboration 
with our District’s Local Schools, outreach and education.
thank you all for a great year - Board of Commissioners, 
town officials, Volunteers, and most of all the transfer Station 
/ Recycling Attendants that make it all happen. 
Reuse, Recycle, Re-think, donate, and Recycle whenever possible.
Linda Cernik 
NBSWMD program Coordinator
edward Driscoll 
NBSWMD Commissioner for the town of Adams
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planning Board
the planning Board held nine (9) public hearings during 
2018, at which time they addressed four (4) Site plan applica-
tions, one (1) subdivision and one (1) Special permit, as well 
as a workshop meeting to discuss future zoning bylaw changes.
Specific applications reviewed included a Site plan approval 
for a Commercial Scale Ground-Mounted Solar project located 
on 101 Grove Street by Sun Raise Development LLC. 
In addition, the planning Board approved three (3) Form A’s, 
(“Approval Not Required” under the Subdivision Regulations) 
for properties located at: old Columbia and Butler Streets, 56 
Wilbur Lane and 198 east Road.
Members of the planning Board were: 
Chairman David Rhinemiller
Vice-Chairman David Krzeminski
Martha Stohlmann
Sandra Moderski
Barbara Ziemba
Member Lisa Gazaille was elected to the planning Board on 
May 7, 2018, replacing Member Stohlmann who had served the 
town of Adams for thirty four years offering her knowledge, 
expertise and commitment. In addition, David Rhinemiller is 
the board’s representative to the Berkshire Regional planning 
Commission. 
Zoning Board of Appeals
the Zoning Board of Appeals conducts hearings on special 
permits, appeals or petitions for variance under the direction of 
M.G.L. Chapter 40A and comprehensive construction permits 
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 40B. the Board of Appeals plays a key 
role in determining special permit applications under the Adams 
Zoning Bylaw. the Zoning Board of Appeals also hears appeals 
from applicants who have been denied some or all of their 
building application that pertain to the Zoning Bylaws. Appeals 
of any order or decision of the Building official or any other 
administrative official are also conducted.
Several applications came before the Zoning Board during 
2018. twenty (20) public Hearings were conducted involving 
fourteen (14) Special permit requests and six (6) Variances. 
Additional requests by applicants included three (3) separate 
administrative appeals of the Building officials determination.
the Zoning Board members held two (2) workshop meetings 
during the year. Members invited Attorney Dubendorf to lend his 
expertise on the topics of zoning and planning bylaws. the sec-
ond workshop involved a continued discussion with members of 
the Zoning and planning Boards, Building Commissioner Don 
torrico, as well as several members of the Adams Selectboard 
who engaged in a productive meeting involving the importance 
of proposed bylaw changes in the town of Adams.
During 2018, the Adams Zoning Board of Appeals consisted 
of five (5) permanent members and three (3) Alternate members. 
the Zoning Board members were: 
Chairman peter West
Vice-Chairman Brian tenczar
Francie Riley
Glen Diehl 
Michael Mach*
Alternate members were:
Jacob Levesque
Anthony Donovan 
Wayne piaggi
*Member Mach resigned from the Zoning Board on 
June 13, 2018 after many years of serving the town of 
Adams with his dedication and knowledge. Member 
Levesque replaced Mr. Mach as a permanent member of 
the Zoning Board.
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senior Center/Council on Aging
the role of the Senior Center/Council on Aging is to provide 
optimal aging opportunities through a comprehensive network 
of both in-home and community-based services and support 
programs in an effort to improve the quality of life for the older 
adults of our community. We do this through support, advocacy, 
planning, coordination, and implementation of programs that 
bring people together for social, recreational, and educational 
purposes. We also provide access to financial assistance pro-
grams. We seek to educate the entire community and enlist its 
support and participation. 
Below you will see the amount of people who utilized the 
Council on Aging services in 2018 (represented in the 2nd column 
as Unduplicated Individuals). You’ll see that in 2018, the CoA 
has 927 people use our services by the way of attending our 
events, using our transportation, volunteer opportunities and 
direct services such as application assistance, emergency funding 
assistance, and other information and referrals. the chart also 
shows how many times those individuals came through the 
CoA; in 2018 we assisted 927 people over 21,420 times. Given 
the small staff the CoA has, and the amount of time within the 
day, it is nearly impossible to capture everyone the team assists 
but these numbers are impressive to see. Roughly 24% of the 
individuals served are from outside of Adams but very much in 
need of the services we provide. the Adams Council on Aging 
is actively trying to provide a shared services model with neigh-
boring communities as a result of our services sought out. our 
doors remain open to any communities’ senior population, as 
theirs are to ours. 
 Activity type Individuals occurrences Served 
  Unduplicated Duplicated
 events 738 12,019
 Rides 144 6,718
 Services 438 795
 Volunteers 70 1,888
 Total people served 927 21,420
each year we host a number of events, some that change and 
others that are annual celebrations like our Lions Club Luncheon, 
Holiday Gathering and Live Well expo. each event brings in 
over 120 people in attendance.
We continue to part-
ner with agencies such 
as the Food Bank of 
Western Mass to host 
their Mobile Farmer’s 
Market, where in one 
hour we’ll see over 230 
households get their 
fresh fruit, veggies and 
frozen meat at no cost. 
the program is open to 
all ages and Berkshire 
County residents.
At the Holiday Gathering, volunteers Beverly Cardinal, 
Beverly Brothers and Marie Greenbush pose for a photo
Below: BART’s 5th grade music class brings lively 
entertainment to the Lunch Program
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The popular Pierogi Making Class led by CoA Director  
Erica Girgenti and community member Mary Mendel
our intergenerational  
programming is wel 
comed by neighboring 
schools and often the 
BARt Charter School 
will bring their Student 
Ambassador program 
over to dine with our se-
niors, judge Halloween 
costume competitions and 
sing holiday songs. It is 
a welcome change to our 
lunch routine. 
other musical enter-
tainment has been the 
Northern Berkshire Uku-
lele Club who joined us 
several times, including 
our Grandparent’s Day 
Ice Cream Social. 
programming such as our Art Classes with Donna (Loncto) 
continues to be popular, and growing in popularity is our Craft 
Card Making Classes, where like Art Class, the supplies are 
provided and adults can make their own greeting cards. 
one of our new events this year was our pierogi Making 
class, led by CoA Director, erica Girgenti and community 
member Mary Mendel.
Supplies from our Craft Card 
Class, led by volunteer  
Mary Lou Burdick
Many of our health and wellness programs have become quite 
popular over the year, including our Chair Yoga class, in part 
due to the relocation to the Memorial School which offers more 
space for the group to spread out and stretch. this class is run 
by Maryanne Kufs and has roughly 63 participants, not all at 
once, but class size can reach close to 30 participants in a ses-
sion. the class is offered twice a week and is donation-based. 
other wellness classes such as tai Chi, Matter of Balance and 
Walking groups continue to support the wellness of our com-
munity members. Well-being programs such as De-Cluttering 
workshops and Finding Fulfillment during Retirement work-
shops, offered by community member Beverly Favreau, have 
been helpful to those in attendance. New to our calendar this 
year was Aromatherapy 101 which brought in 30 people. 
our programming is mostly successful as a result of our 
strong volunteer base. We had 70 registered volunteers in 2018 
and most have to be encouraged to log their hours because they 
are not volunteering for the recognition but rather the reward. 
our uses for volunteering are in the areas of: AARp tax Greeter 
Volunteer, AARp tax Volunteer, Administrative Support, Legal 
Aide, Blood pressure Clinic, Board Member, Brown Bag, 
Computer, Decorating Committee, Fallon Car, Garden, General 
event Volunteer, Grocery Shopping, Meal Site, Mobile Food 
Bank, Newsletter and Health Insurance Counseling. this cal-
endar year our volunteers provided the town with a saving of 
$164,683.50 in the way of services donated. 
The CoA greatly appreciates its 2018 volunteers!
Bernie Abramson
Katie Bentz
Christine Bernier
John Bianchi
Lynda Bianchi
Bernice Blanchard
Gloria Boudreau
Shirley Brandt
Beverly Brothers
Sophie Buck
Mary Lou Burdick
Lynda Cain
Beverly Cardinal
patricia Catelotti
Louise Charron
Rita Clarke
Debbie Coody
Mary Culverwell
Karen Deordio
Cynthia Fletcher
teisha Fletcher
Gene Gebarowski
Gail Grant
Marie Greenbush
Kathleen Hakes
Alan Horbal
Sandra Hughes
Norman Jette
Robert Joppich
Andrew Kalisz
Geoffrey King
Dennis Kingsbury
Sam Kissel
ed Koczela
Dolly Kolis
MaryJane Kolis
Jean Kondej
Maryanne Kufs
Barbara Lagowski
Dick Laing
eric LaRoche
Sylvia Lefebvre
Donna Loncto
Lynda & Sam McClendon
Leona Meczywor
Marsha Mikuszewski
Joseph Molleur
John Naughton
Myron proper
Kelly Rice
Marc Richards
ethel Sakowski
Ashley Satko
Gail Sellers
Judy Sheehan
Bruce Shepley
Joe Sloane
John Socha
pete Spencer
ed & pam St. John
Carol thorner
peter traub
Jean Veazie
Mary Whitman
Deborah Wineberg
Joyce Wing
Lou Yarter
Barbara Ziemba
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health & wellness programs
 Blood pressure Clinic
 Hearing Clinic
 Flu Shot Clinic
 My Life, My Health
 SHINe (Serving 
Health Insurance  
Needs of everyone)
 Senior Lunch program
 Catered Lunches
 Legal Aid
 Alzheimer’s Support Group
 AARp Free tax preparation 
& Circuit Breaker Credit
 peer Led Art therapy
 property tax Relief
 Matter of Balance
 Healthy eating Classes
 podiatry Clinic
 Food pantry
 Food Security 
 Cranium Crunches
 Homebound Shopping
 Age Mastery program
 Living Well expo
social, exercise &  
 educational programs 
 tai Chi
 Chair Yoga
 Computer Classes
 technology Classes
 Art Classes
 Bridge
 Dominos
 Bingo
 Quilting/Knitting
 pitch 
 Walking Club
 Lunch program
 Monthly Movies
 Monthly Birthdays
 Art therapy 
 Senior Citizens Club
 Seasonal picnics
 Downsizing Seminars 
 Caregiver Notebook Seminars
 De-Clutter Workshop
 Retirement Workshops
outreach & Administration 
 Information & Referrals
 Case Management
 Health Insurance Info
 energy Assistance, 
LIHeAp,  
Good Neighbor energy
 program Development
 Volunteer Coordination
 Grant Writing
 oversight to Senior 
Center Budget
 oversight to Van 
transportation Services
 Marketing/promoting
 Birthday calls
 SNAp Benefits
 emergency Vouchers
 one time emergency 
Grant (up to $500) 
 transportation Grants
 Buckets of Sand
 oversight of facility usage
 Money Management
senior Center
senior Center programs and services at a Glance
With new events being added every month it is best to access 
information about the CoA programming through our monthly 
newsletter, available at various local businesses, at the Visitor 
Center or online at:
www.ourseniorcenter.com/find/friends-of-adams-coa. 
Also, be sure to check out our Facebook page, just search for 
AdamsCouncil on Aging (take notice Adams and council is 
one word). 
Always feel free to come into the senior center and talk with 
staff about our programming and initiatives. We’re located at 
3 Hoosac Street and can be reached via phone 413-743-8333. 
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wastewater Treatment plant
2018 Annual Town Report
For 2018 the town of Adams Wastewater treatment plant 
provided wastewater treatment services for the town residents, 
commercial and industrial operations within the town, plus waste-
water treatment for Hardman Industrial park and the Walmart 
complex just north of the Adams/North Adams boundary line. our 
staffing levels are operating at 7 full-time employees. our hours of 
operation are 7 AM – 3 pM, Monday through Friday. to meet 
the conditions set forth in our National pollution Discharge 
elimination System (NpDeS) permit for daily monitoring of 
our discharge to the Hoosic River, our laboratory is staffed 
weekdays and for two hours each day on weekends and holidays. 
the wastewater treatment plant (WWtp) and three wastewater 
pumping stations are inspected seven days a week (including 
holidays) to comply with Massachusetts General Law, by our 
licensed mechanics. Five (5) employees, at the Adams Waste-
water treatment plant, hold a Massachusetts Wastewater treat-
ment plant operator’s license of a grade 4 level or higher, the other 
two (2) employees are in the process of obtaining their license. 
As in past reports, a summary of the work and projects ac-
complished in 2018 is as follows:
moBile eQUipmenT, sTATionARY emeRGenCY 
GeneRAToRs and VehiCle mAinTenAnCe
• the John Deere push mower had its motor oil, air filter, gas 
line and cutting blade replaced.
• the forklift truck had oil, oil filter and air filter replaced. A 
new starting battery was purchased and installed.
• exchanged our 2005 Crown Vic for another. oil was changed 
and 2 new snow tires purchased.
• John Deere riding mower had new cutting blades, oil, oil 
filter and spark plug installed. 
• John Deer 60” riding lawn mower had new tires / tubes, 
starting battery, cutting blades installed. An oil change and 
oil filter replacement was also done.
• Semiannual oil, oil filters and coolant filters changed on our 
two Caterpillar stationary emergency electrical generators.
VAlVes, pUmps, moToRs, ConTRolleRs 
and AssoCiATed eQUipmenT
• New mechanical seal installed on #2 Return Activated Sludge 
pump.
• purchased and installed new scum pump.
• Complete rebuild of #2 return pump.
• All cooling fans (plenum, heat sink & stirring fans) were 
cleaned and serviced in all Square D Variable Frequency 
Drives to raw sewage pump motors, activated sludge return 
pump motors and aerator motors.
• New Hypochlorite probes/sensors installed in both contact 
channels per (D.e.p.)
• New VFD for #6 Aerator installed.
• Compression fittings and new tubing installed on all of the 
Hypo pumps.
• Replaced #6 catwalk, due to deterioration of concrete.
dewATeRinG and ConVeYinG eQUipmenT
• A filter belt press (FBp) drive replaced.
• 2 pressure section processing belts replaced.
Above & Right: A construction crane works 
on replacing the deteriorated catwalk #6 at 
the Adams Wastewater Treatment Plant.
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oTheR eQUipmenT
• Air Handling Unit air filters replaced.
• New L.e.D. Spot lights installed in main parking lot.
• All fire extinguishers at the wastewater treatment plant and 
the three pumping stations were tested and inspected.
• Five Magnetic Flow Meters were cleaned and calibrated.
• In November, all outside chemical solution lines were drained 
and purged with compressed air to prevent freeze damage 
from cold weather.
• Gearbox lubricants from mechanical aerators and clarifier 
drives were sent out for wear analysis.
• Wastewater plant’s main back flow prevention valve was 
inspected and tested by the town’s water department. Back 
flow valve passed all test parameters.
• A new SC 200 Hach pH probe replaced at the headwork’s 
of the plant.
• All 3 motors in the aeration/rearation (1-2-3)  
were tested and operable.
• Clarifier draft tubes jetted and cleaned to 
maintain optimal operation.
misCellAneoUs
• Lawn damage from snow plowing repaired 
in the spring.
• Fume hood in lab inspected and tested 
annually.
• Annual state inspection of facility’s boilers 
and compressors passed.
• Alarm system insurance certification 
performed by Alarms of Berkshires.
• Ground water removed from electrical 
manholes and chemical line manholes in the 
spring and fall.
• “Isco” stationary sampler tubing replaced as 
needed (both influent and effluent).
• #1 plant water pump was replaced.
• Sump pumps in the clarifier and contact 
channel were replaced.
Laboratory equipment was upgraded as follows:
1. Cleaned our laboratory “Still.”
2. Bought our usual (spring/fall) chemicals.
3. Had balance + weight certified.
4. Laboratory scales were cleaned and calibrated by All State 
Scale Company.
5. purchased new 2018 microscope (phase contrast).
sUmmARY
the wastewater treatment plant is still monitoring and inspecting 
two (2) pump stations, located on Zylonite and Harmony Street. 
A review of the 2018 facility’s records and reports documents 
816.78 million gallons of wastewater was treated and cleaned 
before being discharged to the Hoosic River. this was an in-
crease of 24.6 % from last years (2017) annual flow of 655.59 
million gallons. 
Above: The new Yaskawa Variable 
Frequency Drive (VFD) installed 
and working
Left: The new double disk Scum 
Pump replaces a 1970 model
A total of 106.55 dry metric tons of dewatered sludge was 
processed and hauled to an incinerator in Waterbury, Ct, for 
final disposal in 2018. this was a decrease of 7.14% from 2017 
sludge disposal total of 114.74 dry metric tons. 
the monthly averages for removal of total Suspended Solids 
removal ranged between a minimum of 84.6% to a maximum 
of 95.1% with an overall average for 2018 of 90%. Biochemical 
oxygen Demand removals ranged from a minimum of 93.0% 
to a maximum of 97.6% with a twelve month average for 2018 
of 96%.
ConClUsion
We made it through another year, with some upgrades:
1. New Yaskawa variable frequency drive (VFD).
2. original 1970 scum pump replaced with a double disk pump 
scum pump.
3. Replaced catwalk #6 with #2, due to deteriorating concrete.
Also, we completed the notice of non-compliance from 
D.e.p. In the fall, e.p.A. conducted an industrial pretreatment 
program audit. e.p.A.’s finding was the Adams pretreatment 
program is adequately run.
the laboratory technician passed all analytical parameters 
that were part of the e.p.A.’s annual Discharge Monitoring Re-
port Quality Assurance Study 37. the performance study in-
sures the data we submit in our monthly, quarterly and annual 
reports to the Federal and State regulatory agencies are verified 
as accurate.
I would like to thank my staff for their knowledge and pro-
fessionalism, in keeping the Hoosic River’s ecosystem healthy 
and clean.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Rumbolt
Superintendent
Wastewater treatment plant
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There were no major losses or threats to historic properties 
in the town of Adams. There were no development plans on the 
drawing boards that affected historic properties. 
Most efforts of local historical concern were focused on the 
upcoming bicentennial celebration of Susan B. Anthony’s birth 
in 2020 and the centennial celebration of the 19th Amendment 
( The Susan B. Anthony Amendment) that granted women the 
right to vote. A committee was appointed by the Town of Adams 
and the Annual Town Meeting appropriated $10,000 each at the 
two past annual meetings.
The committee’s official title is the Adams Suffrage Centen-
nial Celebration Committee (ASCCC). It has planned to erect 
a proper memorial to Susan 
B. Anthony in the form of a 
statue similar in monumental 
appearance as the McKinley 
statue that stands on Route 8. 
The celebration in 2020 would 
include several events, a pa-
rade and possibly fireworks if 
enough donations were raised. 
A website and Facebook page 
were developed: CelebrateSu-
sanBAnthony.org
Five sites were proposed for 
the Susan B. Anthony monu-
ment: in front of the Town 
Hall, across the street from the 
Town Hall in the vacant area next to the Mausert Block, in front 
of the Greylock Federal Credit Union, on the west side of Park 
Street where the Ashuwillticook Trail crosses the street, and on 
the Town Common. The 
Town Common was cho-
sen for its high visibility 
and park setting and the 
Town of Adams would not 
need to acquire property. 
A request for proposals 
from sculptors across the 
country was disseminated 
and 11 proposals were 
returned. A sub-committee 
reviewed them and chose 
four finalists that were 
interviewed by the com-
mittee as a whole. The 
committee chose Brian 
Hanlon, of Hanlon Studios 
of Toms River, NJ. 
Adams Historical Commission  
& Adams Suffrage Centennial Celebration Committee
The monument to Ms. Anthony will include a second statue of 
Susan as a 6-year-old girl, the age when she and her family moved 
from Adams to Battenville, NY. It seemed fitting to include the 
two to reflect Susan’s experience here in Adams and to serve as 
inspiration for girls and young women to pursue their dreams. 
With that intention in mind, a search was conducted in the local 
elementary schools to find a local girl to serve as a model for 
the young Susan as per suggestion of the sculptor, Brian Hanlon.
The largest task facing the Celebration Committee was fund-
raising as it set a goal of $300,000. The Adams Community Bank 
was very generous with an initial $25,000 grant and offered to 
double it when the committee reached the $100,000 level. Small 
fundraisers were held such as Victorian Tea Parties and sale of 
collectible items at local fairs. A Town wide appeal was mailed 
to all town residents and over $8,000 was received from more 
than 300 responses. Carol Crossed and the Susan B. Anthony 
Birthplace Museum donated $11,000 and the Greylock Federal 
Credit Union donated $10,000. Applications were submitted to 
two Berkshire county funds: The Jane and Jack Fitzpatrick Trust 
Fund and The Feigenbaum Fund, 
requesting $25,000 from each. 
News of fulfilling the requests will 
not be learned until the first half 
of next year. 
Another fundraising effort in 
the planning stage includes re-
questing Rep. John Barrett and 
Sen. Adam Hinds to file a bill 
in their respective houses of the 
Massachusetts General Court, for 
a $50,000 appropriation from the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
The success of this endeavor will 
not be known until the approval 
of the state budget for the next 
fiscal year.
A thermometer showing the progress of the fundraising efforts 
was erected on Town Hall lawn at the end of September. 
Much more work needs to be done before the celebration takes 
place next year but a committee has been meeting nearly every 
two weeks to make the event a success.
The proposal submitted by 
sculptor, Brian Hanlon
Clay model of the bronze casting 
executed by Brian Hanlon 
200Birth of SusanB.Anthony
100Women’s Right to Vote
18 2 0  19 2 0  2 0 2 0
200Birth of SusanB.Anthony
100Wom n’s R ght to Vote
18 2 0  19 2 0  2 0 2 0
This logo is used in all the committee’s correspondence.
A thermometer shows the 
fundraising progress.
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Financial Reports
Board of Assessors
TAX RATe sUmmARY FoR FY 2018
 a. total amount to be raised $ 16,499,594.90
 b. total estimated receipts and other Revenue sources 5,143,144.00
 c. Tax levy $ 11,356,450.90
  Certified Full and Fair 
 Class Cash Value  percentage Full Value 
  Assessments shares of Total Tax levy
 1. Residential 424,911,988 80.0319%
 2. open Space 0 0.0000%
 3. Commercial 34,3428,285 7.7006%
 4. Industrial 29,031,188 6.4934%
 5. personal property 25,815,467 5.7741%
 Totals 514,186,928 100.0000%
Tax Rate for Fiscal Year 2018 - $21.39 Residential; $25.40 Commercial, industrial, personal property
properties purchased by the state (FY2018):
 Bannish property – Upper east Hoosac Street – 241 Acres
The department of Revenue mandates that cities and towns re-inspect and check the accuracy of the assessment data of 
all property approximately every nine to ten years. we would like to thank the residents of the Town of Adams for their 
continued cooperation. 
the Adams Board of Assessors continues to modernize our systems and software programs. Adams has used the State provided 
CAMA system since 2006. We will be upgrading to a new software program during the summer or fall of 2019.
As part of the upgrade, the Board of Assessors recommends reviewing your property record card online at: 
www.town.adams.ma.us
If you have questions you can phone us at 413-743-8300 ext. 178 
or email us at dmacdonald@town.adams.ma.us
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Town of Adams 
Reconciliation of Treasurer’s Cash 
June 30, 2018
As of June 30, 2018 cash consisted of the following balances:
Cash in savings, checking accounts and short-term investment accounts:
Bank North, NA $     25,817
Adams Community Bank 397,867
UniBank 2,356,573
Century Bank 34,735
Value Line 12,297
Total 2,827,298
petty Cash 590
Total cash and short-term investments $ 2,827,879
indebtedness 
June 30, 2018
 outstanding July 1, 2017 Retirement outstanding June 30, 2018
town Hall/police Station/Library $ 1,725,000 $   170,000 $ 1,555,000
WWtp plant Renovations 1,429,392 156,229 1,273,163
Water Channel Improvements 70,000 70,000 0
ToTAl $ 3,224,392 $   396,229 $ 2,828,163
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Town of Adams, massachusetts 
office of the Town Accountant 
statement of operating Revenues and expenditures 
Budgetary and Actual - General Fund 
for the year ended June 30, 2018
 Actual  
 Budget as expenditures/ surplus/ 
 Revised Revenue (deficit)
ReVenUes
property taxes 11,547,478 11,624,491 77,013
Motor Vehicle excise taxes 880,000 1,044,916 164,916
Departmental receipts, licenses and permits 432,200 516,259 84,059
earnings on invested funds 2,500 6,105 3,605
total locally raised revenue 12,862,178 13,191,771 329,593
Intergovernmental revenues/Net of offsets 2,628,478 2,569,059 (59,419)
 Total Revenues 15,490,656 15,760,830 270,174
GeneRAl GoVeRnmenT
Selectmen/Moderator/town Report 81,661 67,220 14,441
town Administrator 198,041 165,031 33,010
Financial - Accounting/Fincom 240,600 234,270 6,330
Assessors 130,994 127,375 3,619
treasurer 171,282 198,206 -26,924
town Counsel 41,587 41,531 56
technology 144,835 133,254 11,581
town Clerk/elections/Registration/Codes 205,915 198,248 7,667
property & Liability Insurance 184,915 169,261 15,654
 Total General Government 1,399,830 1,334,396 65,434
CommUniTY deVelopmenT 275,133 187,230 87,903
inspeCTion seRViCes
Inspection Services 221,384 220,255 1,129
Conservation/Agriculture/Historical Commissions 2,676 959 1,717
planning/Zoning Board 10,467 6,439 4,028
 Total inspection services  234,527 227,653 6,874
pUBliC sAFeTY
police 1,771,465 1,714,824 56,641
police Station 63,450 43,570 19,880
emergency Management/Forest Warden 17,590 17,501 89
Animal Control officer 39,492 32,523 6,969
parking Management 12,350 -   12,350
 Total public safety 1,904,347 1,808,418 95,929
heAlTh & hUmAn seRViCes
Council on Aging 218,670 198,225 20,445
Veteran Services/Memorial Day 177,837 176,406 1,431
Board of Health 22,310 7,260 15,050
 Total health & human services 418,817 381,891 36,926
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Town of Adams, massachusetts 
office of the Town Accountant 
statement of operating Revenues and expenditures 
Budgetary and Actual - General Fund 
for the year ended June 30, 2018 (continued)
 Actual  
 Budget as expenditures/ surplus/ 
 Revised Revenue (deficit)
edUCATion - ReGionAl sChools
Adams-Cheshire Regional 5,593,713 5,593,713 0
McCann Vocational Region 1,030,016 1,028,959 1,057
 Total education - Regional 6,623,729 6,622,672 1,057
liBRARY 247,161 230,391 16,770
depARTmenT oF pUBliC woRKs/pUBliC BUildinGs
public Buildings/prop Maintenance 687,340 439,656 247,684
DpW Administration/tree Warden 177,652 161,944 15,708
Highways 1,392,835 1,324,091 68,744
Snow & Ice Control 296,861 296,861 0
Flood Control 600 -   600
DpW Garage/equipment Maintenance 305,609 299,447 6,162
transfer Station 67,252 65,255 1,997
Wastewater treatment/Collection 350,109 350,109 0
 Total public works, Buildings, highway & streets 3,278,258 2,937,363 340,895
emploYee/ReTiRee BeneFiTs 1,246,286 1,158,086 88,200
Cemeteries, parks & Grounds 60,218 57,385 2,833
Recreation 15,000 15,000 0
Celebrations - Seasonal 6,200 6,200 0
 Total Cemetery, parks & other 81,418 78,585 2,833
CoURT JUdGemenT 72,291 72,291 -  
deBT seRViCe 565,003 477,350 87,653
 principal 466,229 396,229 70,000
 Interest/Fees 98,774 81,121 17,653
ToTAl AppRopRiATions/eXpendiTURes 16,346,800 15,516,326 830,474
oTheR AmoUnTs RAised:
     State Intergovernmental Assessments 42,056 42,056
     Allowance For Abatements & exemptions 169,868
 ToTAl AppRopRiATions/eXpendiTURes 16,558,724 15,558,382 830,474
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AnnUAl RepoRTs
oF The
AdAms-CheshiRe ReGionAl sChool disTRiCT
CheshiRe, mA  01225
FoR The FisCAl YeAR
July 1, 2017 - June 30, 2018
Adams-cheshire Regional School committee
(Standing Left to Right): 
Superintendent John Vosburgh, Bethany DeMarco, Adam Emerson,  
Chairman Paul Butler, Michael Mucci, Regina Hill, Peter Tatro 
(missing from photo - Jennifer Gageant)
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Report of the Chairman 
Adams-Cheshire Regional school district
paul K. Butler, Chairman Adams, appointed 9/00, elected 5/01, re-elected 5/04, 5/07, 5/10, 5/13, 5/16
Adam emerson, Vice-Chairman Cheshire, elected 05/17
Regina Hill  Adams, appointed 09/10, elected 05/11, re-elected 05/14, 05/17
peter tatro Cheshire, elected 05/16
Jenifer Gageant Adams, elected 05/16
Michael Mucci Adams, elected 05/18
Bethany DeMarco Cheshire, elected 05/18
the Adams-Cheshire Regional School Committee member-
ship for this year has seen 2 changes. Longtime members Darlene 
Rodowicz of Cheshire and Stephen Vigna of Adams finished their 
tenure on the committee in May, 2018. I would like to recognize 
each of them for the countless hours they both put in and their 
endless devotion to the students of the school district. the school 
committee is pleased to have 2 new members on the board, both 
elected in May of 2018. Michael Mucci of Adams and Bethany 
DeMarco of Cheshire are the newest members to serve on the 
school committee. Both Mike and Bethany have a deep interest 
in the well-being of the students who attend class here in the dis-
trict. I am confident that the towns of Adams and Cheshire will 
benefit greatly from having them serve on the school committee. 
the current membership of the committee represents both towns 
and has a wide range of backgrounds and skill sets that allow 
each member to bring his or her unique perspective to the table.
perhaps the most significant change to the Adams-Cheshire 
Regional School District for the 2018/2019 school year has been 
the hiring of our new Superintendent, Dr. John Vosburgh. this is 
Dr. Vosburgh’s first role as a superintendent but he has served in 
administrative roles in the pittsfield public School System, most 
recently as principal of taconic High School where he not only 
performed the duties as the building’s lead administrator, he also 
oversaw the building project that today is the new taconic High 
School. He is already proving himself to be a thoughtful, con-
scientious, capable, and humble leader for our schools. 
Some of you may have served on the search committee for the 
new superintendent and I wish to offer our words of gratitude for 
that service. We were pleased to have three well qualified indi-
viduals make it through the initial screening and forwarded to the 
committee for public interviews. Dr. Vosburgh was the ultimate 
choice amongst the school committee members. Dr. Vosburgh 
is enrolled in the New Superintendent’s orientation program; a 
three year training program for all new superintendents through-
out Massachusetts. He has embraced and is expanding upon the 
District turnaround plan instituted by former Superintendent 
Dr. Robert putnam. He is intent on making improvements to the 
learning experience for every student throughout the Adams-
Cheshire Regional School District. 
At the Hoosac Valley campus, Ms. Colleen Byrd has accepted 
the role of principal while Mr. Christopher Sposato took on the role 
of principal at the middle school. Ms. Michelle Colvin remains 
as principal of Hoosac Valley elementary School. the school 
committee has great confidence in the commitment, energy, and 
harmony of our leadership team. We have also seen success with 
the use of shared services in our technology department. Adams-
Cheshire now shares a technology director with Central Berkshire. 
this arrangement gives us the needed expertise at that level in an 
affordable manner. With the success of this partnership with an-
other district along with the documented benefit to both, it will be 
worth exploring other areas of shared services in the years to come.
In the fall of 2017 the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District, 
along with members of both town’s selectboards as well as at 
large citizens of each town, worked through many meetings 
toward the goal of updating the Regional Agreement for the 
school district. this document was seriously out of date. the school 
district contracted with the Massachusetts Association of Re-
gional Schools to work with us in updating the agreement to align 
more closely with the desires of both towns and at the same time 
be in compliance with state regulations. there will be public 
hearings and presentations during the winter of 2019 to inform 
the public on the specifics of the updated agreement with the goal 
of both towns voting to approve this document at town meeting.
the state of public education in Berkshire County as well 
as other similar parts of the state is certainly one of challenge. 
Berkshire County as a whole has seen declines in population and 
student enrollment. Demographic makeup of communities has 
shifted with many towns seeing the average age of its population 
on the increase. the difficulties in providing quality education here 
in the North Berkshire region are compounded by a more transient 
population and a higher poverty rate than many other areas have 
seen. Lack of economic opportunity certainly has played a major 
role in these statistics. As we have been saying for a number of 
years, State Chapter 70 funding, which makes up roughly 60% 
of our school budget, has seen virtually no increase over the past 
decade. However, the cost to run our schools has continued to 
increase. Salaries, heat & utilities, maintenance, and especially 
health insurance costs have continued to put upward pressure on 
school budgets over the years. the net effect of this is that more 
and more of the school budget must be absorbed by the towns or 
services to education must be cut. the school committee has tried 
to be sensitive to the taxpayers and to the realities of town budgets 
over the years when developing the school budget and formulating 
assessments to the towns. However, investments in programming 
throughout our school district are the only way to ensure that each 
student receives a proper education. All of these factors are closely 
looked at and examined during each year’s budget process.
the Berkshire County education task Force has continued 
to work on the goal of helping the towns and cities of Berkshire 
County move toward a single countywide district over the next 
decade or so. this can be a very controversial position for many 
schools and towns that may see this as move to reduce local 
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control over the schools. Studies and data continue to suggest 
that with the current trends of shrinking populations and student 
enrollments throughout Berkshire County, there may be few oth-
er options that have the potential to reduce costs and improve 
education for every student in the region. It is important to re-
member that the task force is merely a recommending body, not a 
mandating one. However, I would strongly suggest that their work 
be looked at seriously for the benefits that could be afforded to ev-
eryone. For more details on the task Force anyone can review their 
website at berkshireeducation.org or look them up on Facebook.
the school district continues to take measures within its available 
means to enhance performance on standardized testing. the new 
superintendent, along with his administrative team, examines every 
item for potential improvement and recommends ways to achieve 
higher levels of educational opportunity for all of our students. 
We continue to use Bay State Readers initiative in the elementary 
grades. time on learning in the classroom is emphasized through-
out the district, especially at the middle and high school grades.
Investments in technologies have been ongoing for several years 
in all our schools. the reality is that a higher than average special 
needs population, an above average poverty rate, and overall 
lack of economic opportunity in our region all combine to put 
increased pressures on our schools. Additionally, our district 
has a below average per pupil spending which limits our ability 
to add resources to the classrooms. Nonetheless, Students who 
attend school in the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District 
can and do succeed. And in order to help them succeed, we have 
committed to investing in new programs such as pLtW, project 
Lead the Way. this program was instituted in the fall of 2017 
in a pilot format in the middle school and has been expanded 
upon since. It has been embraced with great enthusiasm from 
students and staff members alike. the program focuses on tech-
nology, bio sciences, engineering, and others. It is important 
to get exactly this type of theoretic and hands-on education in 
our schools. When students and teachers become excited and 
enthused, learning happens naturally. 
Coding is being integrated in our curriculum for nearly all 
grades in some fashion. Many fields of employment now and 
in the future will require at least some knowledge of program 
coding. As I mentioned, students who graduate from Hoosac 
Valley can and do succeed. We continue to send graduating stu-
dents to great schools including the U.S. Naval Academy, RpI, 
Northeastern University, Michigan University, Boston University, 
UMASS, UCoNN, Merrimac College, and many more. Some 
graduates join the military. And still others head directly into the 
workforce. We graduate future physicians, nurses, lawyers, en-
gineers, business professionals, and of course teachers. Despite 
being a small school district with limited resources, we are proud 
of our accomplishments and are confident of improvement.
Maintenance of both buildings within our district continues 
to be an enormous task. Hoosac Valley elementary School is 
located in the C.t. plunkett building. While this building was 
renovated, that project was done over 20 years ago and there 
were some areas of the building that were not re-worked at the 
time. even with that, the facility is a very old one and while it 
has a very solid foundation, there remain the issues that typi-
cally are seen on older properties. the school district performs 
regular routine maintenance throughout the district as budgeted 
funds allow. the town of Adams has also allocated funds to use 
toward targeted maintenance issues at the elementary building. 
the Hoosac Valley Middle and High school campus is a 
much more modern facility. All building systems were updated 
to current code during the renovation. Nonetheless, a building 
of that size which houses roughly 800 students each day does 
require maintenance and repairs. With correct attention to these 
areas the Hoosac building should serve our district well for 
many years to come. there have been some issues with the roof 
as some of you have heard. this is confined to areas of the roof 
that were not part of the new building project. We have had the 
roofing company for that roof on site to inspect and repair as 
needed. there remains a warranty on that section of roof. We 
are committed to have buildings that at the very least offer clean 
and comfortable environments for our students and staff.
there are no open negotiations with any bargaining units at this 
time except for the finalization of the paraprofessional contract.
obviously a school district would not be a district without 
our students. the school committee has as its number one goal 
the well being, safety, and education of every student within 
our district. Most of the members of the school committee are 
parents and most of us have children or have had children who 
attend school here in this district. We are naturally concerned 
and proud not only of our own children but of all the students in 
the district as well. there are so many exciting and good things 
happening in our schools every day. I simply want to say go out 
and enjoy an event involving students. perhaps take in a foot-
ball, baseball, or basketball game. Attend a soccer game or a ski 
meet. Watch and listen to the band as they march in one of the 
local parades. Go see the high school musical or one of the con-
cert and jazz band and chorus performances. Support a pancake 
breakfast or spaghetti supper. Students enjoy being supported 
by their communities and you will probably be amazed by the 
level at which our students perform. And almost without excep-
tion, students who graduate at or near the top of their class not 
only excelled academically, they were involved in some fashion 
in activities or sports.
Finally, as chairman of the Adams Cheshire Regional School 
Committee, I would once again like to thank everyone in the 
community for their continued support for the school district 
and for the children who attend class here every day. By the 
time this has been printed, I will have made my announcement 
not to seek re-election to the school committee. In the 19 years I 
have served on the committee, many things have changed; some 
things good, and others not so good. I have served with a great 
number of fellow school committee members, administrators, 
teachers and other staff members. Many of these people have 
lived through good years as well as difficult years. But every-
one in the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District remains 
committed to the education and welfare of each and every one 
of our students. After all, they represent the future for all of us. 
I do feel a renewed sense of enthusiasm throughout our schools 
that extends from administration down through staff members 
and into our student body. this is a great trend; one that I sin-
cerely hope continues and one that I know will be appreciated 
and supported by our communities that make up the Adams-
Cheshire Regional School District.
Sincerely,
paul K. Butler
Chairman
Adams-Cheshire Regional School District
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superintendent of schools
It is with great pleasure that I write my first town report for the 
Adams-Cheshire Regional School District as Superintendent. 
this past year has been a year of transition for many in our district. 
We have welcomed new faces in leadership positions such as 
Superintendent, Student Services Director, School psychologist 
and High School principal. these new faces combined with a 
recent restructuring of grades and schools, while difficult at 
times, is evolving into a fresh, new look for our school district.
Change can be difficult. our administration, faculty, staff, 
and most important, students, have embraced this challenge and 
demonstrated not only an ability to adapt but to improve and excel. 
this came to light when we received our accountability results 
from the Department of elementary and Secondary education. 
these accountability results measure our district’s progress on 
performance exams (MCAS) related to math, english, and science 
in grades 3-8. they also measure factors including chronic absen-
teeism, graduation rates and dropout rates. 
Hoosac Valley elementary School met 100% of its targets, 
Hoosac Valley Middle School met 53% of its targets while 
Hoosac Valley High School met 75% of its targets. Any school 
that has a target percentage of 50% or higher is considered a 
school that has improved from the previous year. Any school with 
75% or higher does not require any assistance or intervention 
from the state.
Since 2016, the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District 
has been working with District and School Assistance Center 
(DSAC) to develop turnaround plans and implement practices 
to improve curriculum, instruction, and assessment. the work 
our administrators and teachers have been involved with has 
given our students the tools and skills necessary to be success-
ful on these exams. While this work continues, our schools are 
currently performing at a very high level.
As our collaboration with DSAC is coming to a close, we 
continue to partner with Momenta (formally the Bay State 
Reading Institute) for teacher professional development. 
Momenta is now in year three working with our elementary 
and middle schools to implement an instructional model in 
math and english language arts. this model has established 
structure,consistency and clarity for our students as the progress 
from year to year. Momenta, combined with the addition of 
Fastbridge for progress monitoring will enable us to analyze 
how well our students are learning and make adjustments as 
needed for support.
our middle and high school students continue to engage in 
project Lead the Way. pLtW offers hands on activities and 
lessons that foster a high level of student engagement. these 
courses begin in Grade 5 and continue into high school. Faculty 
and administrators continue to work to provide a more mean-
ingful progression of pLtW courses as students progress into 
their high school years. the refinement of these courses and all 
courses at the middle and high school levels will better prepare 
our students for college and career.
Work on a new Regional Agreement was completed this year. 
Citizens from both Cheshire and Adams worked very diligently 
with consultants from the Massachusetts Association of Re-
gional Schools to revise the agreement that has been in place 
since 1965. this new agreement will be presented to each town 
for approval at the spring town meetings.
As we move forward with our school year, we continue to assess 
our practices and systems to improve the educational experiences 
of our students. the mission of the Adams-Cheshire Regional 
School District is to create a partnership of our schools and 
communities that develops all of our students into educated, 
responsible and productive citizens.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. John Vosburgh
Superintendent
Adams-Cheshire Regional School District
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hoosac Valley high school
Hoosac Valley High School continues to build upon the 
excellent traditions that have brought this community so much 
pRIDe. We continue to house students in grades 8 – 12, and we 
continue to stress high academic expectations and achievement 
and the positive development of students’ social and emotional 
skills. Due to consistent efforts of our Instructional Leadership 
team (ILt) and our students, staff, and administration, Hoosac 
Valley High School is proud to announce we No LoNGeR 
require state assistance. We are meeting targets overall and in 
some cases, we are exceeding targets in various grade levels. 
In an effort to continue this trend, and in terms of academics, 
our goals and expectations are set by the administrators and 
the ILt. this team, which includes faculty members from all 
departments, has been at the forefront of the creation of the 
turn Around plan, which is in its second year. the plan consists 
of four components relating to Shared Leadership, Academic 
expectations, School Climate and Culture, and Student Specific 
Supports. the ILt has continued walkthroughs of classrooms, 
has developed a definition of high-quality instruction, and has 
offered several days of professional development to provide 
strategies for application of this instruction within the classrooms.
In addition, the ILt has been implementing the professional 
development plan created during the summer, providing a cal-
endar of meetings for the school year, which includes full and 
half-day professional development opportunities for faculty and 
staff. Departments meet 1x/month to use common language in 
creation of assessments, rubrics, and grading. Grade-level teams 
meet 1x/month to identify at-risk students and to implement be-
havior management strategies. Full faculty meetings are being 
used 1x/month for multi-tiered supports and accommodations/
instructional practices.
whAT’s new at hVhs:
one of the biggest changes to HVHS this academic year 
is the shift in core values. For years, Hoosac has focused on 
perseverance, Respect, Integrity, Dedication, and excellence 
(p.R.I.D.e.). one of our goals was to administer a survey re-
garding the current climate and culture of the school. the survey 
was eye-opening and has lead to several initiatives and new 
programing. this year, the shift in the core values was a focus 
on Diversity and empathy. one of the biggest reflections of the 
survey related to a lack of recognition of positive behavior. 
to increase that recognition we encourage teachers to identify 
students on a weekly and quarterly basis with talk About 
them tuesdays and quarterly pRIDe Rallies. Several other 
ideas came out of the results of the survey. Faculty and staff 
collaborated to create street signs throughout the halls such as 
Integrity Blvd., Hurricane Highway, empathy Way, Determina-
tion Road, etc. Several staff members painted bathrooms with 
positive quotes and images, and other staff members created a 
pRIDe poster to welcome students every morning. the cafeteria 
is also home to the pRIDe Wordle, the positive poster bulletin 
board and the upcoming Art Club mural “We all have a voice.” 
In order for students to fully understand the tenets of Hoosac 
pRIDe, we are focusing on each component monthly by reading 
daily quotes, showing videos during morning announcements, 
and embedding the tenets within the daily curriculum. We are 
also proud to announce our new partnership with the World of 
Difference and the Anti-Defamation League. HVHS students 
and staff will complete training this summer in order to get the 
program up and running at the start of the 2019-2020 school year. 
We, too, recognize that “attitudes and beliefs affect actions, and 
that each of us can have an impact on others, and ultimately, on 
the world in which we live.”
to round off our “what’s new list,” you may have noticed 
our new and improved website. It features a link library, copies 
of Words from Byrd, a blog, a photo collage, and links to im-
portant information such as staff websites and email addresses, 
athletics, guidance information, the student handbook and other 
policies, and the HoosacFlix page, which showcases some of 
our student-produced morning shows. Finally, this year Hoosac 
travels to two new destinations. our 8th Grade students will 
embark on a three-day trip to New York City; they will visit the 
Museum of Natural History, one World trade Center, and the 
Statue of Liberty, just to name a few. Many of our other students 
will travel abroad in 2020 to Spain, where they will be immersed 
in the culture and language, which is part of our curriculum. We 
are excited to offer these opportunities to our students as a way 
to transform the way students look at the world and themselves!
whAT’s ConTinUinG at hVhs:
leo Club:
the Hoosac Valley Leo Club works in conjunction with the 
Adams Lions Club to encourage students to become lifelong 
volunteers. our goal is to present volunteer opportunities to 
students that will help them see the benefits and rewards of 
volunteering. We inducted 11 new members this year, bring-
ing our total membership to 68 students in grades 8-12. our 
primary focus every fall is fundraising for our Create-A-Dream 
program, where, with support from faculty/staff and several lo-
cal businesses we buy, wrap, box and deliver Christmas pres-
ents to about 30 children in Northern Berkshire County. We also 
complete community service projects like delivering Hallow-
een goodie bags to Kindergarteners and pre-Kindergarteners in 
the local elementary schools, as well as running the recycling 
program within the middle/high school building.
student Council:
Student Council members promote leadership and citizen-
ship, act as role models to encourage all students to strive for 
their highest potential, promote school spirit and pride, respect 
all citizens and groups in our community, and raise money to 
fund future service activities in the school community. Students 
must complete a minimum of 20 hours of service each year. 
they participate in multiple activities: 
• Weekly meetings in school
  • Discuss school policies and procedures
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• participate in School Committee meetings (bi-monthly)
• organize and run school election of class officers
• Host an ice-cream social to welcome incoming 8th graders
• Host the annual Freshmen Reception and Snowball 
• Host the annual Art Hathaway elderly Dinner
• Sponsor high-school field day
• elect and send a student representative to the State House 
in Boston for Student Government Day
• provide annual scholarships for graduating members
• Nominate and vote for Western Massachusetts Regional 
Advisory Council representatives
  • elected students participate in bi-monthly regional 
meetings for Western Mass (Holyoke High School)
hVhs  
Concert Band, Jazz ensemble, marching Band, and Chorus: 
the High School Concert Band, Jazz ensemble, Marching 
Band and Chorus had or will have the following performances 
during the 2018-2019 school year:
• Marching Band:
All home football Games
North Adams Fall Foliage parade
Halloween parades in Adams and Cheshire 
Memorial Day parades in Adams and Cheshire
• Concert Band:
All Band performance in January (with MS Bands)
Annual Showcase Concert in May
Graduation in June
• Jazz ensemble:
Holiday performance in December
Art Hathaway Holiday Dinner
Jazz Night performance in March with Lee High School 
Class Night
• Chorus:
Holiday performance in December
Annual Christmas tree lightings in Adams and Cheshire
Annual Showcase Concert in May
Many students from both ensembles participate both vocally 
and instrumentally in the annual musical - this year it is “Fiddler 
on the Roof” produced in March. Be on the lookout for more 
information as it becomes available. Additionally, students from 
both band and chorus participate in MMeA-WD music festival 
held at UMASS Amherst in January.
national honor society:
the National Honor Society (NHS) is the nation’s premier 
organization established to recognize outstanding high-school 
students. More than just an honor roll, NHS serves to recognize 
students who embody the four main purposes that have guided 
chapters of NHS from the beginning: to create enthusiasm for 
scholarship; to stimulate a desire to render service; to promote 
leadership; and to develop character in the students of secondary 
schools. these characteristics have been associated with mem-
bership in the organization since its beginning in 1921. Chapter 
membership not only recognizes students for their accomplish-
ments, but challenges them to develop further through active 
involvement in school activities and community service. this 
year, 21 students were inducted into this national society, and 
so far this year they have organized a can drive and a clothing 
drive to benefit residents of Adams, Cheshire, and Savoy.
peer mentors:
the peer Mentor program is in its second year. Students in 
grades 8-12 have the opportunity to offer guidance, encour-
agement, and support to each other and students in the Hoosac 
Valley Middle School. the mentors meet with their mentees 
regularly, guided by the leadership of the high-school Dean of 
Students and the middle-school principal. Students meet during 
the day on school grounds, and the mentors act as friends and 
role models as a way to develop relationships, develop lead-
ership skills, improve communication skills, build confidence, 
and ultimately to make a difference in another person’s life. 
Right now approximately 45 students at HVHS are part of this 
wonderful experience, and the goal is to merge the program into 
a mentorship as World of Difference leaders for the 2019-2020 
school year. 
there are many exciting things happening at Hoosac Valley 
High School, and we are proud to include you into our  
#hvhsfamily because We Believe in You, too!
 Respectfully submitted,
 Colleen Byrd
 principal HVHS
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hoosac Valley middle school
2018-2019 Town Report
every student. every day.
Hoosac Valley Middle School continues to refine instruction-
al practices in order to improve outcomes for students. From 
additional playground equipment to participation in multiple 
collaborative efforts targeting delivery of the curriculum and 
cultural improvements, we are committed to seeking ways to 
improve the educational experience for the approximately 400 
students.
We could not be happier with the new faculty who have joined 
us in 2018: Justin McCarthy - Cornerstone program, and Katy 
Wixsom - School Adjustment Counselor. Also, we are pleased 
to have additional support for our students in the form of a new 
position focused on teaching reading.
We have various enrichment programs, groups and activi-
ties such as project Lead the Way, CodeHS, Botvin Life Skills, 
Berkshire theatre Group, Mentoring program, Girls on the Run, 
Middle School ptG, and the list goes on.
We have been able to add two Chromebook carts to bring us 
closer to our vision of a one-to-one initiative so that every class-
room will have technology necessary to help students readily 
available.
We continue with our initiatives and collaborations for staff 
enrichment including Momenta (formerly BSRI) Coaches in 
eLA and Math, State Systems of Support (formerly DSAC) 
team, Instructional Leadership team, DataWise decision mak-
ing, etc. all with the goal of helping increase student outcomes. 
Also this year, we are very excited to have been selected to be 
part of the state sponsored three-year Inclusive practice Acad-
emy. the first year of the Academy is focused on the Universal 
Design of Learning (UDL) and making education accessible to 
all students regardless of ability. the second and third years will 
focus on positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (pBIS), 
and Social-emotional Learning (SeL). each of these concepts 
are interwoven to reinforce and support the others.
During the months of April and May, HVMS students will 
take a total of Nine MCAS tests – eLA and Math for all grades, 
plus Science in grade five. our first set of MCAS data showed 
progress, and we are looking forward to the fall to show a con-
tinued trend of student growth.
Hoosac Valley Middle School is in its second year and is doing 
exciting things, resulting in student gains that have not gone 
unnoticed by our partners. In fact, we were recently asked if we 
would be willing to have other districts visit! While it will be 
bittersweet, we are hopeful that our performance on this year’s 
MCAS will show that we no longer require the assistance of our 
State Systems of Support partners.
Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Sposato
principal
Hoosac Valley Middle School
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hoosac Valley elementary school
The Mission of the AcRSD is to create a partnership of our schools and communities 
that develops all of our students into educated, responsible and productive citizens.
district Beliefs
I believe all children are capable of learning.
I believe all students deserve the best instruction and the best resources.
I believe a safe, respectful, and organized environment creates the ideal climate for learning. 
I believe that people who share responsibility and accountability enhance success.
I believe that learning is increased when everyone has high expectations.
I believe providing a variety of approaches leads to individual success and growth.
I believe that on-going assessment and adjustment is necessary for growth.
Hoosac Valley elementary School services students in grades 
pre-K - 3. the school is located on Commercial Street in down-
town Adams housing five grade levels with between 70-77 
students in each. the original building, (formerly C.t. plunkett 
elementary School) was constructed in 1923 and served as the 
town’s junior high school for almost fifty years. It was then 
converted to an intermediate elementary school and served 
as an instructional facility for students in fourth through sixth 
grades until it underwent a complete renovation. the school 
reopened as an elementary school with a fourteen-classroom 
addition constructed on the south side of the building for students 
in Kindergarten through grade five in September 1994. In Spring, 
2017, the School Committee closed Cheshire elementary School 
and all elementary students in the ACRSD entered the renamed 
Hoosac Valley elementary School in Fall of 2017.
the information included in this report highlights some of 
our special accomplishments, provides statistical information 
on enrollment and staffing, reviews some school-wide projects 
and initiatives, and tells about some significant changes. 
Special thanks to all of the teachers/staff & specialists  
who contributed submissions for this report;  
you are truly outstanding!
enrollment Comparisons
Grade 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19
 pre-K    56 70
 K 87 68 65 83 75
 1 83 78 68 80 77
 2 79 80 81 78 76
 3 73 84 80 104 77
 4 74 71 80
 5 85 72 68
 6
Totals 481 453 442 401 375
staffing:
the following people help to provide a high quality educa-
tional program and a supportive learning environment for the 
students at our school:
pre-K
Laura Crane, Kelly Riechers, & Heather emerson
Kindergarten
Kristy Bachli, Robin poirot, Mara Woolley, Christine Zdon
Grade 1
Mia Allessio, Katie Chenail, Courtney Danforth, 
Aprilee Mazzeo, Kelly Ryan
Grade 2
elizabeth Alibozek, Laurie Cantarella, Bethany Kelley, 
Christine Kirchner, Kimberley trimarchi
Grade 3
Beth Bourdon, Stephanie McCarthy, Dawn prokopowicz, 
Ann prudhomme, Danielle taylor
school-wide
principal: Michelle S. Colvin
dean of students: patricia Misiuk
literacy Coach: Nicole Dunham
elementary Coordinator: Mary tanner
district specialist: Kim Biagini
special education: Nicole Crane, Dawn Daniels, 
 Sara Malloy, Christine Harrington
Bridges program: Caitlin Larabee
Cornerstone program: travis poirot
Art: Wendy Lamberton
music: Jonathan Rowe
physical education: Matthew McBride, Dan Wehle
Title i: Lorry Delmolino
school Adjustment  
 Counselor: Jennifer Renzi
speech/lang: Diane Arduini, Karen Levesque, 
 Brianna Bressett, Ashley Varuzo
occupational Therapy: Suzanne Harnick, Deb Silveira
physical Therapy: Jamie Bannon, Karissa Kingsley
esl specialist: Joshua Kellogg
Administrative Assistant: paula Ciskowski
main office para: Cheryl Steuer
library: Laurie Gavazzi
nurse: Kari Ann Delsoldato
Cafeteria: Cindy Gajda, Denise Moncecchi, 
 Marianne Mirke, Gena Simoneau,  
 Linda pelczynski, Shirley Deneault,  
 Nadine Sadlowski
daycare: Jennifer Mach, Anmoreena Gazaille
Custodians: David Richards, Marc McCarthy, 
 Dennis pinnsoneault, Dale Clark
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paraprofessionals: pat Alibozek, Shannon Badorini, 
 Kathy Bradbury, Susan Burzimati,  
 Monica Carpenter, Deb Ciempa,  
 tanelle Ciempa, Laura Dorr, Lila Fetter,  
 Kim Galli, Judy Gaylord, Karen Isbell,  
 Susan Knapp, Donna LaBonte,  
 Suzanne Lamb, Beth Larabee, Julie Lech, 
 Heather Levy, Kathy Malloy,  
 emily Martinelli, Sue McLear,  
 paula Meczywor, Donna Mullany, 
 Kayla pierce, Megan pytko,  
 Susan Randall, emily thurston,  
 Lisa Waltermire, Clara Wilusz 
 and Becky Zaleski
ACRsd partners with momenta, 
(Formerly BsRi) for work in elA and mathematics:
English/Language Arts:
Last year, we worked to buy a great deal of novels and chapter 
books for the eLA block that related to our reading program’s 
(Scott Foresman’s Reading Street ) themes but provided a larger 
range of Lexile levels for all our students. teachers have been 
using our Literacy Closet to help students with comprehension 
and fluency practice, as well as encouraging student discourse. 
Not only this, but these novels have been used with Momenta’s 
principles of Reciprocal teaching and Debate. It is our goal at 
HVeS that by using these novels, our Reading Street program, 
and the strategies from Momenta, that our students will have a 
deeper understanding of text, more strategies to help them under- 
stand literature, and a love of reading in general.
Mathematics:
over last summer, a team of teachers from Hoosac Valley 
elementary School, representing each grade level, adopted a 
new math curriculum, engage NY; also known as eureka Math. 
the engage NY curriculum is aligned with the Common Core 
standards in mathematics. this new curriculum has been used 
since the beginning of the 2018-2019 school year and is being 
embraced by staff and students as a much needed adjustment 
to our math instruction. teachers knew their students needed 
more engaging and differentiated math instruction. engage NY 
offers an in-depth understanding of numbers and their relation-
ships; as well as providing opportunity for student discourse 
and teamwork. the lessons can be adapted; which allows the 
teacher flexibility in the classroom. In this way, instruction can 
meet the needs of all learners. the math modules provide a rea-
sonable number of problem sets and applications for students to 
reasonably achieve understanding.
The Standards are defined as the knowledge, skills and  
understanding that individuals can and do habitually  
demonstrate over time because of instruction and 
learning experiences. These mathematics standards, 
collectively, are focused and cohesive—designed to 
support student access to the knowledge and understand-
ing of the mathematical concepts that are necessary to 
function in a world very dependent upon the application of 
mathematics, while providing educators the opportunity 
to devise innovative programs to support this endeavor. 
As with any set of standards, they need to be rigorous;  
they need to demand a balance of conceptual understand-
ing, procedural fluency and application and represent a 
significant level of achievement in mathematics that will  
enable students to successfully transition to post-
secondary education and the workforce.
 - New York State Education Department
Hoosac Valley elementary School is looking forward to con-
tinued success with the new math curriculum as well as higher 
student achievement, discourse, and mathematical understanding.
Kindergarten Update:
our school year started out with lots of our exciting programs 
including the Bay State Reading Institute, which continues to 
compliment our best practice programs that are in place. our 
stories for Literature are informative and exciting. We learn 
new words each week in order to expand our vocabulary. We 
call these our “Amazing Words.” We have instituted an intense 
writing program to accelerate skills in order to prepare them for 
developing a paragraph. We have also begun a new initiative for 
Accelerated Students in order to provide Reading and Writing 
enrichment projects.
In September, we attended the Jaeschke Apple orchard in 
the fall. the children had great fun picking and learning about 
apples and how they grow. the Jaeschkes were very gracious 
and welcoming to our little students.
We have had several wonderful field trips and programs pro-
vided by our parent teacher Group. throughout the year, we 
send home collaborative family art projects for children to com-
plete at home. When returned they are proudly displayed in the 
hallway for our peers to enjoy.
our students have access to a computerized reading program 
called Lexia Core 5. this computer based reading program is 
offered as a home school connection and during our school days. 
this is a fantastic tutorial program to enrich the phonetic base 
for all of our students at their different levels. Many families use 
it at home in order to strengthen skills being taught in school. We 
also have a Math computer program called Symphony Math. It is 
aligned with state standards and provides 3 assessments during 
the year to help track individual progress. teachers are able to 
constantly monitor their progress and drive instruction according 
to their individual needs.
In November, our students were in the Berkshire eagle with 
their “How to Cook a turkey” renditions. Many friends and 
families enjoy this tradition which was started in our kindergartens 
over 15 years ago.
our students have learned Veterans Day songs along with the 
National Anthem and other patriotic songs.
Community members and parents are invited to come in 
and read to the children on a regular basis. We have our Secret 
Reader program and allow guests to come and surprise the chil-
dren with a reading!
We need to thank the high school students’ Leo Club for pre-
paring and sending all of our kindergarten classes little treat 
bags during the holidays.
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In December, we collaborated with the High School’s Student 
Athlete Leadership Council from Hoosac Valley in an effort to 
raise money for Make-A-Wish, as the kindergarteners were 
asked to write a letter with help from the high school students. 
Money was raised from each letter that was written as a request 
from a young boy with cancer.
third grade students will be pairing with our students in 
kindergarten as they become our reading StUDY BUDDIeS. 
Kindergarten and first grade teachers will collaborate in order 
to match up students and classes.
In the spring, we will also have our Mexican Fiesta as a 
culminating celebration for the end of the year. Here we will 
showcase the Spanish that we will learn in preparation for the 
performance for our families, who will be invited to attend.
thank you to the support of our townspeople with all of our 
Hoosac Valley elementary School activities! You play a key 
role in our school’s success!
Grade 1 Update:
First grade has been working towards increasing rigor in eLA 
through our partnership with Momenta (formerly BSRI). Since 
the fall of 2016, we have added the use of eCRI (enhanced 
Core Reading Instruction) as part of small group eLA instruction. 
two of our team members have been trained to be the trainers. 
this allows us to continue to receive refresher courses in the 
strategies for implementing eCRI. through our partnership 
with Momenta, we have researched and implemented a new 
math curriculum designed to enhance foundational skills for 
future success. Students have enjoyed the opportunity to work 
in large, small, and peer-led math groups in order to further 
explore their understanding of new math concepts. this model 
has allowed for teachers and support staff to provide systematic 
and prescriptive instruction that meets the various needs of students.
We are happy to announce that we have continued to increase 
and strengthen our implementation of SteAM related instruction 
and activities as a part of daily classroom instruction. our own 
first grade teacher, Mrs. April Mazzeo, was selected as MCLA’s 
2018 educator of the Year for her successful implementation, 
instructional practices, and leadership of SteAM activities 
within the classroom setting! At the conclusion of the ItQ 
grant in September 2018, we received a final monetary grant of 
$16,750 which has allowed us to purchase SteAM materials 
such as microscopes, mobile ipad lab, robots, and content specific 
resources. We have created a SteAM closet that is accessible to all 
students within the building.
As part of our desire to maintain strong community involvement, 
we have continued our participation in various family friendly 
events such as Bingo for Books, outdoor SteAM Night, Meet 
the teacher Night, Literacy Fair, Seasonal Concerts, trick-or-
treat night, and a family polar express night! In the beginning 
of December, HVeS families were invited to participate in a 
polar express themed event (based on the book by Chris Van 
Allsburg) along the 1st floor hallway. Faculty and staff decorated 
doorways on the 1st floor and handed out fun items such as hot 
cocoa packets and cookies to children and families. It was certainly 
a wonderful event with an incredible turn out! It was a fun filled 
night for all staff and families who attended. over 200 families 
attended both our trick-or-treat and polar express nights!
Grade 2 Update:
this year we will be continuing many wonderful initiatives, 
such as Book Club, field trips to Mass MoCA, and the Celebration 
of Success. We are also working on some new initiatives as we 
strive to improve our instruction and outcomes.
this year we are extending the Second Grade Book Club, which 
is funded by the ACe grant through the Berkshire taconic Fund. 
the use of novel studies is being incorporated into weekly in-
struction. this Book Club provides each student with a free book 
to read at home. this is followed by a Book Club meeting in 
which students engage in meaningful discussions, to meet new 
friends, and to participate in an activity that allows for creativity 
and imagination! Novel studies continue to challenge our read-
ers. through high-interest texts, students learn that reading can 
be a fun, lifelong skill. this allows us additional time to dig deep-
er into reciprocal teaching, one of our comprehension strategies.
the second grade participated in visits to Mass MoCA to view 
the newest exhibits and create original artwork. We are currently 
fundraising in hopes to take our students on a joint field trip with 
the physical education Department to the Basketball Hall of 
Fame and the Springfield Science Museum. this authentic set-
ting will allow students to gain a broader perspective to deepen 
and enhance their learning in an engaging and interactive way; 
one they will likely remember for years to come!
Many of our second-grade teachers are participating in the 
BRAINWoRKS grant, a federal grant in conjunction with 
MCLA. the goal of this grant is to support arts integration 
while infusing rigor and higher order thinking strategies into 
our instruction. In addition to an enriching summer course, our 
teachers participate in weekend workshops throughout the year 
at various art museums such as Clark Art, Norman Rockwell, 
Mass MoCA, and the Berkshire Museum among others and 
continue collaboration in professional Learning Community 
(pLC) meetings. We are excited to implement our new units 
and lessons into the classroom as we partner with these local 
arts institutions in the years to come.
During the holiday season, students took a walking field 
trip to local businesses to see the wonderful festive displays in 
town. Back in the classroom children participated in “Holidays 
Around the World” where we virtually traveled to different 
countries around the world learning some geography along 
with how different cultures and countries celebrate the holiday 
season. We completed holiday activities such as ornament making, 
gingerbread houses, and holiday literature and math activities 
corresponding with each country.
once again second grade will fully participate and host the 
Celebration of Success, Read Across America, and of course 
Alex’s Lemonade Stand. the Celebration of Success is a show-
case of hard work, dedication, and love for not only reading 
but all areas of the curriculum. each child is represented with 
a project to be displayed in the gymnasium for families and 
friends. Read Across America honors Dr. Seuss’s Birthday in 
which local business owners and townspeople are invited to read 
to classrooms. the day is dedicated to reading and participating 
in many literacy activities relating to Dr. Seuss. the Lemonade 
Stand is an annual event at Hoosac Valley elementary that allows 
children to make, serve, and sell lemonade to the rest of the 
school. this teaches empathy and awareness for childhood cancer.
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We are continuing to implement the BRSI Model now known as 
Momenta, which fosters cooperative learning and academic con-
versations through center-based instruction. this year our focus is 
to incorporate this model into our math. We have started engage 
NY which more closely aligns with the Common Core State 
Standards. this program is very challenging and we are very 
excited by the growth we have seen over the course of the year!
through Framing Your thoughts and Scott Foresman, children 
are learning how to write a variety of styles of paragraphs, for ex-
ample descriptive, compare and contrast, and narrative. We have 
begun using “Stop Light Writing” to help formulate our paragraphs 
along with 6+1 traits to focus on strengthening each writing trait.
overall second grade is a busy and exciting year for the stu-
dents. Lots of learning, fun, and academic growth takes place!!
Grade 3 Update:
third grade is a pivotal year for children as they become more 
independent and mature learners. together, students integrate 
their love for learning, friendship, and excitement for new ideas! 
third continues to enjoy having the Massachusetts Audubon 
Society with us again this school year to help teach our science 
program. Zachary Adams joins us this year offering our students 
hands-on instruction in the area of science and sharing their 
experiences about native Berkshire wildlife. Mass Audubon 
visits and presents lessons in each of the 3rd grade classrooms 
approximately 2x per month. third grade teachers, students and 
parents worked hard through fundraising efforts to help with this 
program. Due to these efforts, all third grade students will ben-
efit from 14 in-house class sessions. they will also engage in a 
culminating field trip to the pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary in 
June, 2019. this wonderful, hands-on program helps teachers to 
address many of the topics in the third-grade science curriculum.
In reading this year, we have made a concerted effort to in-
crease the number of novels being read by students as they are 
working in small groups using Reciprocal teaching. Students 
are engaged with one another predicting, questioning, clarifying, 
and summarizing their new found love of books. A new math 
program, eureka Math, has also been instituted this year. It 
integrates the CCLS, rigorous classroom reasoning, extended 
classroom time devoted to practice and reflection through ex-
tensive problem sets, and high expectations for mastery. We 
also continue to implement additional instructional tools with 
an emphasis on math fact mastery, problem solving, and the 
everyday applications necessary for continued math growth, in-
cluding Symphony Math. A unique feature of the program is it 
instructs students at their level while allowing them to progress 
by demonstrating the meaning of numbers in several different 
ways and it ties very nicely to eureka Math. It is a great tool 
that can accessed from home and school!
Focus in Social Studies is placed on the state of Massachusetts 
and our corner of the state; the Berkshires! We study the state 
through time, going back to the first settlers, the pilgrims and 
Native Americans. through hard work and a lot of fundraising, 
third grade will visit plimoth plantation which offers power-
ful personal encounters with history built on thorough research 
about the Wampanoag people and the Colonial english commu-
nity in the 1600s. plimoth plantation provides our third graders an 
engaging and experiential outdoor and indoor learning experience.
In April and May, our students will be taking the MCAS test in 
english Language Arts and Math for their very first time. these 
assessments are taken via computer-based testing on Chrome-
books. Continued daily use of these Chromebooks allows students 
to practice their computer skills, learn computer keyboarding, 
practice LeXIA (an online reading program) and investigate math 
topics (Moby Max and Symphony Math).
this spring all 3rd grades will continue to plant flowers 
around Hoosac Valley elementary School. this project called 
“Beautification for education” was started 14 years ago and the 
funds to support this have always been provided through fund-
raising efforts of the third-grade staff. Mr. John trimarchi and 
Michelle Whitney provide help and assistance with the delivery 
and purchase of the flowers and mulch. It truly is a continued 
community effort that we are very proud to be a part of.
library
the Hoosac Valley elementary School Library houses approx-
imately 15,272 books, videos and magazines. the automated 
circulation and cataloging system makes it possible for students 
and staff to access the Destiny School Library catalog. Approx-
imately 2,732 items were checked out so far this school year. 
Students visit the library once a week and have the opportunity to 
listen to stories and borrow a variety of books, including picture 
books, fiction, biographies and non-fiction. Faculty and staff aso 
have the ability to check out books for classroom projects, and 
special events.
our Library Assistant, Mrs. Laurie Gavazzi, and her team 
have organized several book fairs themed with special events 
for our faculty, staff and students. the book fair held in May of 
2018 raised $3,517.07 and our most recent book fair in Decem-
ber of 2017 raised $3,533.35. these funds help to ensure that 
our students are reading and working with the most current, 
award-winning and classic pieces of literature in our school.
parent Group (pTG)
the Hoosac Valley elementary School’s ptG Group provides 
extensive support to the children of our school throughout the 
year. the group meets monthly to discuss ongoing support to the 
children. their efforts support the Hoosac Valley elementary 
School community in a variety of ways.
 Arts enrichment:
• performances in music, drama, science, history and dance, 
both in-house and off-site
• Sponsoring multiple children’s authors
• partnering with Berkshire theater Group to provide our 3rd 
graders with BtG plays!
• Collaborative Arts Night
 Activities
• Field trips for students at all grade levels
• Give-a-Gift to promote the spirit of holiday giving and 
donating, from children to children.
• Hoosac Valley elementary School Yearbook creation
• Family Movie nights (hosted in the HVMHS Auditorium)
• Family Fun and Food Festival
• Hosting the Hoosac Harvest and Spring Fling Vendor and 
Craft Fair
• Audubon science program
• Field Day treats
• Lucky to Have You Dance
• Valentine’s Day Candy-Grams
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 Appreciation days
• Staff Appreciation Day in May
• Book Fair breakfast for Faculty and Staff
• pizza/Ice Cream parties to reward top collectors of Boxtops
 school improvements/equipment maintenance:
• playground fundraising and maintenance
• purchased classroom projector cameras
• Start up funding for the after school explorer program
• Funding for Scholastic Reader in the Classroom
Title i
title I is a federal entitlement grant supporting school-wide 
academic support for all Hoosac Valley elementary students. 
the grant helps to fund interventionists and instructional assistants 
as well as materials that supplement and support core instruction. 
through title I funding, classroom teachers and interventionists 
are able to use assessment data in eLA and math throughout 
the year to inform instructional routines. In grades 1-3 both 
the math and eLA interventionist and eLA paraprofessional 
provide services in both a push-in and pull-out model. In addi-
tion, instructional assistants work under the guidance of class-
room teachers to reinforce instruction in reading, writing and 
math through small group differentiated instruction.
this year the staff at Hoosac Valley elementary School has 
continued to work closely with consultants from the Bay State 
Reading Institute (BSRI) to incorporate the most recent re-
search-based methods and strategies to ensure each child’s indi-
vidual needs is addressed. Students who are identified as need-
ing additional instruction receive additional exposure to the core 
curriculum through enhanced Core Reading Instruction (eCRI) 
and direct and explicit instruction models. Within the small 
group instruction, students also receive differentiated rigorous 
instruction to meet their individual needs. title I also provides 
enrichment groups for students in second and third grade who 
have been identified as demonstrating exemplary work.
Not only are a multitude of supports provided throughout 
the school day, title I also provides funding for extended day 
academic activities through the Homework Help program for 
grades 2 and 3. Family involvement is proven to correlate to 
higher student achievement, so this has been a priority this year. 
topics suggested by parents and staff are addressed through-
out the year through informational meetings, and workshops 
as well as during evening programs. this year we have already 
held events such as a trick-or-treat, polar express and Bingo 
for Books. At each of these events, as well as at school meetings 
with families, we reached out to families to provide us feedback 
and give us suggestions on how to improve. We are committed 
to making these events enjoyable and convenient for our families 
to strengthen the home-school connection. We are excited to 
work closely with our families and members of the community 
to help make these events possible.
Reading is Fundamental
RIF is a federally funded program whose goal is to give chil-
dren access to books and discover the joys and value of reading. 
Hoosac Valley elementary School qualifies for this grant due to 
the percentage of  free and reduced lunch students attending. 
Additional funding is provided by the HVeS Library Fund and 
from the Berkshire taconic Foundation. one time per year each 
student can choose a book from a wide selection of books, based 
on their own interests. the book distributions are enhanced by 
fun reading-motivational activities. Volunteers are a big part of 
RIF, helping make bookmarks, stamp and inventory books, and 
helping on distribution day by reading with students, stocking 
books, and even handing out hot chocolate and cookies. this 
program is vital for children who have no books in their homes, 
have limited access to bookstores, and who, without RIF would 
not experience the thrill of owning their own books.
music program:
Jonathan Rowe teaches general music at Hoosac Valley 
elementary School. In music classes students are introduced to 
 musical notation, musical terminology, families of instruments, 
and major composers and different musical genres. Students in 
grades K and 1 focus on singing and movement activities along 
with hands-on experiences with drums, maracas and other 
classroom instruments while students in grades 2-3 have the 
opportunity to learn the basics of keyboards and drums.
Art:
the Hoosac Valley elementary School Visual Arts program 
creates exposure to a variety of artists, materials and techniques. 
this exposure fosters creativity and increases the students’ art 
knowledge and appreciation. Students develop and expand their 
Visual Arts skills through a combination of literacy based art 
lessons and techniques. Cross-curricular art lessons including 
language arts, math, science and art history enhance the students’ 
experience of art techniques such as drawing, painting, printmak-
ing, ceramics, mosaic and collage. our students are encouraged 
to “explore” the manipulation of various art materials such as 
paint, clay, ink and oil pastel. this art experience enables students 
to create multi-media art work.
the students’ beautiful artwork can be seen decorating the walls 
of our school’s hallways throughout the year. the culmination 
of the students’ talent, creativity and knowledge will be on display 
at our school for the annual Student Art Show on thursday, 
May 2, 2019 from 5-7 p.m. the public is invited to attend this 
spectacular showcase.
physical education:
the 2018-2019 school year welcomes change to our physical 
education department with the addition of Mr. McBride who is 
working with our preschool, second, and third grade students. 
Hoosac Valley elementary physical education classes work to 
both actively engage a student’s mind and body while convey-
ing the importance of a healthy and active lifestyle. physical 
education is both fun and challenging to all students, no matter 
their ability or skill level. A student enrolled in our program 
learns how to physically perform a skill, the rules involved and 
the social aspect surrounding that activity or sport.
Students are engaged in a vast array of different activities while 
participating in physical education. Children in the preschool and 
kindergarten levels have been learning many different gross motor 
skills required to participate in large group activities and non- 
competitive games. the skills being learned at this level include the 
overhand and underhand throwing technique, kicking a station-
ary object, striking a moving object, jumping rope, locomotor 
movements, and fleeing and dodging type activities.
Children in the first through third grade levels learn the skills 
of many traditional and non-traditional sports including soccer, 
football, basketball, hockey, volleyball, badminton, tennis, and 
cup stacking. While actively engaged in sport students also learn 
how to better communicate and resolve conflicts with classmates.
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All grade levels participate in our “kidnastics” unit, which is an 
age-appropriate version of gymnastics, the New York Roadrun-
ner’s Rising Runner program and our sixth annual Kids Heart 
Challenge (formally known as Jump Rope for Heart) fundraiser 
event through the American Heart Association. Students are 
engaged in cross-curricular activities that include mathematics, 
history, health, and eLA. Adaptive students have been actively 
engaged in the physical education program where they receive 
attention and accommodation focusing on their specific needs 
through the use of modified equipment and lesson plans. the 
physical education department is constantly seeking to increase 
the amount of time afforded to one-on-one opportunities for 
students with adaptive needs.
Students are making progress in understanding the value 
of teamwork, cooperation, effort, and sportsmanship. please 
continue to follow the happenings in physical education by 
reading the quarterly newsletters and visiting the Bloomz 
physical education website.
Technology
the current District technology plan continues to guide de-
cisions in this vital area of educational practice. this year the 
District was able to increase internet-accessibility throughout 
the building by adding additional cloud based access points for 
better coverage. these access points allowed for the creation of a 
public network for guests of the building to access the internet, 
while providing valuable data to monitor and control internet 
traffic. In addition to improved coverage, we increased our band-
width from 100mbps to 250mbps for improved internet speeds.
We continue to update content and improve communication 
between school/community/families through our district and 
individual school webpages. there is more work to be done on 
individual teacher pages; hopefully we will see greater utiliza-
tion in the coming months. We see this as an opportunity to give 
families direct access to homework assignments, classroom cal-
endars, information and upcoming events, classroom policies 
and procedures.
our on-line software offerings to students both in and out 
of school continue to expand. We are excited to be continuing 
with implementing coding through the use of an online website 
code.org. Students in grades 1-3 have begun using this website 
to understand the basics of block coding. 
We are proud to announce the addition of a new on-line soft-
ware offering for our students in the area of Math, Symphony 
Math. this new student-use program aligns with the CCSS 
(Common Core State Standards) and helps students connect 
the BIG IDeAS in mathematics. Mastery of new math skills 
is achieved through Conceptual Understanding, Fluency, and 
Adaptive Branching. It provides all students the opportunity 
to progress at their own rate of learning while responding to 
their individual needs as they work through the 26 stages of the 
program. this program currently covers skills at the K through 
Grade 5 levels and next year will include Grade 6 skills. Lexia 
CoRe 5 is utilized in grades pre-K to 5; which is based on 
the 5 components of reading and is compliant with the CCSS. 
As with Symphony it meets each student at their own level of 
learning and allows students to ability to acquire skills above 
their current grade level. Moby Max continues to be used for 
practice in all areas of curriculum, (eLA, Math, Science and 
Social Studies). 
Classroom teachers can access the data from these programs 
to guide instruction for individual students. these programs can 
be accessed at home directly from our school website and used 
on the Chromebooks, ipad, desktop, or android, within your 
web browser. We continue to review our offerings and explore 
new additions to our technology hardware/software to assist 
our staff in meeting the educational needs of all learners.
Community Connections
We continue to maintain excellent working relationships with 
a number of agencies throughout our neighboring communities 
as well as those in the town of Adams. We also work closely 
with the following organizations:
• the Berkshire Humane Society (pet care/classroom lessons)
• Berkshire theatre Group (BtG plays! for grade 3)
• the pittsfield Red Cross Unit (classroom lessons)
• the Counseling Center of the Berkshires (counseling)
• the Department of Social Services (family support)
• McCann technical High School (hygienists for classroom visits)
• Hillcrest Dental (hygienists for classroom visits)
• the Massachusetts Audubon Society (classroom lessons)
• Adams police Department (school resource officers, 
practice safety drills)
• Mass MoCA (Grant funded program for all students K-5 
to attend performances/tour spaces)
• the Berkshire Museum
• the Family place (Backpacked for Success program)
• Adams Library, Fire Department, and local banks 
(educational programs)
• Hoosac Valley High School (Leo Club)
• Specialty Minerals, INC – (field trips)
• Berkshire Community College (nursing interns)
• Adams Youth Center (Volunteers and after school child care)
• Adams Visitor Center-Joe Novak (presentations and visits)
• Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (practicum students 
and administrative interns)
• the police Athletic League who use our gymnasium for 
basketball games
• ReACH Foundation
• the South Adams Savings Bank provides our school with 
a generous donation of one thousand dollars each year.
• the Golden Varsity volunteers continue working in the library, 
office and classrooms in our school on a regular basis.
• parent volunteers regularly work in classrooms, library 
and chaperone field trips.
“When educating the minds of our youth, we must not forget 
to educate their hearts.”
~ Dalai Lama
Hoosac Valley elementary School is a dynamic, child-centered 
school where our students’ safety, social/emotional wellness, 
and academic achievements are our top priorities. We are so 
thankful for all of the continued support we receive from our 
parents, families, volunteers and community friends. the hard 
work we do each day could not be possible without you as our 
partner in the education of our children!
Submitted by,
Michelle Colvin,
principal
Hoosac Valley elementary School
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hoosac Valley high school Athletics
the 2017-2018 Athletic program celebrates another year of 
successes! Between championships, to Western Massachusetts 
appearances, to growing programs, the Hoosac Valley Athletic 
program continues to be a source of pride in the community.
In general, the Athletic program includes over 300 participants 
and 27 varsity and sub-varsity programs. teams participate 
in the Berkshire County District G leagues as well as several 
pVIAC leagues. In addition, we offer several cooperative teams 
– as the host and guest; these cooperative teams offer more flex-
ibility to increase participation. We also offer Middle School 
participation in the sports of: Boys’ Soccer, Cross Country, 
Baseball, Softball and Girls’ Lacrosse. In addition, under the 
direction of new Athletic Director Molly Meczywor, the pro-
gram increased its participation in community service projects 
through the newly formed Athletic Leadership Council. the 
group raked leaves, organized a community bonfire, collected 
hats and mittens for children and worked with younger students 
to develop positive relationships. Finally, the Athletic Department 
began its consolidation of banners into Add-A-Year Banners.
In the Fall of 2017, our teams saw success in the regular season 
as well as with post-season play. the Hoosac Valley Football 
team finished out their season with a trip to Gillette Stadium! 
the team earned a decisive Suburban North title, Western Mass 
title and Central/Western title. Seniors Vance eugene, Adam 
Bush and Matt Hall played crucial roles on both offense and 
defense. this season saw the community come together to sup-
port both players and coaches. Coach Dayne poirot continues to 
play a role in the youth leagues as well as co-direct the Strength 
and Conditioning Room which sees up to 300 students per year.
our Girls’ Soccer team, under the direction of Kathy Budaj, 
qualified for the Western Massachusetts tournament for the second 
year in a row, suffering a heart-breaking, overtime, penalty kick 
loss to a tough Hampshire. our Boys’ Soccer team continued to 
rebuild and grow both the JV and Varsity programs under the 
direction of returning Coach Blair Mahar. they earned victories 
over taconic and a tie with Mt. everett. Cross Country was led 
by Nick Curelop and saw several runners 
qualify for Western Mass. Coach Curelop 
continues to build the Cross Country program 
and strives to develop a love of running in his 
athletes. He is growing the boys’ side numbers, 
in both the Middle School and High School, 
in an effort to form a full Boys’ team. Last, 
our Golf team earned a Northern Berkshire 
Championship going 14-1 with no Seniors. 
the team brings back all of its players and 
hopes to earn another Championship.
In the Winter of 2017-2018, our Girls’ 
Basketball team once again had a successful 
season under the coaching of Ron Wojcik. 
they earned another Northern Berkshire 
Division Championship under leadership of 
Skylar Case and Kayla Garabedian. they 
lost a heartbreaking Quarterfinal game to 
Wahconah, but return standouts Alie Mendel 
and Lexi Mercier for the 2018-2019 season. 
the Boys’ program continued under second year coach Mike 
Larabee. While they did not qualify for the Western Massachusetts 
tournament, they remained a competitive program, playing well 
against a strong Drury and taconic team. Last, Coach Alicia 
Gwozdz continued to build the Nordic Ski team with a wide 
range of training opportunities. Skiers Corben Craig and Mia 
Gale continue to be standouts on the team. Coach Gwozdz’s 
expert knowledge sees positive impacts throughout the season. 
Hoosac Valley sends student-athletes to Wahconah for swimming 
and Mt. Greylock for wrestling. on the swim end, student ellie 
Field qualified for States, earning a victory as the champion in 
Western/Central 50 Yard Freestyle.
In the Spring of 2017, our teams included: Baseball, Softball, 
track, Boys’ Lacrosse and Girls’ Lacrosse. For Baseball, new 
Coach trevor Swistak, longtime assistant, took the reins and 
worked diligently to rebuild numbers and depth. Coach Mike 
Ameen continued on as the Softball Coach. the team improved 
to go 15-3 in the 2018 regular season, winning the Berkshire 
County Southern Division championship and made the semi-
finals of the Division II Western Mass tournament going all the 
way to play at UMass. they return a good number of players 
for the 2019 season.
track and Field shifted its make up by hiring a Boys’ and Girls’ 
Head Coaches, Scott Farley and Dayne poirot, respectively. the 
2017-2018 track and Field season reflected the special qualities 
that our community offers: grit, determination, perseverance, 
diversity, inclusivity and student-athlete growth. this growth 
was measured metrically in the times and distances our athletes 
captured from the beginning to end of season. A component 
that was molded throughout the season was to enhance a sense 
of team spirit and pride as well as community engagement. the 
team also hosted a 7th-8th grade meet, and had the opportunity 
to go to the state 7th-8th grade meet. our younger athletes had 
great role models with the high school group, and gave our older 
athletes a sense of responsibility.
In Girls’ Lacrosse, Coach Molly Meczywor 
returned and the team qualified for the Western 
Massachusetts tournament, beating Nipmuc 
in an exciting first round game and then losing 
to Mt. Greylock in the semi-finals. Captains 
Skylar Case, Bri Lancia, Angelica tanguay 
and Claudia Bresett helped in building a co-
hesive team. the team grew in numbers as 
well and offered a full junior varsity schedule. 
Last, first year coach Mark Harrington - who 
has many connections to Hoosac Valley Ath 
letics - led the Boys’ Lacrosse team to another 
Western Mass playoff spot. Highlights of 
the season include two victories over Mt. 
Greylock as well as Wahconah. 
In conclusion, Hoosac Valley continues 
to be a strong presence in both Berkshire 
County and Western Massachusetts.
Junior Derek Alibozek takes a swing
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director of Food services
In 2017-2018, the Adams Cheshire Regional School District 
continues to participate in the National School Lunch and 
Breakfast program, Special Milk program, USDA Commodity 
Distribution program, the Summer Food Service program and 
a USDA program called Department of Defense (DoD) Fresh 
Fruits & Vegetable program (FFAVoRS).
the Adams Cheshire Regional School District Food Service 
Department is part of a purchasing program called Collabora-
tive for educational Services to purchase groceries for the Food 
Service program and also a member of the Berkshire County 
Food Service purchasing Cooperative that puts out bids for 
bread, dairy and paper products, yearly, on a county-wide basis.
the closing of Cheshire elementary School and adding 4th 
& 5th grades at HVMHS made for some staff changes in the 
kitchens. the High School increased by about 200 students. A 
4-hour worker was hired at HVMHS. A Grab N Go breakfast for 
the Middle School was successfully implemented in the cafeteria.
there were 2 retirements and 1 other vacancy at plunkett 
elementary School at the end of SY 2017. Kim Briggs retired 
with over 30 years of dedicated service as the Manager of the 
plunkett kitchen. Also, Fran Jamros retired with many years’ 
service as a Cook’s Helper at plunkett kitchen. there also was 
a Cook’s position open at plunkett. the staff from Cheshire 
School were able to fill these positions with Cindy Gajda as 
Manager, Denise Moncecchi as Cook and Marianne Mirke as 
a Kitchen helper.
HVeS continues to do the Breakfast in the Classroom program 
(BIC) again this year. participation continues to be between 80 
& 90% for breakfast. HVeS was awarded a $500 Healthy Start 
Award for having at least three consecutive months of breakfast 
with over 80% participation.
HVeS was also awarded a grant to participate in the Fruit & 
Veggie program again for SY 2017-2018. the grant supported 
a 4-hour worker who delivers daily samples of a fruit & veg-
etable to each student in each class to help teach students about 
choosing healthy snacks.
Food Service worked closely with the Department of 
elementary and Secondary education to be able to make the 
entire school district a Cep (Community eligibility program) 
district. this means that all Adams Cheshire Regional School 
District students in grades K-12, have a free breakfast and a free 
lunch every day.
In August 2017, the compressor for the small freezer at HVeS 
stopped working and needed to be replaced. the existing com-
pressor was on the roof over the boiler room. A new compressor 
had to be purchased and placed inside a back storage room off 
the kitchen. expenses were $9,174.
For the 2017-2018 school year the Food Service Department 
had a profit of $4,117 on revenues of $663,941. Government 
subsidies represented 89.9% of total revenue. USDA Commod-
ities valued at $41,219 were received in 2018.
participation in the reimbursable School Lunch program for 
SY 17-18 was 67%, an increase of 10% from the previous year. 
participation in the School Breakfast program for SY 17-18 
was 54%, an increase of 17% from the previous year.
the percentage of students who qualified for free/reduced 
meals as of June 2018 was 53%, a decrease of 2% from the 
previous year.
We operated two kitchens in 2017-2018.
Respectfully submitted,
Rosanne Schutz
Food Service Director
Junior Alie Mendel looks to take a shot Senior Nick Waterman looks to take a shot
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the ACRSD Special Services Department continues to provide 
student support and develop educational programs to meet the 
unique needs of our district. It is the mission of the Adams-Cheshire 
Special Services Department to provide a free and appropriate 
public education in the least restrictive setting. We aim to maxi-
mize academic achievement, independence, and participation in 
the classroom and community. the Special Services Department 
works collaboratively with general education colleagues, admin-
istration, community agencies and other educational entities to 
develop and enhance in-district supports that allow students to 
access the curriculum successfully. In that regard, we continually 
explore creative program development and evaluate existing 
programs to ensure their effectiveness. these intentional efforts 
are in keeping with the Beliefs and Values of the Adams-Cheshire 
Regional District; specifically, that all of our students develop 
into educated, responsible, and productive citizens. this year 
continues our multi-year journey to increase inclusion and uni-
versal design for learning in our education system. 
the ACRSD Special Services Department offers a full con-
tinuum of programs and services. there is a variety of options 
available for prescribing services for each child. Academic support 
programs that offer small group, direct, systematic instruction 
and remediation in content areas including reading and math 
balance with accommodations provided in the regular classroom 
setting to promote individual student success. other services for 
students are provided by Speech and Language pathologists, 
Speech Assistants, occupational therapist, occupational ther-
apist Assistant, Sign-Language Interpreter, School psychologist 
and an eSL instructor allowing us to provide services on site, 
thereby ensuring minimal disruption to the academic day for 
students. We continue to contract the services of a local physical 
therapist, a teacher of the Visually Impaired, a teacher of the 
Deaf from the Willie Ross School for the Deaf as well as perkins 
School for the Blind, to provide services on site for students 
who have the need. We also continue to receive specialized 
consultation services through United Cerebral palsy, Communi-
care, and the Hampshire Collaborative for educational Services 
to name a few.
Child Find is an important component of the Special Services 
Department. We work cooperatively with community agencies, 
families, educators, and health care providers to help identify 
students in need of services from an early age to graduation. 
the Special Services Department conducts preschool and kin-
dergarten screenings annually using a team of early childhood 
specialists. the results of these screenings inform parents of 
their child’s developmental strengths and weaknesses. If a child 
indicates the need for further evaluation, our team will refer the 
child for testing, and if found eligible, a plan will be developed 
to provide services. In this way, district children are offered 
early intervention in order to prevent future school failure. one 
of the initiatives this year has been to review our assessment 
process with an eye to improving identification of need that will 
then allow us to target the right supports and services for those 
students that may require specialized instruction.
When an older student is referred for special education by a 
caregiver or teacher, parent consent is sought and an evaluation is 
conducted. the district has a full time school psychologist, as 
well as contracted providers who may qualify for special services 
and provide recommendations for the teachers working with them. 
this year, we have expanded training to our special education liai-
sons to transition to a true multi-disciplinary assessment process.
the preschool staff welcomes families and provides pre-
schoolers a half-day of developmentally appropriate activities. 
the primary purpose of the program is to integrate three and four 
year old children with special needs in a preschool setting with 
typically developing (non-special needs) children serving as role 
models. Students receive therapies and specialized instruction 
according to their individual plans as developed by a multidisci-
plinary team which include the parents. the preschool teachers 
provide english and Language Arts as well as Math instruction 
in a centers approach, using the Scott-Foresman oWLS curricu-
lum. early Childhood staff also serves on various committees for 
curriculum, community and family outreach, and maintaining 
high quality programming. 
the elementary Level of Special Services provides experienced 
special education teachers and support staff to students with special 
needs in Hoosac Valley elementary School. this year we have 
continued to provide each grade level with a dedicated liaison to 
scheduling and planning opportunities with the regular education 
staff. Special education teachers review students’ individualized 
plans with teachers each year, and work with the principals to 
set up programming to best meet our student needs. Instruction 
is designed by specially trained staff and consultants in order to 
provide access to the grade level curricula as well as demonstrate 
progress toward individual student goals. Currently, reading and 
math remediation services can occur in the classroom as well as 
in a smaller setting. paraprofessionals also support students in 
inclusive classrooms as well as in unstructured settings. 
the number of students with significant special needs continues 
to increase. two programs have been designed to assist them — 
Bridges and Cornerstone. the district BCBA continues to work 
closely with the director of special services and special educa-
tion teachers to continually improve Bridges and Cornerstones 
classrooms to provide a therapeutic setting for students requiring 
a higher level of support and intensive therapies. A special educator 
also facilitates a substantially separate program, Cornerstone, at 
Hoosac Valley elementary School for students with extensive 
social-emotional and behavioral needs. the special education 
elementary staff work closely with regular education staff to 
ensure students are successful academically and supported in 
all areas of elementary school. the District elementary Special 
education Coordinator is an invaluable resource for families 
and staff alike.
At Hoosac Valley Middle and High School, the addition of our 
School psychologist and the continued support of the Special 
Services Coordinator has allowed a point person for staff to 
consult with and provide ongoing support to our programs. our 
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middle and high school students’ needs are met through a va-
riety of programs available. Inclusive classrooms provide the 
opportunity for co-teaching with special and regular education 
staff and/or paraprofessional support to the classrooms. other 
students’ individualized plans require remedial reading and 
math instruction and/or content support. these services occur 
in a smaller, more structured setting with a special educator and 
may include paraprofessionals who are trained and supervised 
by the teachers. For students with a higher level of need, other 
substantially separate models like Bridges and Cornerstone, 
continue in this building.
the Cornerstone program is a safe, structured and predictable 
environment that provides multiple supports, rigorous social skill 
training and specific focus on preparing students to successfully 
transition to post graduation life including the working world. 
therapeutic and behavioral supports augment a case manage-
ment model that provides significant outreach to home, family 
and community ensuring a holistic model for educating these 
youth. the goal of transitioning students to less restrictive settings 
through a system of scaffolding supports remains constant in 
the Cornerstone program. Clinical consultation is provided for 
ongoing program improvement and to problem solve individual 
student needs.
the Bridges program at Hoosac Valley High School provides 
a comprehensive offering for students to develop more indepen-
dence and functional life skills in a structured, caring setting. 
the program is dedicated to educating students with develop-
mental disabilities. Vital components of the curriculum include 
adaptive daily living skills, social skills, health and wellness, 
cooking, functional academics, pre-vocational instruction and 
leisure training. the Bridges program aims to integrate students 
into the community to their maximum potential and is actively 
involved in volunteering at several community sites including 
the Adams Community Center, Food pantry, Youth Center Inc., 
Free public Library and town Hall. Most students in the program 
are engaged and participate in the Special olympics as well as 
many of Hoosac Valley’s extracurricular functions. the Bridges 
program is also completely responsible for operating the school 
store. Students in the program manage and staff the store. this 
program has become an integral part of the culture of HVHS. 
At the middle and high school levels, special education teachers 
offer academic support programming. the teachers consult 
with classroom teachers on a regular basis in order to facilitate 
success in the most inclusive setting. Additional services are 
provided as needed for remediation of reading and math skills.
extended year programs continue to be available during the 
summer months to assist students who have shown documented 
substantial regression of their educational progress both academ 
ically and socially following vacations and or long illnesses. A 
program for our younger students balances academic growth 
with “camp like” experiential projects to foster social emotional 
and language development. the summer program for older 
students combines academic support and pre-vocational skill 
development with community and recreational outings. tutor-
ing is also provided on an individual or small group basis to 
maintain academics. these programs provide diverse offerings 
for students in pre-K through age 22.
our efforts to develop and sustain programs which support 
students within their communities have had a dramatic impact 
on reducing the cost of out-of-district residential placements. 
Nevertheless, we periodically have the need to place a student 
with intensive needs in an out of district therapeutic setting, 
where they are monitored by the special services department. 
the district also offers services to St. Stanislaus Kostka School 
for those students identified with a disability. the district also 
offers services for students receiving home schooling that may 
also require specialized instruction and/or related services in 
order to access the curriculum.
the district welcomes parents to join our joint Special edu-
cation parent Advisory Council (SepAC). the purpose of the 
SepAC is twofold: to help guide the district in making pro-
grammatic decisions and to serve as a resource for parents of 
children with special needs. this year the district has sought 
an alternative method of providing information to parents and 
seeking guidance from parents through the waiver process. the 
district anticipates offering a series of workshops that will pro-
vide parents with information about special services offered 
within the district as well as opening a dialogue to hear parent 
concerns and allow for a general advisory process.
the Special Services Department includes support and moni-
toring of students who are in transitional housing or have been 
identified as english Learners (eLs). An (eSL) english as a 
Second Language teacher, provides instruction and support to 
english Language Learners in all district buildings. the eSL 
teacher also works with the Director of Special Services to 
maintain compliance and consults with staff to support eLs in 
the classroom. our english Language Learner (eL) students 
participate in “Assessing Comprehension and Communication 
in english State-to-State (ACCeSS)” testing. this assessment is 
given to students identified as eLs in Kindergarten through 12th 
grade to identify their english proficiency in reading, writing, 
thinking, and speaking. our students work diligently on this 
assessment and the data obtained helps the district better de-
termine the best educational approach for each of the students 
who participated. the eSL teacher also has been trained by the 
Department of elementary and Secondary education to be an 
SeI endorsed instructor and provides professional development 
to our teachers. In the past year we have seen significant growth 
in our eL population and will be seeking additional support of 
a .5 eSL teacher to meet the increasing need of this population.
the Special Services Department is small but hardworking. 
the Administrative Assistant to the Director is an invaluable 
asset to the district to maximize the department’s efficiency and 
compliance standards. All of the ACRSD Special Services staff 
and paraprofessionals strive to maximize potential and lead 
students to successful transitions to be college and career ready.
Respectfully submitted,
Carla M. Chioda MA, JD
Director of Special Services
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director of Business
Overview of Fiscal Year 2018
Fiscal year 2018 was a turning point for the Adams-Cheshire 
Regional School District. As costs continue to rise while en-
rollment and population trends continue to decline, our School 
Committee, Administration and towns were forced to combat 
this reality with the closing of a school building.
After many, many versions of budget proposals came and 
went, it was voted on April 10, 2017 to adopt a budget that 
would close Cheshire elementary School and reconfigure the 
district to operate within two buildings. the savings that were 
realized due to the building closure made way for the addition 
of several positions that were so badly needed to aid in remov-
ing our district from level 3 status. the FY18 budget included 
the addition of elementary & Middle School Reading & Math 
Interventionists as well as the addition of elementary and 
Middle School Special education Coordinators. our schools 
now operate as preK-3 elementary, 4-7 Middle and 8-12 High 
School. the reconfiguration not only reduced building mainte-
nance costs, but also promised a larger return in transportation 
Reimbursement from the state as more students would travel 
over a mile and a half to their school therefore increasing the 
amount of eligible costs to be reimbursed.
the FY18 Budget of $19,275,538 represented an increase of 
1.47% or $279,776 over the prior year’s budget. the building 
closure helped to offset increased general administration costs 
and health insurance rates being held with no increase was also 
a factor in keeping the overall budget increase low. the District 
continues to see large assessments from the state for students 
in our towns attending the Charter School and public schools 
outside of our District.
In FY2018, the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District 
continued funding its work with the the Bay State Reading In-
stitute in our elementary & Middle Schools and also launched 
project Lead the Way in the Middle and High Schools. Build-
ing closure savings helped to fund these ongoing supports and 
initiatives that were all put into place to achieve two main goals 
of retaining / gaining back students in the district and making 
our way out of Level 3 status.
the 2018 fiscal year ended on a positive note with a surplus 
of $512,248 which was then closed out to excess & Deficiency. 
the Department of Revenue certified the ACRSD’s e & D, as 
of July 1, 2018 at $863,064. this amount was 4.3% of the total 
FY2019 budget, which was adopted on March 12, 2018 to be 
$19,750,146. A regional school district is allowed to retain up 
to 5% of the succeeding year’s budget as their certified e & D. 
that being said, the ACRSD has consistently used a significant 
portion of their available e & D to reduce the town assessments 
each year. With e & D trending on the higher end, the District 
has been able to look into increasing the amount used to offset 
assessments for FY19 and FY20 budgets.
In closing, FY2018 was a year of change. With change, came 
growth, collaboration, and a fresh start for everyone within 
ACRSD. We have already seen great gains from the added 
positions, outside supports, and continued excellence of our 
teaching staff. Financially, this change has brought stability and 
opportunity in a time where it would otherwise not have been 
possible.
Respectfully submitted,
erika M. Snyder
Director of Business
January 31, 2019
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Adams-Cheshire Regional school district 
Governmental Funds 
Balance sheet 
June 30, 2018
   non-major Total 
   General Governmental Governmental 
   Funds Funds
 AsseTs
Cash and short-term investments  $ 2,978,567 $ 777,156 $ 3,755,723
Intergovernmental receivables  - 33,051 33,051
Inventory   - 31,251 31,251
other assets   8,000 - 8,000
  ToTAl AsseTs   $ 2,986,567  $ 841,458 $ 3,828,025
 liABiliTies
Warrants payable   94,479 76,367 170,846
Accrued payroll and withholdings   1,176,238 36,080 1,212,318
  ToTAl liABiliTies   $ 1,270,717 $ 112,447 $ 1,383,164
 FUnd BAlAnCes
Nonspendable  - 31,251 31,251
Restricted   - 697,760 697,760
Assigned   848,170 - 848,170
Unassigned   867,680 - 867,680
  ToTAl FUnd BAlAnCes   1,715,850  729,011 2,444,861
  ToTAl liABiliTies And FUnd BAlAnCes   $ 2,986,567 $ 841,458 $ 3,828,025
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Adams-Cheshire Regional school district 
Governmental Funds 
statement of Revenues,  
expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances 
for the Year ended June 30, 2018
   non-major Total 
   General Governmental Governmental 
   Funds Funds
 ReVenUes:
Assessments to member towns   $   8,313,978 $       - $   8,313,978
Charges for services   - 545,021 545,021
Intergovernmental   12,283,273 2,049,706 14,332,979
Investment income   21,968 - 21,968
Miscellaneous   221,334 16,294 237,628
   ToTAl ReVenUes   $ 20,840,553 $ 2,611,021 $ 23,451,574
 eXpendiTURes:
Current:
Administration   684,264 2,885 687,149
Instruction   6,895,089 1,036,336 7,931,425
other school services   1,220,698 1,209,049 2,429,747
operation and maintenance   1,135,808 - 1,135,808
Fixed charges   122,807 - 122,807
Intergovernmental   1,854,965 - 1,854,965
Debt service   935,700 - 935,700
Special education   1,957,614 601,967 2,559,581
Capital outlay   84,142 - 84,142
employee benefits   5,843,124 - 5,843,124
total expenditures   20,734,211 2,850,237 23,584,448
Change in fund balance   106,342 (239,216) (132,874)
   FUnd BAlAnCe, AT BeGinninG oF YeAR   1,609,508 968,227 2,577,735
   FUnd BAlAnCe, AT end oF YeAR   $   1,715,850 $    729,011 $   2,444,861
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Adams-Cheshire Regional school district 
Assessments to member Towns 
June 30, 2018
   Contribution Transportation 
  minimum outside net & Capital Total 
 Town Contribution school spending Assessments Assessments
Adams $ 4,405,822 $ 683,696 $ 504,194 $ 5,593,712
Cheshire 2,297,333 239,639 183,294 2,720,266
Total $ 6,703,155 $ 923,335 $ 687,488 $ 8,313,978
Adams-Cheshire Regional school district 
June 30, 2018 
Future debt service
 Governmental principal interest Total
2019 $   590,000 $ 343,450 $   933,450
2020 605,000 325,750 930,750
2021 620,000 307,600 927,600
2022 640,000 289,000 929,000
2023 655,000 269,800 924,800
2024 - 2028 3,385,000 1,038,500 4,423,500
2029 - 2033 4,030,000 422,100 4,452,100
Total $ 10,525,000 $ 2,996,200 $ 13,521,200
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northern Berkshire Vocational Regional school district
the Northern Berkshire Vocational Regional School District, 
McCann technical School, students, faculty and staff continued 
their record of noteworthy accomplishments in fiscal year 2018 
and this report highlights some of these accomplishments.
our mission is to graduate technically skilled, academically 
prepared, and socially responsible individuals ready to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century. our mission and educational 
philosophy are implemented by adhering to the following core 
values:
Communication 
strengthens partnership development and teamwork.
Achievement is attained through a strong work ethic.
Respect from all guarantees a safe learning environment.
ethics ensure a dedication to honesty and integrity.
During the last twenty-four years we have witnessed a dramatic 
transformation in vocational technical education especially in 
our application of technology and SteM subjects. We are very 
proud of the academic and technical achievement of our students 
and as each succeeding class raises the bar of accomplishment, 
the next class seeks to surpass it. the integration of our technical 
and academic curriculum has prepared our graduates well for 
their future and we appreciate you, our member communities, 
for your support in making it happen.
the accomplishments of our students reflect the McCann culture 
of learning:
the Class of 2018 became the fifteenth class in a row to attain 
100 percent competency determination on the MCAS tests.
twenty-seven members of the Class of 2018 earned the pres-
tigious John and Abigail Adams Scholarship awarded through 
the Department of elementary and Secondary education for 
their academic record and MCAS achievement.
our 107 2018 graduates saw 55% continue their education in 
a variety of colleges and universities, 42% enter the workforce 
and 3% proudly enter into military service.
the results of the spring 2018 MCAS test once again echoed 
the continuous progress of our students through their dedication 
and that of our terrific faculty.
GRAde 10 - enGlish lAnGUAGe ARTs
performance  
 level 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Advanced	 17%	 25.7%	 24.7%	 28.4%	 31.7%
Proficient	 77%	 68.9%	 72.6%	 69.8%	 59%
Needs	
		Improvement	 6%	 4.5%	 2.6%	 1.7%	 8.5%
Failing	 1%	 .7%	 0.0%	 0.0%	 .8%
GRAde 10 – mAThemATiCs
performance 
 level 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Advanced	 44%	 32.35%	 34.5%	 32.5%	 30.2%
Proficient	 29%	 46.25%	 45.7%	 46.5%	 45%
Needs	
		Improvement	 24%	 19.2%	 17.2%	 18.4%	 19.4%
Failing	 3%	 2.3%	 2.5%	 2.6%	 5.4%
GRAde 10 - sCienCe And TeCh/enG
performance 
 level 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Advanced	 19%	 11.3%	 24.5%	 26.1%	 13.7%
Proficient	 52%	 63.7%	 61.8%	 51.3%	 53.3%
Needs	
		Improvement	 27%	 23.4%	 10.9%	 20.1%	 30.6%
Failing	 2%	 1.6%	 2.7%	 1.7%	 2.4%
the McCann Athletics program continues to enjoy success 
in the pioneer Valley Interscholastic Athletic Association. our 
programs enjoy healthy participation numbers and our student 
athletes continue to represent our school admirably. League 
championships were won by our girls’ basketball and softball, and 
boys’ baseball programs. the lacrosse program continues to grow 
with the team qualifying for the state vocational tournament for 
the first time. 
our continuous facility improvement program allowed us to 
renovate several of our original student bathrooms, realign all 
of our equipment in advanced manufacturing, and renovate and 
realign equipment within our carpentry and electrical depart-
ments. We installed new heating and air handling units in several 
classrooms and, in conjunction with National Grid, completed 
phase I of a two-phase LeD lighting fixture replacement project. 
this project will, in addition to saving energy costs, provide an 
excellent learning opportunity for our electrical students. 
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the integration of new educational technology continues to 
be our priority. We received a Massachusetts Skills Capital Grant 
for $196,315.00 which allowed us to purchase programmable 
logic controllers, pLC’s, and new trainers for our electrical 
department and new fiber-optic training equipment for our in-
formation technology department. We also utilized the perkins 
grant funds to purchase a new large plotter for our computer-
aided design, CAD, department, a new table saw for carpentry, 
and computer components and equipment upgrades consistent 
with the national A+ certification program for our information 
technology students. 
Community service projects continue to provide our students 
with excellent opportunities to display their technical skills 
while exhibiting the passion and commitment to support their 
community. our school council held a soda can tab drive and 
donated approximately 400,000 tabs, 225 pounds, to Shriners 
Hospital. our BpA students collected items for the homeless 
veteran’s shelter, placed flags on the graves of veterans on 
Memorial Day, participated in the Habitat for Humanity Christmas 
tree Showcase and assisted with the set-up of the Relay for Life 
event. our Skills USA students’ community service included 
the “Buddy Walk of the Berkshires,” placing flags on veterans’ 
graves, the Habitat for Humanity Christmas Showcase, Relay 
for Life, a series of Louison House fundraisers including food 
drives and Christmas gifts for the children. 
McCann continued its ongoing participation in SkillsUSA, a 
national organization of more than 300,000 members working 
to ensure America has a skilled work force. McCann is a 100% 
member of SkillsUSA which has provided the opportunity for our 
students to earn scholarships, tools for their trade, opportunities 
for employment and awards in recognition of their accomplish-
ments. At the 2018 SkillsUSA state competition McCann students 
earned gold medals in 3-D visualization and animation, and 
sheet metal at the high school level and cosmetology, dental 
assisting, medical assisting and job interview at the postsecondary 
level. A silver medal was awarded in architectural drafting, 
automated manufacturing technology, career choice commentary, 
customer service and technical computer applications at the high 
school level and cosmetology and dental assisting at the post-
secondary level. A bronze medal was also earned in information 
technology at the high school level. All gold medal winners had 
the opportunity to attend the national competition in Louisville, 
KY where more than 15,000 people – including students, teachers 
and business partners – are expected to participate in the week-
long event. Competitions include 96 different hands-on trades, 
technical and leadership fields. At the national competitions this 
year McCann tech took home two national bronze medals. We 
are incredibly proud of our winners, Amanda Rosier who won 
bronze in dental assisting, and Caitlyn Cross who won bronze 
in medical assisting.
Business professionals of America (BpA) is the leading career 
and technical student organization for students pursuing careers 
in business management, office administration, information 
technology and other related career fields. the organization’s 
activities complement classroom instruction by giving students 
practical experience through application of the skills learned at 
school. BpA is contributing to the preparation of a world-class 
workforce through the advancement of leadership, citizenship, 
academic, and technological skills. At the 2018 BpA State 
Leadership Conference held in Framingham, MA, McCann 
students received a total of twenty-three awards in Finance, 
Business Administration, Management Information Systems, 
Digital Communication and Design, and Management, Marketing 
and Communications, bringing home seven 1st place, seven 2nd 
place, and eight 3rd place awards. In May 2018, ten McCann 
students travelled to Dallas, tX to join over 5,000 other confer-
ence attendees from across the nation to participate in business 
skills competitions, workshops, general sessions, and intern 
assignments. the team earned impressive achievements at the 
national competition including a first place award in Advanced 
Spreadsheet Applications and top ten awards in Administrative 
Support team. 
project Lead the Way is the leading provider of rigorous and 
innovative Science, technology, engineering, and Mathematics 
(SteM) education programs in schools across the United 
States. Students enrolled in the program take as many as four 
courses above and beyond their graduation requirements. Since 
its inception in 2005, over 60% of participating students - over one 
hundred - have become eligible for college credits through 
Rochester Institute of technology or New Hampshire technical 
Institute as a result of their performance on the national en-
gineering examination. In last year’s pLtW cohort, 6 students 
achieved this eligibility. Currently, 14 of our students are enrolled 
in Advanced placement Computer Science principles. Since its 
inaugural year in 2016, 59% of students enrolled in Advanced 
Computer Science principles have achieved a qualifying score 
for college credit.
the McCann Robotics Club is an extracurricular club that 
meets weekly after school. All students are welcome to join and 
become involved in the design, build, and programming of a robot 
to enter into regional competitions. the 2018 team attended 
the FIRSt tech Challenge State Robotics Competition where 
they competed in a qualifier at Andover High School in January 
2018 and came in 2nd place. they then advanced to the State 
Competition in March 2018 at Natick High School.
once again our advanced manufacturing sophomores and 
juniors received high accolades in the Manufacturing Advanced 
Center Workforce Innovative Collaborative, MACWIC, certifi-
cation testing with 11 sophomores achieving Level I certification, 
four of whom received a challenge coin for achieving 85% or 
better in each of the five categories, while 6 juniors and 1 senior 
achieved Level II certification with two receiving a challenge 
coin for achieving 85% or better in each of the four categories. 
our information technology students also achieved success in the 
ComptIA certification examination with 1 senior receiving Net-
work+ certification and 9 sophomores receiving ItFundamentals+ 
certification. our business technology students achieved success 
in the Microsoft office Specialists, MoS, certification examina-
tions with 12 sophomores passing the Word exam and 8 passing 
the excel exam, 9 freshman passed the powerpoint exam, 7 juniors 
passed the Access exam and 1 senior passed the outlook exam. 
We also had 2 students pass the Computing Fundamentals, 11 
pass the Key Applications and 3 pass the Living online exam, all 
part of the Internet and Computing Core Certification, IC3. 
the success of our student body continues to be measured by 
our 100% competency determination, high career placement, high 
college matriculation rate and technical expertise in national 
skills competitions.
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the district continues to operate on sound financial manage-
ment principals and incorporates technology in this process to 
ensure maximum benefit for all of our programming. At the 
end of the fiscal year we returned $29,142.00 of unused trans-
portation monies to our communities. the district continues to 
search out grants to support our educational funding to improve 
instructional services and vocational equipment. 
We honored two departing members of our school commit-
tee, tom Mahar of Williamstown for his 21 years of dedicated 
service including 5 years as committee chairman, and Rebecca 
o’Hearn of Florida for her 5 years of dedicated service includ-
ing serving as district assistant treasurer.  We welcomed tim 
Rickert of Williamstown and Melanie Medon of Florida. 
FY18 Budgeted Revenues  Budget Actual
City & Town Assessments 
Municipal	Minimum	 $			2,825,783.00	 $			2,825,783.00
Capital	 38,120.00	 38,120.00
Transportation	 164,854.00	 164,854.00
Municipal	Assessment	 676,620.00	 676,620.00
Ch.	71	Transportation	 255,000.00	 284,142.00
Ch.	70	General	School	Aid	 4,679,876.00	 4,679,876.00
Tuitions	 693,416.00	 693,416.00
Miscellaneous	Revenue	 6,490.00	 11,650.88
State	Bonus	Aid	 	 600.00
  Total Revenue Received  9,340,159.00 9,375,061.88
Member	City	&Town	Transportation	Refunds	 	 (29,142.00)
Misc.	Revenue	Balance	to	Surplus	E	&	D	 	 (5,760.88)
 $ 9,340,159.00 $ 9,340,159.00
Source Grant Amount
(Federal Entitlement)
Fed	 Sped	IDEA	 $			117,098.00
Fed	 Title	I	 95,081.00
Fed		 Title	II	A	 16,360.00
Fed	 Title	IV	 2,569.00
Fed	 Perkins	 61,406.00
Fed	 Postsecondary	Perkins	 3,825.00
(Federal Grants Other)
REAP		 	 36,254.00
(State Grants)
Workforce	Skills	Capital	Equipment	 196,315.00
(Competitive/Private)
Private	 Olmsted	 5,000.00
Private	 BHG	Wellness	 2,000.00
Private	 BCREB:	Connecting	Activities	 1,000.00
Private	 BCREB	Advanced	Manufacturing	 19,971.00
Private	 BCREB	Welding	 17,482.00
Private	 City	of	Chicopee	Nurse	Grant	 2,850.00
Private		 MASS	MoCA	 500.00
       TOTAL GRANTS $ 577,711.00
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Adams Business directory
Business name Address
17 Depot St. Realty LLC 17 Depot Street
7-eleven 223 Columbia Street
A Stitch In time 45 Commercial Street
Adams Chiropractic pC 37 park Street, Suite 3
Adams Community Bank po Box 306
Adams Housing Authority 4 Columbia Street
Adams Internists 19 Depot Street
Adams physical therapy 1 Berkshire Square, Suite 109
Adams plumbing & Heating 43 printworks Drive
Adams Redemption Center 56 Commercial Street
Adams Specialty printing Co. 14 pine Street
Adams Stove Company 108.5 Columbia Street
Adams therapeutic Massage 64 Summer Street, Unit #1
Adams travel 6 Grandview terrace
Adams trucking Co. 22 Newark Street
Adams turners, Inc. 6 turners Avenue
Adams Veterinary Clinic 83 Summer Street
Advanced Video production 19 Bieniek Avenue
AJ’s trailside pub, Inc. 12 pleasant Street
All In one Landscaping 16 pine Street
Al’s Service Center 95 Commercial Street
Alternative Motors of Adams, Inc. 69 Columbia Street
Angelina’s Submarine Shop 34.5 Columbia Street
Anita Louise photography 6 Quaker Street
Area Carpet Cleaning 130 Columbia Street
Arh+ Lab tattoo 43 park Street
Arrowbend Construction 27 Mill Street, Unit B
Arigoni Construction 27 Mill Street, Unit B
Ashford Heights Farm 1 Ashford Heights
Atlantis equipment Corp. 16 print Works Drive
Awaken 86 Summer Street
Ayotte Construction 82 Commercial Street
Bark N Groom 190 Howland Avenue
Barrett House 17 pleasant Street
Bascom Lodge 30 Rockwell Road
Beisiegel, Bertram DDS 19 Depot Street
Bellevue Memorials 146 B Bellevue Avenue
Benchmark tech. Design 9 Hoosac Street
Berkshire Beauty Salon 18 Hoosac Street
Berkshire County Landscaping 213 Gould Road
Berkshire County Martial Arts Academy 39 park Street
Berkshire Consulting Associates 1 Sommer Hill Road
Berkshire Dance theatre 21 Maple Street
Berkshire Decorators 109 east Hoosac Street
Business name Address
Berkshire outdoor 173 Howland Avenue
Berkshire outfitters 169 Grove Street
Berkshire production Resources 7 east Hoosac Street
Berkshire Studio photography 10 Allen Street
Berkshire Wood Floors 10 Brown Street
Bill Moncecchi plumbing 71 Summer Street
Bounti-Fare Restaurant 200 Howland Avenue
Broadlawn Farm 46 Walling Road
Brown packaging Service po Box 510
Bruce D. Dumouchel, pHD 41 park Street, Suite 9
Burke Construction 6 Renfrew Street
Burnett Farm 312 east Road
C and R Contracting 27 Melrose Street
C. W. Construction Co. 46 Howland Avenue
Calderara Construction 41 Melrose Street
Capital Speed equipment 63 Alger Street
Carolyn’s tax Service 1 Berkshire Square, Suite 107
Carpentry plus Much More 3 oak Lane
Cataract & Laser Center Assoc. one Berkshire Square
Chee’s Chinese Cuisine 13 Columbia Street
Chicks Lunch 128 Columbia Street
Chilson’s pilot Car 8 Quaker Street
Chop Shop 81 Summer Street
C. Diesz electric LLC 126 east Road
Ciempa Landscaping & Home Improvement 78 Howland Avenue
Ciempa professional tree Service 6 Burns Lane
Conserve thru Control po Box 377
Corner Lunch 50 Summer Street
Country Construction 110 Walling Road
Cumberland Farms 46 Commercial Street
Custom City Cycle 2.5 pleasant Street
Cutting edge 68 park Street
Cutting edge Fitness & Martial Arts Center 73 1/2 Summer Street
D & S Linen Services d/b/a Aladaco 82 Commercial Street
Daily Grind 37 park Street
Dancecapade School of Dance 44 Spring Street
David A. Brown 54 Columbia Street
David C. Field Building Contractor 13 Friend Street
David Kittler 2 pleasant Street
Dave Krzeminski electric LLC 210 east Road
David L. Krutiak tree Farm 219 West Road
David Ryan General Contractor 2 North Hoosac Street
Dean’s Auto Repair Shop 112 West Rd
DJ BIZZ entertainment Services 33 Notch Road
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Business name Address
Dollar General Corp. 155 Columbia Street
Domino’s pizza 80 Summer Street
Duda & Holland Construction 24 North Summer Street
Duff’s towing and Recovery 33 Highland Avenue
Dunkin Donuts 177 Columbia Street
east Adams trucking 30 Meadow Street
edward Jones one Berkshire Square, Suite 114
elevated printing 52 Summer Street
experienced Attire 83 park Street
Fillion Inc. 101 Howland Avenue
Flower Gallery 249 North Summer Street
Forest park Country Club Forest park Avenue
Frank Field General Contracting 129 east Road
Garbiel’s errand Service 29 temple Street
Gene Sebastino’s towing 25 Columbia Street
Gene’s Sales & Service 108 Howland Avenue
George Apkins & Sons, Inc. 37 pleasant Street
Girl on the Run 27 Melrose Street
Good Intentions 37 park Street, Suite 2
Gordon’s Garage 173 Howland Avenue
Green Garden Man 15 powers Street
Greylock Alliance Bascom Lodge
Greylock Apartments 3 Myrtle Street
Greylock environmental 17 turners Avenue
Greylock Federal Credit Union 2 park Street
Greylock Ice & Heating 2 orcutt Street
Greylock Insurance Agency 2 park Street
Greylock Realty Group 233 Columbia Street
Greylock Repair Center 69 Columbia Street
H & R Machine Company 101 Alger Street
Haas Appraisals 56 Wilbur Lane
Haflinger House Restaurant & Inn 17 Commercial Street
Hairloom 19 Leonard Street
Haley Bld. & Remodeling 194 West Road
Hesnor engineering Company 2A River Street
HeWN 15 Grove Street
Hill engineers 44 Spring Street
Hilltown Demolition 174 Howland Avenue
Historic Susan B. Anthony Farm 20 Walling Road
Hobart, Frederick 2 Center Street
Hobby World 171 Grove Street
Holland Co. Inc. 153 Howland Avenue
Holland’s Remodeling 64 Friend Street
Hoosac Valley Coal & Grain 2 Gavin Avenue
Hytech Computer 10 Allen Street
Interior Specialties 8 Sparrow Street
Business name Address
Jacqueline tessier 6 Crotteau Street
Jaeschke Apple orchard 23 Gould Road
James S. Kemper Roofing Company 18 Anthony Street
Jason Hayer plumbing 64 orchard Street
Jeepers Creepers 19 Hoosac Street
Jim Gancarz Builders 11A pinnacle Drive
Jeremy Johnson Finish Carpentry 47 Spring Street
K. Davis painting 11 Summit Avenue
K A Construction 10 Burt Street
Kapiloff Glass, Inc. 5 Hoosac Street
Karen’s School of Dance 90 park Street
Karen’s School of Driving  7 park Street
Kern’s plumbing & Heating 19 Dubis Street
Kim Byrd d/b/a KB Masonary 69B park Street
Lablue’s taxidermy 121 Alger Street
Lahey plumbing  Heating 22 Grandview terrace
Landscape one 9 Mill Street
Lee’s Dynasty Asian Fusion 131 Columbia Street
Leslie’s Lawn & Garden 23 Bobs Hill
Lillie’s enterprises 18 Lower Linden Street
Lynda’s Antique Clothing Loft 39 park Street
Magic Seasons 46 Howland Avenue
Maple Grove equipment 8 Leonard Street
Martin K. Bush, DDS 9 park Street
Marshall Arts Music 40 east Jordan Stret
McAndrews-King po Box 450
McDonald’s  2 Commercial Street
MCR Roofing 84 Alger Street
Meehan & Company Inc. 7 Hoosac Street
Meraki Salon 90 Summer Street
Michael’s Home Improvement LLC 70 North Summer Street
Midtown tax & Bookeeping Service 44 Spring Street
MIJA Landscaping, Inc. 5 Noonan Street
Millhouses of Adams 75 Commercial Street
Minerals technologies/Specialty Minerals 260 Columbia Street
Modena painting 126 Howland Avenue
Modern excavation, Inc. 17 Newark Street
Mohawk Recording Group 27 Mill Street, Unit B
Monarch Realty 91 Summer Street
Moncecchi plumbing 71 Summer Street
Mop Shoppe 24 Fisk Street
Mountain Club 6 Anthony Street
Mr. Rooter of Berk. County 194 Howland Avenue
MRA Laboratories 15 print Works Drive
Mullen Moving & Storage 71 Grove Street
Mountain View painters 25 Burt Street
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Business name Address
Newaves Unisex Hair Salon 79 park Street
Nick Johnson photography 4 edmunds Street, M101 
North County Creates 3 east Hoosac Street
Northeast Custom Flatbeds 11 pinnacle point
Northern Berkshire Loss Support 17 east Road
Northern Berkshire pediatrics, LLp 19 Depot Street
oasis Liquors 35 Spring Street
o’Geary’s package Store, Inc. 60 Commercial Street
osterman propane 60 printworks Drive
ouellette Bros. plumbing 4 east Hoosac Street
our Farmhouse Rules 60 east Street
paciorek Funeral Home 13 Hoosac Street
patriot Laundromat & Car Wash 215 Columbia Street
pCA System Corp. 155 Howland Avenue
penny entertainment 170 Columbia Street
pete’s Gun Shop 9 Grove Street
pizza House 26 Hoosac Street
pNA 13 Victory Street
pop Up Bridal online 65 east Hoosac Street
pupper Stuffs 69 Lime Street
R I B Realty, Inc. 1 Center Street, #12
R.p.A. Home Repairs 20 thompson Street
R. S. Lee Company 14 North Street
Racing Mart / Saad Keyrouz 73 Columbia Street
Rainbow Shack 85 Summer Street
Red Carpet Restaurant 69 park Street
Rite-Aid  21 Columbia Street
Robbie’s Gluten Free Ma, LLC 1 Burns Lane
Rogowski Distribution 60 printworks Drive
Ronnies Cycle 150 Howland Avenue
Rowley Fuel 1 Grove Street
S & N promotional Sales 2 Kittler Avenue
Saldo electric 90 Howland Avenue
Salon D 24-26 Willow Street
Scotty’s trucking 41 park Street, Suite 6
Serrano Builders 42 Alger Street
Servistove Solutions 7 Lower Linden Street
Shannon perin photography 49 Glen Street
Shine Wire 25 printworks Drive
Sit and Stay 30 Winter Street
Smith Bros. McAndrews Ins. Co. 45 park Street
Solshine 43 park Street
Sommer electric 117 Grove Street
Sommer Hill Farm 1 Sommer Hill Road
Soulier & Zepka Construction 5 Spring Street
Sparkle Clean 28 Burt Street
Business name Address
St. John Law offices 2 Center Street
Standard Furniture 66 Summer Street
Stanley’s Lumber & Building Supplies, Inc. po Box 87
Stash ‘N Dah Boyz 9 powers Street
Steepleview Realty 63 park Street
Stephen Faucher photography 8 Baskin Lane
Stitchaholique 7 Glendale Drive
Stockman Associates, LLC 29 park Street
Styling Station 56 Summer Street
Sunny Dayz tan 36 park Street
Superneau Construction & Concrete 23 Willow Street
Susan B. Anthony Birthplace Museum 67 east Road
t & A tool Inc. 73 Summer Street
tandem Custom Builders, Inc. 21 Crandall Street
the Coffee Liberation 1 park Street
the Creative Designs 48 Columbia Street
the Grille Restaurant 77 Summer Street
the Hair Loft 37 park Street, Suite 1
thompson & Linscott p.o. Box 190
thrifty Bundle Laundromat 41 Spring Street
topia Arts Center 27 park Street
topia Inn 10 pleasant Street
top’s Wellness Lifestyle 8 pearl Street
total Access Computers 69 Columbia Street
tRI petroleum d/b/a Adams express 160 Howland Avenue
trimarchi Nurseries 15 Burns Lane
trottier pringle Funeral Home 6 Summer Street
troy’s tree Service 5 McKinley Street
Ultimate entertainment Adams 52 Howland Avenue
Val’s pipe and package 5 Columbia Street
Viking pub 83 Commercial Street
V’s Car Wash 76 Columbia Street
Waterman excavating, Inc. 44 Spring Street
Whitco 186 1A Howland Avenue
Whitman AD 0 Upper Liden Street
Whitmans pM 168 Friend Street
Whitman’s Crystal Cleaning 2 Melrose Street
Windsor Bush Consulting 36 Melrose Street
Wizard Man Computer Repair 15 powers Street
Wojo’s 27 Spring Street
Xtreme Cleaning 45 North Summer Street
PRECINCT 1
Barrett, Margery S.  
Barrett, William J. 
Belisle, Wilfred 
Blanchette, Donald C. 
Bodzioch, Leon J. 
Bombardier, Donald‑D. 
Bongiolatti, Ippol. F. 
Bongiolatti, Louis Jr. 
Decensi, AngeloJr. 
Decker, John F. 
Decker, Peter J. 
Doherty, Lawrence G. 
Grew, Ambrose A. 
Grew, Lucille R. 
Hathaway, Arthur 
Jennings, Albert A. 
King, Laurio J. 
Kirby, George H. 
Kulpa, Edward N. 
Kurpiel, Frank J. 
Lyden, Joseph R. 
Michalenko, lgnatius J. 
Pieri, James 
Pitoniak, Edward J. 
Pitoniak, John A. 
Pitoniak, Robert 
Romaniak, Anthony J. 
Rowley, Francis W. 
Sands, David 
Wegrzyn, John A.
PRECINCT 2
Charbonneau, Lawrence R. 
Gancarz, Alfred H. 
Hajdas, Joseph E. 
Hebert, Joseph A. 
Kaczowski, Adolf R. 
Kelley, Earl F. 
Kelley, Patricia O.  
Koczela, Edward 
Kolis, Dolores J.  
Kolis, Theodore J. 
Konopka, Richard W. 
Konopka, Rose M.  
McLaren, Harold W. 
Mikuszewski, Stanley D. 
Mirke, Ronald E. 
O’Hearn, John W.
Paciorek, Peter
Pratt, Guy C. Jr.
Rusek, Louis J.
Salisz, Francis W.
Soderstrom, John A.
Stavaski, Francis H.
Stojda, Donald W.
Szufnarowski, Frederick
Wesolowski, William E.
Wojtaszek, Francis J. Jr.
Wojtusiak, Walter
Zabek, Peter
PRECINCT 3
Armata, Joseph A. 
Armata, Ned J. 
Cwiertniewicz, Stanley A. 
Czubryt, Thaddeus J. 
Denault, Eugene 
Dziegiel, Walter 
Fryc, John 
Gigliotti, Andrew F. 
Godek, A. Edward 
Godek, Elizabeth 
Gwozdz, Stanley F. 
Haun, Ina F.  
Kieltyka, Edmund 
Kirchner, Henry J. 
Kirchner, Roberta M.  
Kissel, Bruno B. 
Kissel, Caryl Z.  
Koczela, Frances L.  
Koczela, Fred J. 
Kosiba, Frances 
Miller, Samuel A. 
Ordyna, Joseph C. 
Payne, Evelyn 
Pliska, Walter 
Soja, Joseph 
Strzepek, Alec J. 
Tarsa, Raymond J. 
Wilk, John E.
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Abraham, Albert M. 
Alarie, Francis E. 
Boisvert, Frederick N. 
Boisvert, George F. 
Bond, J. Franklin 
Bond, Nelson H. 
Burke, William A.
Carlow, William J. 
Daniels, Dixon H. 
Daniels, Margarett H.  
Groves, Richard J. 
Herrmann, Franklin A. 
Kowalski, Leonard W. 
Laine, Robert J. 
Lennon, David T. 
Morin, Francis A. 
O’Connor, J. Norman 
Paradis, Leo P. 
Pieri, James J. 
Rivers, Roger W. 
Robinson, Louise A.  
Robinson, Warren E. 
Shipcot, Bernard F. 
Sommer, Donald R. 
Sommer, Shirley 
Stark, Margaret E.  
Stein, Donald Francis 
Turgeon, Leonard A. 
Wineberg, Mervin 
Wittke, Raymond B.
PRECINCT 5
Attalla, Amen 
Baker, Eugene P. Jr. 
Bieniek, Lawrence 
Carlson, Robert A. 
Couture, Clayton L. 
Dean, William A. 
DeBlois, Wilfrid 
Donovan, Walter J. 
George, Richard J. 
Koczela, Carolyn 
Koczela, Stanley 
LaFrance, Donald L. 
Lambert, Ralph C. 
Lefebvre, Arthur R. 
Les, Adolph F. 
Macek, James E. 
Ouellette, Joan 
Phelps, Nelson R. 
Phelps, Richard L. 
Rowley, James L. 
Sadlowski, Joseph E. 
Schwab, George 
Schwab, Lillian 
Smith, James McC. 
Szulc, Henry J. 
Trottier, Mark D. 
Vrabel, Peter J. 
Weston, Lawrence 0. 
Zepka, Walter C.
 On The Cover  Town Meeting members, sitting as a body, are rarely photographed. A Town Meeting was 
held on October 31, 1967 in the auditorium of the Adams Memorial High School to decide on the bond issue necessary 
to fund the construction of the Hoosac Valley Regional High School. 
 In the front row to the right are the four Adams members of the Adams‑Cheshire Regional School Committee:  
William Denault, Mervin Wineberg, Edward Koczela and Dixon Daniels. In the third row is the Board of Selectmen:  
Anthony P. McBride, Ewart D. Callahan and Fred Dabrowski. Next to Mr. Dabrowski is Supt. of Streets, Chester J.  
Trzcinski. Standing to speak is A. Edward Godek. In the first and second row on the left are Alexander Cwalinski, 
counsel to the School Committee and Morton Schiff, member of the Finance Committee. Other members of the  
Finance Committee are in the audience.
 Below is a list of the Town Meeing Members in 1967. Of the 150 seats available, there are only five seats unfilled. 
The auditorium itself is nearly filled to capacity. At the far right are students of the 8th grade of St. Stanislaus Kostka 
School. It used to be a tradition at the school that the Civics Club attended one of the Town Meetings. The fashion 
is also notable. Many men are wearing white shirts, ties and suit jackets. There is even a woman wearing a fur stole 
and pearls.
F INANCE  COMMITTEE  MEMBERS  Alfred B. Burnett, Leo A. Delmolino, A. Edward Godek, Thomas O. Harvey John J. Gallivan, 
Joseph S. George, Edwin Ginsburg, Henry J. Jaeschke, Robert T. Leitch, Arthur D. Simmons, Williams J. Barrett, A. Burdette Daniels, Edmund Kieltyka, Morton Schiff, 
and Casimere A. Urbanek. T
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